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ABSTRACT

This work is & rhetorical analysis of the speakers, audiences,
occasions, and speeches which made the Louisiana Anti-Lottery Move
ment successful in spite of overwhelming opposition from a wealthy
and politically strong gambling monopoly known as the Louisiana State
Lottery Company.
Texts of speeches for the study came from an anti-lottery news
paper, the New Orleans New DeIt8} a pro-lottery newspaper, the New
Orleans Daily Picayune^ and from the Official Proceedings of the
Anti-Lottery Democratic Convention, 1890.

further information came

from general reference works, histories, government publications,
periodicals, personal correspondence and manuscripts.
from 1869 through 1892 the Louisiana State Lottery Conqpany was
the cause of political unrest.

With millions of dollars in assets

this giant gambling monopoly all but controlled the state economically
and politically.
and courts.

Its corrupting influence extended to the legislature

In 1879 an unsuccessful attempt to cancel the Lottery

charter left the concern with more power than it originally had.

The

Lottery charter was to expire January 1, 189U j however, its managers
decided to attenpt to get a twenty-five year renewal in spite of the
fact that the constitution forbade lotteries after 1895.

A storm of

protest arose from many of the responsible ieaaers in the state.

By

ndd-1890 the Anti-bottery League had been formed by a group of lawyers,
v

politicians, judges, preachers, and merchants.

Through the League

members, a statewide public speaking campaign was carried on.

Many

notable Louisianians including Murphy J. Foster, Edward Douglas
White, Donelson Caffery and the Rev. Benjamin Morgan Palmer partici
pated as orators for the anti-lottery cause.
In 1891 the anti-lottery crusade merged with the gubernatorial
campaign.
chartered.

The central issue was whether the Lottery should be re
Both sides placed their arguments before the voters.

Mass meetings took place with bands, barbecues, and grand balls as
added attractions.

From the farmlands and from the city streets

hundreds, and at times thousands, came to participate in the colorful
and lively campaign.
orators to speak.

They cheered, applauded, and encouraged the

Gradually the anti-lottery faction gained strength,

mostly from the rural parishes, and victory was in sight.
Debate was at a heated pitch with the anti-lottery advocates
claiming that the Lottery (1) dominated the state politically, (2)
offered a financially poor contract for a multi-million dollar busi
ness, and (3) was an immoral institution.

The Lottery backers claimed

that the state could not meet its financial obligations without the
million and a quarter per year offered by the Canqpany.

Each side

offered evidence to prove its case, with the anti-lottery group doing
the better debating.
In April of 1892 the people of Louisiana went to the polls and
gave a winning plurality to the anti-lottery candidate, Murphy J.
Foster, and rejected the proposed Lottery charter renewal amendment.

vi

The Anti-Lottery League used the force of the spoken word to
defeat a powerful and wealthy foe which had over ninety per cent of
the state press supporting its recharter amendment.

This study is a

tribute to the democratic process of government which allows for dis
cussion, debate, and orderly change, according to the wishes of the
majority, exercised through a free ballot.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The political influence of the lottery was great, and
necessarily so, inasmuch as to secure its monopoly it
was necessary for it to control every Legislature.
It was this, together with the reassertion of the moral
sense of the people, which was shocked by the bad repute
to which Louisiana was brought in other parts of the
country where lotteries had been abolished and were
prohibited, that finally brought the lottery to an end.
A vigorous campaign was started against the renewal of
its charter, . . . it is to the credit of the people
of Louisiana that, in spite of its immense wealth ana
its unscrupulous use of it, ana its entrenched politi
cal position the lottery was final ly destroyed. *For approximately twenty-five years, from 1866 through 189?,
the Louisiana State Lottery Company was a source of discord in
both Louisiana and the country.

Brought into existence while

Louisiana was struggling to rid itself of Federal occupation
after the Civil War, this gambling institution entrenched itself
so deeply into the political, economic, and social life of the
state that both federal intervention and a state "grass roots"
campaign were necessary to effect its destruction.
Louisiana was in a state of climactic turmoil from 1890-189?
over the lottery issue.

Both the democratic and Republican

parties were split into anti-lottery and pro-lottery segments.
The citizenry were divided over the issue, while violence between
the opposing factions was anticipateu.

^Henry Rightor, Stanuara History of New Orleans, Louisiana
(Chicago: Lewis Publishing Company, 1900), Pp. ii6#-ij70.
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Although national sentiment was known to be against the
Louisiana Lottery Company, the position of the majority of the
people of Louisiana was in doubt.

Two opposing forces clashed

in a battle to win the votes of the citizens who, alone, had
the power of life or death over the Lottery.

The Anti-Lottery

League became the major opponent of the Louisiana Lottery Com
pany.

Since the pro-lottery faction had the support of the

state press, the Anti-Lottery League members were forced to rely
heavily upon a canvassing of the state by public speakers to
win popular support.

Gilbert L. Dupre, prominent state legis

lator and pro-lottery advocate, described the movement in the
following manner:
The churches and the preachers waxed eloquent for
its ^Ehe Lottery7 destruction. The politicians
out of a job, bTg, little and indifferent, got into
the game. It became the burning question of the
day. The fight, begun in 1890, terminated in 1892.
The state was turned upside down with this upheaval.
Men went up or down with it in every c o m m u n i t y . ^
In an effort to counteract the influence of the Anti-Lottery
League, the Lottery Company poured thousands of dollars into
its own campaign.

"Politicians, public speakers, editorial and

special writers were handsomely subsidized to disseminate propa
ganda and influence public opinion in its favor."3

^Gilbert L. Dupre, Political Reminiscences: 1876-1902
(Baton Rouge, La.: Ramires-J ones Printing Co., circa, 1917),
p. 75.
^Henry b. Chambers, A History of Louisiana (Chicago:
American Historical Society, inc., 1^251, I . ?07.

The
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The present study Is a historical-rhetorical, approach to the
Anti-Lottery Movement of 1890-1892.

It applies rhetorical criti

cism to the oratory of a significant phase of Louisiana history.
As major objectives, this study attempts to answer five questions:
1.

Who were the leading speakers of the movement?

2.

What were the characteristics of the audiences?

3.

Under what conditions did the speaking take place?

U.

What issues, arguments and proofs were used by the orators?

5.

What effect did public speaking have within the movement?
These questions are of importance to the speech critic

because all speaking takes place within a social environment
consisting of a speaker, an audience, an occasion, and a given
speech.

Thonssen ana Baird state that:
Speeches occur in social settings. Consequently, their
interpretation and criticism must stem from a knowledge
of the forces and conditions operative in the social
situation at the particular time. In the broadest sense,
therefore, the constituents of the rhetorical judgment
are without limit as to number and scope; everything that
impinges upon the environment plays a part in shaping a
speech, and therefore in determining the criticism of it.^

Justification of this study in the area of speech rests upon
the fact that historians have established the Anti-Lottery Movement
as an important phase of Louisiana history in which the powers of
oral persuasion played a significant role.

Existing histories are

adequate for purposes of recording the story of the Louisiana
Lottery Company; however, no study is available which analyzes the

York:

^Lester Thonssen and A. Craig Baird, Speech Criticism (New
The Ronald Press Company, 19U8), p. 9.

a

Anti-Lottery Movement from the rhetorical aspects of speakers,
audiences, occasions, and speeches.

This study aims to fill

the present void, especially in the area of speech analysis.
In order to prepare the reader for a better understanding
of the study, chapter two presents a historical background of
lotteries in Louisiana from the first approved lottery in 1805
to the termination of legal lotteries in 1893.
While the second chapter gives a broad coverage of the
historical aspects of lotteries in Louisiana, the third chapter
covers, specifically, the speaking events which took place during
the movement.

Detailed information is given about legislative

sessions, the Anti-Lottery Convention, Congressional Anti-Lottery
action, and anti- and pro-lottery mass meetings.
fourteen speakers of the movement are studied in the fourth
chapter.

Major attention is directed toward four of the leading

anti-lottery orators.

The speech education, personality and

character, speech delivery, and reputation as an orator of each
is considered.

The remaining speakers are given less attention.

Several characteristics of the audiences and occasions of
the Anti-Lottery Movement are analyzed in chapter five.

Coverage

of audience size, composition, and reaction is coupled with four
aspects of speech occasion*

(l) preliminary arrangements; (2 )

events giving rise to the meetings; (3 ) setting; and (k) condi
tions and events affecting audience-occasion.
In chapter six, the issues, arguments, and proofs used by
the anti-lottery advocates are analyzed.

Each argument is stated
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and then cast Into syllogistic form.

An effort is made to present

representative samplings of the logical and pathetic proofs developed
by the anti-lotteryites.

Phases of the pro-lottery stand are

summarized at intervals to indicate the lines of argument of the
opposition.
In the concluding section of the study, answers are given to
the previously listed five questions which deal with speakers,
audiences, occasions, arguments and proofs, and effectiveness.
Materials used in this dissertation came from histories,
biographies, general reference works, academic and governmental
journals, theses and dissertations, pamphlets, magazines, news
papers, and correspondence.

The analysis of the anti-lottery

speeches was based upon twenty-five complete speeches by sixteen
orators published in newspapers, biographies, and pamphlets.
Prom the New Orleans Dally Picayune twenty-one speech summaries
by reporters were used as a basis for determining the pro-lottery
case.

In general, the lottery press did not print verbatim texts

of the pro-lottery speeches.

Por this reason, no complete analysis,

as that accorded the anti-lottery speeches, was possible.
Textual authenticity is a major factor in a study which
attempts to analyze arguments contained in a collection of speeches.
All of the anti-lottery speeches used in the present work were
printed by the partisan anti-lottery press.

This eliminates the

possibility of deliberate misquoting, but does not guarantee the
accuracy of reporting.

It is quite possible that many of the

addresses were edited before being printed.

However, at least one

6

speech contained a rather obvious factual error which might have
been corrected if editing were practiced.

Many of the orations

were given at night and appeared in newspapers the following day.
This would allow very little time for extensive editing or re
writing.

Ifngrarauatical terms such as the word "ain*t" appear in

several speeches.
was rather limited,

This indicates that if editing were used it
liirther evidence which tends to prove that

the addresses were accurately reported exists in the fact that
impromptu introductory remarks were not deleted from the texts.
Audience reaction, such as "applause," "cheering," and other verbal
happenings were presented.

Because of the grammatical and factual

errors in the speeches, the limited time between the speaking
events and the reporting of the speeches, and the unrelated im
promptu introductory remarks which were contained in the texts,
it is highly probable that the speeches analyzed were, to a large
degree, faithful to the utterances of the orators.

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF LOTTERIES
IN LOUISIANA

I.

Origin and Growth of the Lottery

In order to understand thoroughly and appreciate the signifi
cance of the Anti-Lottery Movement it is necessary to narrate the
historical events leading to the appearance and development of
lotteries in Louisiana.

This account begins with the earliest

recorded lottery in the state and terminates with the last legal
lottery to be tolerated by the people of Louisiana.

Because of

the scope of the subject, only the more significant events which
are necessary for an understanding of the present study are
presented.
In 1805, while Louisiana was still a territory, the terri
torial council of Orleans authorized the first lottery to be held
in the state for the institution of a university.

On March 6 ,

1810, the Louisiana Territorial Legislature passed an act incor
porating a lottery.

Its purpose was to raise $10,000 for the

construction of the first Protestant church, Christ Church
(Episcopal), in New Orleans.

Four years later a lottery was

^Richard H. Wiggins, The Louisiana Press and the Lottery
(M.A. Thesis, Louisiana State Uhiversity, Baton Rouge, La., 1936)
p. 2 .

a
approved by the state legislature to raise funds necessary to
improve navigation in Bayou Boeuf.

The State Medical Society

was authorized in 1819 to acquire $ 1 0 ,0 0 0 by means of a lottery
for the purchase of instruments and a library.

Again, permission

to hold a lottery was granted the First Presbyterian Church of
New Orleans in 1822 to pay a $30,000 debt.

Lottery funds also

paid for the construction of a New Orleans Masonic hall built in
r\

1827.

Many more were approved by the Louisiana General Assembly.
During the early part of the nineteenth century, lotteries

were considered morally acceptable by most persons, as is evidenced
by their use to support religious, educational, and state neeas.
Catholics and Protestants, educators and statesmen aid not hesi
tate to spin the wheel of fortune whenever their needs demanded
it . 3
Louisiana was not alone in favoring the use of lotteries to
accumulate funds for ben' -/olent, religious, and educational rurposes.

They were to be found in all parts

luring the early days of the republic; and

of the United States
in the latter half o('

the eighteenth century, the southern states of Alabama, Georgia,
and Kentucky also were domiciles of lottery concerns.^1

2john S. Kendall, History of New Orleans
Publishing Co., 1922), it, I48?.

(Chicago: Lewis

3Caward Clifton Wharton, Cornucopia of Ola the Lottery WheeL
of the New (New Orleans, 1877), p. 9.
^Kendall, ojo. clt., II, ^81i.
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From 1833 to 1861 various acts of the Louisiana General
Assembly made lotteries a criminal offense.

However, the Con

stitution of I8 6 I1 returned to the legislature the power to
license the selling of lottery tickets.?
While lotteries were held in Louisiana to 1833 to aid various
worthwhile organizations to maintain and perpetuate themselves,
after 1866 they became "big business."

At that time a New York

gambling syndicate composed of John A. morris, Ben Wood, C. H.
Murray and others devised a scheme to obtain control of the lottery'
business in Louisiana,

The concern, know as C. H. Murray and

Company, was represented in New Orleans by Charles T. Howard.
Howard was instructed to use all available resources to persuade
the Louisiana legislators to charter the Louisiana State Lottery
Company for a period of twenty-five years.
On August 17, 1868, over the protests of a small group of
its members, the legislature incorporated the Louisiana State
Lottery Company.

One historian summarized the event in the fol

lowing derogatory manner:
Although the legislature cloaked its action with a
specious preamble reciting that many millions were
lost to the state by "the sale of Havana, Kentucky,
Madrid, and other lottery tickets, policies, combinations,
and devices•" the act was nothing more nor less than
a barefaced charter that granted to this group the
rights to operate a lottery monopoly in the state for

?Bertholc C. Alwes, "The History of the Louisiana State
Lottery Company," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XXVII (Oct.
I9 W 4), 7; also M.A. Thesis, Louisiana State University, 1929.
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twenty-five years. That the claim to philanthropy was
ridiculous Is proven by the fact that although the
Lottery Company was incorporated for one million dollarst
the bill provided that it should pay only the inadequate
sum of $1+0.000 a year to the Charity Hospital in lieu of
all taxes.®
C, T. Howard*s success in acquiring a charter must be attributed
to the prevailing conditions in Louisiana after the Civil War.

As

a result of the war and military reconstruction by the North, the
legislature was composed in 1868 of a carpetbag Republican majority
in both houses, with a fifty per cent distribution of whites and
Negroes.7
Many of these men were adventurers who sought to increase their
wealth.

Howard took advantage of the situation and, through

bribery, secured a charter.

Following the granting of a charter,

fifty-thousand dollars was paid during the first year of the
organization of the Company, ". . . t o redeem promises made for
votes in favor of the bill incorporating the Company, and other
similar services.1*®
Nine days after acquiring the lottery charter the incorpora^
tors signed away their valuable monopoly to the directors of
C. H. Murray and Company of New York.

Charles T. Howard gained

a quarter interest in the trust for his faithful work on behalf

^Edward Larocque Tinker, Creole City (New York*
Green & Co., 1953), p. 296.

Longmans,

?Ibid., P. 123.
®C. C. Buel, "The Degradation of a State; or, the Charitable
Career of the Louisiana Lottery," Century Magazine, XLIII (1891-92),
623.
----------
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of the- New York concern.

He also retained the presidency of the

Louisiana State Lottery Company until 1876.

Thus, the "fiction

of the Louisiana Lottery Company was always kept up, and a fiction
it was because the aeed of trust, or deal . , . Left the Company
neither obligations, nor privileges except the right to name a
cojunissioner to superintend the drawings and to see that the
prizes were distributed."9
The sponsors of the Lottery Company soon realized that they
must become politically strong or another Legislature might revoke
their charter.

"From this point on the history of the Louisiana

Lottery Company is inextricably bound up in Louisiana politics.
The Company must dominate or die."^
Besides suffering normal growing pains, the Company had to
fight numerous court battles to maintain its monopoly against
other lottery companies in 1869, 1871, and in l87ij.

Cases in

1871 and 1886 were fought against the attempts of the City of
New Orleans to acquire funas from lottery licenses.

Thwarting

enemies became a constant pastime for the attorneys of the
Lottery.H
Because the public questioned the honesty of the Company,
Charles T. Howard had trouble acquiring the handsome dividends
which a lottery was expected to yield.

However, when Dr. Maximilian A.

9john T. White, The History of the Lottery (M.A. Thesis,
Tulane University, New Orleans, La., 1939), Pp. 15-16.
L0 Ibld., p. lln
H-Alwes,cit., Pp. l£-L8 .
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Dauphin, an Austrian physician, succeeded Howard as president in
1876, the Conpany became a gold mine for its owners.

Dauphin

arranged to have some persons of "unimpeachable integrity" super
vise the drawings, thus proving to the public that the drawings
were conducted fairly.

Generals P. G. T. Beauregard and Jubal A.

Early were the two gentlemen who accepted the doubtful honor of
acting as "fronts" for the gambling managers.

Their jobs paid

extremely well and consisted of approximately two days work per
month.12
The two distinguished old gentlemen were mere window
dressings. They knew no more about the management of
the business than a one-eyed cat; but, as the Lottery
people decided it would be wise to have two popular
ex-Confederate generals preside over the drawings to
cast an aura of respectability, it was willing to pay them
munificent salaries variously estimated at from $12,000
to $30,000 annually for their short appearances on the
stage.
One of them, General Jubal Early, with florid face
and penetrating blue eyes looking out under bushy eye
brows, was badly stooped, though over six feet tall.
Dressed neatly in a suit of Confederate gray cloth, his
patriarchal white beard made him look like a Mormon
elder, but any appearance of saintliness was belied by
his reputation as a daring soldier and as the most
decorticating curser in the Confederate Army.
The other, General Pierre Qustave Toutant Beaure
gard, a Creole of the Creoles, was as typically Latin
as Early was Anglo-Saxon. His slight figure clothed in
a long frock, had a soldierly erectness, and he carried
himself with a certain conscious dignity and cosmopolitan
elegance, while his handsome, impassive face was crowned
by snow-white, closely-cropped hair. With his white
mustache and neat imperial, he would not have looked out
of character as one of Napoleon's marshals.13

l^White,

cit., p. 20.

^Tinker, op. cit., p. 293.
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In 1877 carpetbag rule in Louisiana ended with the with
drawal of Federal forces from the state.
two men claimed the governorship:

Difficulties arose when

NichoHs, the Conservative

Democrat; and Packard, the Republican.

Since many of the Packard

legislators were Negroes, the Conservatives hoped to buy them
out.

Immediately, the Louisiana Lottery Company offered the money

needed for this purpose in exchange for a twenty-five year charter
placed in the constitution, which was to be amended as soon as
the Democrats took over.

"It was a hard bargain, but, as the

White Democrats were impoverished ar.d could do no better, they
accepted the Lottery's offer.
News of the aeal between the Louisiana Lottery Company and the
Democrats immediately reached the people.

Cries arose for the

repeal of the Company's charter, and the legislature of 1879 was
elected partially upon this issue.

In January of 1879 the members

of this body met and proceeded to rescind the Lottery's charter.
On March 27, 1879, Governor Nicholls signed the bill which repealed
all previous acts favorable to lotteries.

Naturally, the Company

felt that it had been betrayed.^
By this time the Lottery had acquired influence which extended
to the courts.

Upon the request of the Louisiana Lottery Company,

United States Judge Edward Coke Billings of the circuit court
issued an injunction against enforcement of the legislative measure

^White, op. cit., p. Jii.
^Alwes, o£. cit., p. 35.

ill July of 1879.

With this breather, the Company prepared to

make itself secure by attempting to get its charter into the
new state constitution to be written later in the yea r, ^
Again the strategy of the Lottery worked, for the Company
succeeded in getting its charter recognized in the new state
constitution.

This was accomplished after an intensive campaign

in which the Company stressed the

enormity of the state debt and

used a formidable lobby of attorneys at the constitutional con
vention.
The agreement, by which the Company was to operate until the
expiration of its charter on January 1, 189^, was considered a
compromise, since the Lottery had to give up its "monopoly clause.
This limitation was easily overcome, however, for the Lottery
blocked the attempts of all rivals to incorporate by using
financial persuasion or the Louisiana legislators.^?
After 1879 Lottery stock gained considerably in value.
Shares of a par value of $100 rose from $35 in 1870 tc $1200 in
1890.

This made the market value of the Company^ stock greater

than the whole banking capital of the state.
the Lottery became a $28,000,000 concern,

In its best years

from all over the

country mail was delivered to the

Company.An express wagon

required to carry the mail to and

from thepost office.

was

^ I b i d . , p. 35 j White, op. cit., p. 37; Tinker, op. cit.,
p. 302.
^Kendall, _ojd. cit., Pp. U86-Li87.
^^White, Q£>. cit., Pp. 25-26.
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Local receipts from the daily drawings were ample enough tc
pay all the costs of the Lottery, leaving the returns from the
national business clear profit, except for the payment of prizes.
The highest payment as a prize went to a New Orleans barber who
won $300,000 for a ticket costing $20.

He was paid without delay,

and the Company immediately advertised the good fortune of one of
its customers. ^
Between i860 and 1890 the Louisiana Lottery Company enjoyed
years of great prosperity.

Its business extended to all parts of

the Union, with offices in the major cities.

Legislators did the

will of the Company, while the press was kept silent through
enormous sums paid by the Lottery for advertisements.

All attempts

to curtail its operations or to establish rivals were successfully
fought.

So-called “policy" tickets could be bought daily on nearly

every street in New Orleans for as little as twenty-five cents.
Before long the city was policy mad.

Agents swarmed over the state

tempting the poor and the ignorant to gamble away their meager
earnings. ^ 0
during this stage of the Company’s development, its influence
reached almost every facet of life in New Orleans.

No important

undertaking could be attempted without the aid of one of the men
connected with the Lottery.

“It entrenched itself in local business

^Kendall, og. cit., p. 1+6720h . E. Chambers, The South in the Building of the Nation
(Richmonds Southern Historical Publication Society, 1909), 111,
173; White, og. cit., Pp. 1+1—1+3; Alwes, op. cit., Pp. 1+1—1+2.
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life, in politics, and to some extent in society.

The subtle

propaganda was that the owners were content with the provision
of the constition abolishing lotteries after January 1, 1895."'^
Another phase of the Lottery*s campaign to continue its opera
tions was to court popular favor.

It achieved this end in part by

being generous in its expenditures for public enterprises.

In

1872 Charles T. Howard converted the Hetairie Hace Course into
the beautiful Hetairie Cemetery.
club refused Howard membership.

This was done after the Metairie
Morris* sister, Miss Annie T.

Howard, had the Howard Memorial Library erected to the memory of
her father in 1888.

His brother, i?rank T. Howard, had the Con

federate Memorial Building erected next to the Howard Library at
a cost of approximately $li0,000.

Through 1890 improvements and

donations were continued by Dauphin upon the request of various
leaders on the local level. 22

II.

Out-of-State Opposition to the Lottery

A national flavor was added to the history of the Louisiana
Lottery Company by the efforts of Colonel A. K. McClure, the editor
of the Philadelphia Times, to make lotteries unpopular.

In 1883

McClure, aiaed by several of the best journals in the state, suc
ceeded in getting the Pennsylvania legislature to pass a bill
making it a penal offense for publishers, as well as advertisers,

21 White, op. cit., p. 95.

. cit.,

2 2 Alwes, _og. cit., Pp. 63-65; C. C, Buel, ojd

p. 6 2 6 .
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to give publicity to Lotteries.

i4cC Lure's curiosity had been aroused

when the Louisiana Lottery Company offered to pay extremely high
prices in order to have its advertisements placed in the Times.
After finding that $50,000 a year was spent tc advertise a business
which was illegal in Pennsylvania, McClure began a campaign which
culminated in the passage of the bill that made it illegal to ad
vertise lotteries in Pennsylvania.23
Since Pennsylvania was the second richest state in the Union,
the Lottery

Company fought back.

H, A. Dauphin filed suit against

the Philadelphia Times for libelling

the Company.

This suit was

immediately thrown out because lotteries, as illegal organizations
in Pennsylvania, could claim no protection in the courts.
M. A. Dauphin then persuaded the pro-lottery editor of the
Times-Democrat in New Orleans to invite mcClure to the New Orleans
Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1885.

ncClure accepted the in

vitation, but when he arrived the United States Marshall served
him with a writ.

Dauphin sought to collect $100,000 damages from

McClure for libelling the Lottery.2^
If the

Lottery managers thought that McClure would accept his

plight without fighting back, they were sadly mistaken.

After

conferring with Governor Nicholls, who was extremely pessimistic
about the situation, McClure managed to out-maneuver his opponents
with a bit of legal strategy.

With the help of a local attorney,

^White f op. cit., Pp. Jj6-U7.
2^Ibid., Pp. i*7-ii&.
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J. McConnell, and a seventy-six page plea preparea by hi s friends
in Philadelphia, he got the Company to withdraw all suits pending
ana to pay costs totaling $8,500.

Through influential friends in

Congress, McClure had received assurance that Justice Wood, of the
United States Supreme Court, would hear the case in his district.
This development sent the Lottery attorneys retreating, for they
knew the Company could not justify its existence at the national
level.
The whole McClure incident is of great importance in the
history of the Lottery Company in Louisiana,

It was through the

efforts of several representatives from Pennsylvania, friends
of McClure, that the anti-lottery fight reached the halls of
Congress where damaging legislation eventually made it illegal
for lottery materials to be transported through the m a i l s . 25
Representative Bingham and Senators ddmunas and Hawley of Penn
sylvania led the fight to exclude the Lottery from using the
United States mails.

Their efforts prepared the way for the

decisive stand which Congress took against lotteries in 1 8 9 0 .2 6

III,

formation of Anti- ana Pro-Lottery Leagues

One of the most significant events in the Anti-Lottery Move
ment was the formation of the Anti-Lottery League in New Orleans.
In the office of Charles Parlange, the first League meeting was

?^Alwes, op. cit., p. Jj9.

26white, 0 £. cit., Pp. 53-55.
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hela on February 2b, 1890.

Its purpose was "to combat the re

newal of the charter of the Louisiana Lottery Company and to oppose
the granting of charters to any other lottery companies. 7
Prompted into being by the news that John A. Morris would
seek an extension of the Lottery Company*s charter, the AntiLottery League soon extended itself to every parish and ward in
the state.

It became the major force acting against the lottery

oncern in Louisiana.

Part of the present study will center

around speakers of the Anti-Lottery League, who spoke at public
meetings throughout the state and in the chambers of the General
Assembly.

Their speeches aroused the voters of Louisiana to action

against the Lottery.
To list all the members of the Anti-Lottery teaguc would be
an almost impossible task; however, several cf the leaders may
be noted at this point.

Among them were:

Colonel ;i. G. Vincent,

president; Judge Edward Douglas White; Colonel J. Davidson Hill;
Judge Prank ilcGloin; Judge P. A. Monroe; Colonel C. Harrison
Parker; and Charles Parlange.

Murphy J. Foster (Governor 1892-

1399) was selected the standard bearer for the group, since he had
led the anti-lottery elements in the State Senate in 1890.

Further

more, Foster had never been accused of accepting money from the
Lottery Company as had many other legislators.
The Anti-Lottery League and the Women*s Anti-Lottery League,
formed in 1891 to aid the men*s group, continued an active speaking

?7Alwes, op. cit., p. 92.

campaign.

They were a determinea and unyielding group who brought

the issues airectly to the people.
with so much opposition arising and a great financial trans
action at stake, fiobert 3. day, a representative of the Lottery,
organized the "Progressive League" on July 29, 1890.

By October

of the sane year, the Lottery League had branches in seventeen
city wards of New Orleans, and had organized, or was ready to
organize, in fifty-seven parishes in the state.''®
Statewide public speaking at mass mertings, newspaper articles
and par?}hlets became the chief campaigning devices used by both
the Anti- and Pro-Lottery Leagues.

IV.

The Struggle Begins

for ten years, from lQ8o to 1890, the Lottery leaders prepared
for the day when they woula be forcea to attempt to perpetuate the
existence of their prosperous business beyond the date of January 1
189a, the terminating point for their twenty-five year charter.
They put from five to thirteen miLLion dollars a year in reserve
so that they would be ready when the time came.
In 1890 the Lottery Company was prepared to make its last and
greatest bid for continued existence.

Financially and politically

strong, it braced itself for an all out struggle to down its
opposition.

^Alwes, og. cit., p. 100
29c. C. Buel, og. cit., Pp. 626-627.

On April 17, 1890, John A. Morris announced his intention
to apply for a twenty-five year extension of the Lottery franchise.
The ensuing political struggle which took place between the
Lottery and anti-Lottery forces is considered among the greatest
controversies ever to confront the people of Louisiana.

CHAPTER IIT
THE ANTI-LOTTERY MOVEMENT

I.

Prelude to the Popular Movement

I desire to place upon the journal of the House my
objections to House bill no. 6 6 , entitled an act
to Increase the revenues of the State, and to
authorize the incorporation and establishment of
the Louisiana State Lottery Company, and to repeal
certain acts now in force.
The bill legalizes and sanctions what I con
sider a great wrong, fosters immorality and vice,
and encourages crimej lotteries never being pro
ductive of any good, but always conductive of
evil, robbing the poor by their seductive charms
and infatuations.
This bill creates a monstrous monopoly with
out any safeguard or assurance that it will not be
abused immeasurably. If a lottery is to be estab
lished by law there should be a board of control
to examine and supervise the conduct of the same.
By the provisions of this bill a wholesale robbery
can be coranitted without restriction.
The House passed the bill when there was no
quorum present in the bar of the House, undertaking them
selves to adjudge what a quorum consisted of, when the
constitution expressly states that a majority of the
members of the House shall be necessary for a quorum]
and the same constitution says that the House of
Representatives shall be composed of 101 members.1
Thus did the Speaker of the House, C. W. Lowell, voice his prophetic
words of opposition to the Louisiana State Lottery Company on
August 11, 1868, when he signed the lottery bill under protest.

^-Louisiana Journal of the House of Representatives (1869)
pp. 113-11)4.
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Eleven years later, similar words were spoken in the anti
lottery legislature of 1879 when, on March 27, an act which
terminated the charter of the Louisiana Lottery was passed.
However, as previously pointed out, this act was an abortive
effort since the United States Circuit Judge, E. C. BllLings,
issued an injunction restraining any action toward enforcement
of the legislative act.
Months later in the 1879 Constitutional Convention, the
lottery article was incorporated into the new state constitution.
Many misconceptions shrouded its acceptance by that body.

State

Senator Gustave A. Breaux, of New Orleans, explained his vote for
the article in this manner?
I vote for article 20 because* 1. There is a lottery
in existance whose rights cannot be divested, 2, That
it is proper that the revenues to be derived under the
charter of the existing company should not be withheld
from the State so long as the institution cannot be
suppressed. 3. That the selling of lottery tickets in
New Orleans cannot be suppressed, as is well known from
the experience had under the recent stringent laws in
favor of a monopoly for the suppression of their sale,
attempted to be enforced under the stimulus of private
interests, armed with extraordinary powers. I4, That
by the abolishment of the monopoly feature in favor of
the existing company, to which it assents, further
revenue may be derived out of a system from which there
is no present escape, and besides, gives the opportunity
of bringing the entire matter under proper police
regulation,2
The hopelessness of suppressing the Lottery was the main
argument put forth for the passage of the article.

Men were

^Official Journal of the Proceedings of the Constitutional
Convention o? the £>tate of Louisiana 1875. p. 23TT
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erroneously led to believe that the action of the circuit judge
meant federal support for the Lottery charter.

U. S. Representa

tive Edward W. Robertson of Louisiana stated in 1883t
A grave responsibility rests upon the officers of the
State government for not filing an answer and carrying
the case up to the Supreme Court of the United States
if unsuccessful in the lower court. By their derelic
tion of duty the lottery company was enabled to deceive
the constitutional convention of 1879 into the belief
that this mere interlocutory order was an acknowledgment
by the United States court that their charter was a
binding contract between the states and the corporation.
To allow the case to rest . . . was virtually to abandon
all defense on the part of the State, and leads but to
one conclusion in iry mind.3
With the ratification of the constitution of 1879, the Lottery
was firmly entrenched in Louisiana.

Had the Company chosen to

honor the constitution, which put a terminating deadline of
January 1, 1895, for all lotteries in the state, there would have
been no need for the Anti-Lottery Movement.

During the late

l8 8 0 *s, Lottery opposition was sparked by information in New
Orleans that John A. Morris would apply to the legislature in
1890 for a twenty-five year extension of the Lottery charter.^
It is at this point in the history of the Louisiana State Lottery
Company that the present study directs its emphasis.

^Congressional Record ii7th Cong. 2nd Sess. (Washington!
Government Printing Office, T 8 8 2 ^ s l c / ) , x W T " P a r t U, Appendix 86.
^Rev. B. Carradine, The Louisiana State Lottery Company
Examined and Exposed, a sermon (New Orleanst D. L. Mitcnel,

iw; prr.

—
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II.

Rev. B. Carradinej

Forerunner of the Movement

On February 2ks 1889, at the Carondeiet Street Methodist
Church, the Rev. Beverly Carradlne delivered a sermon attacking
the Louisiana State Lottery Company on fifteen counts and offered
seven specific steps to eliminate its presence in Louisiana.
Rev. Carradine*s ideas probably were followed by the organizers
of the Anti-Lottery League as a blueprint leading to the destruc
tion of the Lottery.

Carradlne*s presence at the early organiza

tional meetings of the Anti-Lottery League^ further supports the
possibility that his plan of 1889 was the one finally adopted in
1890.

His sevenfold plan was:

1.

Get the facts concerning the charges of fraudulency and
illegality and present them to the courts in order to have
the Lottery restrained from holding further drawings.

2.

Awaken public sentiment against the Lottery through the
spoken and written word.

3.

Socially ostracize those who continue to defend and partici
pate in the Lottery.

U.

Oppose any convening of a constitutional convention until
after the charter of the Lottery has expired, lest we find
ourselves fastened to the Lottery for twenty-five additional
years.

5.

Start an anti-lottery newspaper in New Orleans since no such
organ now exists.

6.

Form an anti-lottery association in New Orleans with friends
and correspondents in every town in Louisiana.

7.

Pray to God for the power to defeat the L o t t e r y . ^

^Alwes, op. cit., p. 92.
^Carradlne, Louisiana State Lottery Examined and Exposed,
Pp. 5U-59.
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Nearly one year later and twelve days before the first meet
ing of the Anti-Lottery League occurred, Reverand Carradine gave
a "Second Address" on this topic to his congregation on February 16,
1890,

He continued his strong logical arguments against the

Lottery Company by listing and supporting twelve "facts" about the
Louisiana Lottery.

His closing comments were surprisingly prophetic:

I see a grave, whose swelling mound is made up of
innumerable ballots, with the brief but expressive word
NoJ written therein. I approach the marble slab, and
read as follows: Here lies the Louisiana State Lot
tery Company born in sin, 1868. Conceived* In iniquity,
at the same time. Lied: According to appointment,
December 31, 1893, . • .
Reverend Carradine prepared the way for tie Anti-Lottery
Movement.

His words in 1889 and 1890 helped to arouse the senti

ment which led to the great statewide opposition to the Lottery.
With the establishment of the League in 1890, Carradine apparently
returned to his church, for there is nothing in the newspapers
about his further participation in the movement.

However, his

name appeared as a member of the Anti-Lottery League in 1892.^*

III.

Early Public Meetings of the League

After two organizational meetings in February and March of
1890, the Anti-Lottery League emerged as a new political and

?Rev. B. Carradine, Two Addresses: The Louisiana State
Lottery Comp any Examined and Exposed (New Orleans* F. D. Van
Valkemmrgh, 1890'), p. h2.
®New Orleans New Delta, May 12, 1892.
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moral force in the state,

Prom a meager beginning: of twelve

members9 the League grew to enormous proportions with statewide
memberships.
By April 28, 1890, it was strong enough to hold its first
public meeting in New Orleans at Grunewald Hall.

Approximately

one thousand persons heard C. Harrison Parker, Henry C. Miller,
James McConnell, and Dr. H, D. Bruns attack the Louisiana State
Lottery Company.^
Three noteworthy events occurred on May 12, 1890, to strengthen
the movement*

first, the legislature convened in Baton Rouge;

second, the Anti-Lottery League held its second public meeting;^
finally, an anti-lottery element in New Orleans established the
New Orleans New Delta.12

IV.

The Lottery Battle in the Legislature of 1890

Governor Francis T, Nicholls* opening message to the General
Assembly on May 12, 1890, began the intense struggle between the
pro- and anti-lottery forces in the legislature.

Approximately

one-third of Nicholls* message dealt with the subject of the
Louisiana State Lottery and its anticipated attempt to extend

^Alwes, op. cit., p. 92.
IQlbid., p. 93f New Orleans Daily States, April 29, 1890.
^Alves, op. cit., p. 93; New Orleans Daily States, May 18,

.

1890

12Whlte, op. cit., Pp. 6 3 -6 I4.
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its charter.

Governor Nicholls expressed his opposition to any

act which would result in the perpetuation of lotteries within
the boundaries of the State of Louisiana.

He concluded his mes

sage by stating*
As the governor of this state and the head of the
present administration, and representing the citi
zens of the coamonvealth who believe that the only
legitimate end of the government is the enjoyment
of life, liberty and property - all three - I will
never consent, so far as I am concerned, that the
destinies of this great State shall be placed under
the control and dominion of any corporation whatever,
and especially that it shall not pass under the con
trol of a gambling institution, and I shall exercise
all the influence of ny official position at all
times to avert and avoid what I would consider such
a disgraceful event, and in doing so, I expect and
invoke the aid and assistance of all good and true
sons of Louisiana, both in and out of this General
Assembly, and shall I fail in my efforts to pre
serve the good name, the welfare, and the prosperity
of the State, no part of the responsibility nor the
shame shall rest upon me. 1-3
There was little hope for the anti-lottery faction during
the initial readings of the lottery bill in the House.

Unly

during the third and final reading, when a two-thirds vote was
required, could the outnumbered "antis" have any effectiveness.
Legislative debate centered around House Bill 21iit

"An

act providing for the submission to the electors of the State for
adoption or rejection, an amendment to the Constitution of the

^Official Journal of the House of Representatives of the
State of Louisiana, lH90"H[Baton Rouge * The Advocate Press, 1890),
Pp* ?-32j Official Journal of the Senate of the State of Louisiana,
1890 (Baton rtouget The Advocate Press, lB9o'y, Pp. £-3$7
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State by inserting therein *An article on levees, schools, chari
ties, pensions, drainage and lotteries**"^
Oft June 20, 1890, the Newgass proposition, a second lottery
offer, was brought up by the "antis,11 but the pro-lottery faction
dropped it without further action even though it offered the state
more money than the Morris proposal.

When the lottery bill was

read for the third time, Bernard Shields, of Orleans, Placid Sigur,
of St. Mary, Placid Canonge, of Orleans, and Thomas 0*Conner, of
Orleans, spoke in favor of the amendment, and H. P. Wells, J. M.
Kennedy, and G. W. Bolton spoke against it.-^
postponed until June 25, 1890.

The final vote was

Only after considerable amending

attempts and other delaying actions did the bill receive a favor
able two-thirds vote of 66 to 2 9 . ^
The New Delta reported this colorful description of the
events leading to the passage of the lottery bill in the House:
Twice did the lottery secure the number of votes
necessary to pass it, and twice did it seem as if
the hand of God was interposed to stop it. Once,
just as the bill was about to be put upon its
passage in the House, one of the members, a "Convert"
from the Anti-Lottery side, was seized with a
sudden illness, which threatened his life and
compelled his instant withdrawal from the Chamber.
His seizure was sudden and without warning, and
the Lottery lacked one of the required number*
The bill was postponed by a majority vote, that
being sufficient to postpone it, . . . Further
efforts were made and the required sixty-six

■^Louisiana House Journal, 1890, p. 232.
^ N e w Orleans Daily Picayune, June 21, 1890.
l^New Orleans Daily Picayune, June 26, 1890.
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were again mustered; one more man had been won over.
Again the bill was about to be put upon its passage
. . . when a member of the body, who had that morning
for the first time announced his intention of voting
for the bill, suddenly fell, stricken with something
akin to paralysis and
born out of the hall,
never to enter it again during the session.
Again the bill was postponed. Just as it was again
about to come up, Shattuck, the Representative who had
charge of it, was taken violently ill, and for several
days could not be in his seat. At last the bill was
brought to a vote. It passed.Its passage
was effected
during the most violent storms which ever raged in Baton
Rouge. The rain poured in torrents, the winds lashed
the walls of the Statehouse in fury, the thunder rolled
in deep toned disapprobation of the outrage which was
being perpetrated, the lightning played almost constantly
around the building and just as the Representative who
had it in charge cast his vote the capitol was struck
by lightning.37
Events leading to the passage of the lottery bill in the
Senate were comparable to those which occurred in the House.

On

July 1, 1890, the Senate passed the controversial bill which had
survived nearly every available parliamentary delaying tactic.
An interesting factor in the final passage was the casting of
the exact two-thirds vote needed.38

This feat was repeated Just

seven days later when the lottery bill passed a second time in the
House over the governor*s veto.

That the pro-lottery bill managed

to maintain a near two-thirds majority during the preliminary pas
sage of the bill through both houses and an exact two-thirds majority
during final passage is due cause for speculation.

^ N e w Orleans New Delta, May 12, 1892.
3®New Orleans Daily Picayune, July 2, 1690; Louisiana Senate
Journal, 1890» p. 327.
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When the Senate refused to reconsider the legislation on the
grounds that the bill had previously received a two-thirds majority,
the Louisiana Supreme Court adjudged the bill a legal act of the
legislature.
Up to this point the forces acting against the Louisiana
Lottery were not strong enough to be a serious threat.

Therefore,

the anti-lottery advocates had to create an equal, or greater,
force to stem the almost unlimited financial and political power
the Lottery had attained in the state.

With this objective in

mind the Anti-Lottery League called for a state convention.

V.

Anti-Lottery Convention in Baton Rouge

One of the most colorful and significant events held during
the Anti-Lottery Movement was the Anti-Lottery Democratic Conven
tion in the House of Representatives at Bator Rouge, Louisiana,
August 7 and 8 of 1890.

The meeting was called to create a branch

of the Anti-Lottery League in every parish and ward of the state.
Call for the convention came as a result of a resolution passed in
July of 1890 which read as follows:
Whereas, at a meeting of the Anti-Lottery League held
at Shreveport, at which meeting there were present
delegates from Various leagues in North Louisiana, it
was resolved that it was expedient and necessary to
call a State convention of the Democratic opponents
of rechartering, or chartering, a lottery in this
state; . . . In pursuance of said resolution a conven
tion of the Democratic opponents to rechartering the
Louisiana Lottery, or chartering any other Lottery,
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is convoked to meet at the City of Baton Rouge on
Thursday, Agust /sic^ 7, 1890. . • W. G. Vincent,
President.*”
delegates from 53 of the 59 parishes assembled at one o*clock
in the House of Representatives.

The temporary chairman, T. S.

Fontenot, presided while a committee on permanent organization was
elected.

After the credentials committee was appointed, the meet

ing adjourned until four o*clock in the afternoon.
The evening session opened with a report from the credentials
committee stating that 959 delegates were present.

Nominations

for permanent officers were reported along with the appointment
of a committee " . . .

whose duty it shall be to prepare an address

to the people of the United States and to memorialize the President
and Congress to enact such legislation as will forever rid our
State of this monster of all iniquity."

A further reconmendation

asked for an executive committee to conduct a campaign against the
Lottery on a state-wide basis.20
At this point the Hon. T. F. Bell was presented to the con
vention as the permanent president of the body.

He received a

rousing welcome, after which, he made the first speech to be pre
sented to the delegates.

In the address, Bell asked for orderly

behavior on the part of the "antis" in their campaign.

He stated*

^Official Report of the Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery
Democratic Convention (TTew Orleans, 1090), p. 3. (Henceforth
referred to as Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention.)
20lbid., Pp. 8-9.
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If ever a people in this world had a cause that they
could trust to calm and temperate argument, we have
it now. (Cries of "You are right") We can stand
upon that platform and proudly challenge our opponents
to meet us in temperate, dispassionate discussion, if
they will. Hence let me urge upon ny anti-lottery
friends, who will take part in the discussions of
this question throughout the State from now on, calm
ness and dispassion. Let us remember that we have
a cause that has everything to win by calm and temperate
argument.21
One of the guests at the evening session was Captain T, S.
Adams, President of the Farmers* Union.

His organization had

been meeting in the House of Representatives but adjourned in
order to let the "antis" have the

h a ll.
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As an act of courtesy

he was seated, by the convention, next to the president.

As

soon as he was seated cries of "AdamsI Adams I" came from the
delegates, whereupon Adams rose and addressed the assembly.

He

reminded the gathering that the State Farmers* Union was the
first body to oppose officially the rechartering of the Lottery
twelve months previously.

Capt. Adams* speech, which was filled

with time honored cliches, was interrupted four times by applause
and followed by

ch eer

s.23

In response to Adams* message, a resolution was unanimously
adopted crediting the State Farmers* Union as being the "first
organized body of Louisiana*s brave sons to denounce the scheme

^ I b i d ., p. llj New Orleans Daily Picayune, August 8, 1890.
22Alwes, og. cit., p. 95.
__________ of Anti-Lottery Convention,
Pp. 12-13; New
23proceedings
Conv<
ms
Daily
Picayune,
August
8,
l55oT
Orleans
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of its ^Eotterj^ recharter."

This resolution also initiated an

isqportant political union by calling for full cooperation between
the two organizations in defeating the recharter effort.
President Bell tried to carry on the regular business of the
meeting while the delegates clamored for Senator-Elect Edward Douglas
White to address them.

White, a master in the use of rhetorical

principles, urged the delegates to use reason, rather than bitterness
and recklessness, against their opponents:
If we approach those who differ with us with the irresis
tible arguments against the amendment, doing nothing to
harden and wound, the natural force of reason and associ
ation will bring them all into our ranks, and we will thus
not only defeat the lottery amendment, but we will defeat
it with a triumphant and united Democratic party, (applause)
. . . When we adjourn and go to our homes, I implore all
to recollect this, that the struggle is also to defeat
it, and, at the same time, create no discord, no dissension,
no bitterness within the ranks of the white people of this
State.
After a speech by Murphy J. Foster, Felix J. Dreyfous, of Orleans,
concluded the afternoon session with an attack on the Lottery
"subsidized" press.
At nine o*clock in the evening the convention reassembled.
Its first action was a resolution asking for a boycott of the
Times-Democrat, Daily States and the City Item of New Orleans,
because they were "Republican papers and the people cannot depend
on them.”

^proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 13.
2^Ibid., p. 18; New Orleans Daily Picayune, August 8, 1890.
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E. H. Farrar then submitted "An Address to the People of the
United States," which asked for assistance throughout the country
in effecting the proper deterrents to the continued life of the
use of the mails by the Lottery desirable.

After Farrar read the

address, he was asked to speak amidst great applause.

His speech

revealed his abilities as a corporation lawyer, for he presented the
dangers of any multi-million dollar corporation, particularly one
like the lottery.

He offered valuable advice on the psychology of

persuasion when he said*
ffy experience with human nature teaches me that if you get
a man cormitted against a measure and get him angry you
never can get him over on your side, but if you can reach
his Intelligence with an argument, before he commits
himself irrevocably and before he gets angry, why you can
very easily win him over to your side. Therefore, I
think, gentlemen, that every member of this convention
ought to convert himself into an amiable proselyter,
that we should start out in this campaign intending
to proselyte our friends with amiability, if possible.26
The people of north Louisiana were then represented by the
Hon. Frank P. Stubbs, who argued against the pro-lottery assertion
that Louisiana was in a desperate financial condition.
Amid applause and cheering, the first day of the convention
closed with a speech by John C. Wickliffe, of New Orleans,

Wick-

liffe*s address stands as the major effort in the convention to
collect, analyze, select and present the anti-lottery sentiments
and arguments for the assembled delegates.27

^^Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, Pp. 25 ff.
27lbid., Pp. 39 ff.
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On r,he morning of August 6, 1890, the Anti-Lottery Convention
completed its business.

four notable events occurred at this

sesslont
1. The New Orleans New Delta was recognized for its support of
the anti-lottery campaign, and was aiaed financially through
subscription.
2.

Public discussion was invitea between the advocates and
opponents of the Lottery,

3.

Hon. Charles Parlange spoke in Prench to the assembly.

J-i.

Hon. J. h. Avery closed the speaking events with a discourse
on state finances, institutions, and education.
After a few formalities the convention adjourned sine die.

VI.

Congressional Anti-Lottery Action

Through the efforts of the committee on federal delations of
the Anti-Lottery League, sentiment favorable to an anti-lottery
bill was crystallized in Congress.

This committee sent a letter

to every judge and district attorney in the United States asking
for full cooperation in enforcing laws prohibiting the sale of
lottery tickets in their respective areas.

A letter was sent to

President Harrison, one each to the Cabinet members, and one to
every member of Congress.

The committee*s "Address to the People

of the United States" was read in newspapers throughout the nation.
Carlier in the year, Charles Parlange, the committee chairman, had
drawn up the Congressional Anti-Lottery Postal Bill.2^

28Ibid., Pp. 56 ff.
2?Alwes, o£# cit., p. 113.

Although the action taken by the Anti-Lottery League was a
strong contributing factor influencing the final passage of the
Anti-Lottery Postal Bill, opposition also haa been aroused through
out the country by the national press and politicians and business
men in various states who saw Large sums of money leave their areas
each month destined for the Louisiana Lottery Company.
As early as July 28, 1890, Representative John A. Caldwell,
of Ohio, submitted the majority report of the committee on lottery
legislation, which favored a bill to amend certain sections of
the revisea statutes relating to lotteries.

Known as H. R. Bill

No. 11569, the bill would tena to "exclude letters, circulars,
and other matter from the mails which relate to lotteries . . . ."30
On August 16, 1890, the members of the House of Representatives
were ready for debate and final passage of the Anti-Lottery Postal
Bill.

One of the first speakers who supported the bill was Repre

sentative A. J. Hopkins, of Illinois.

He was followed by Repre

sentative Walter I. Hayes, of Iowa, who had originally written the
minority report against passage.31

Hayes opposed the bill because

of its "dangerous and vicious provisions and as not needed to reach
the evil. . . . "

While he stated that he would accept an amended

form of the bill, Hayes delayed conclusion of the matter by offering

^^House Reports, No. 28UU, 5lst Congress, 1st Sess., (18891890) (Washington! Government Printing Office, 1891), IX.
31lbid., Part 2.
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amendments and using parliamentary tactics.32

After studying the

proceedings in the House debate, there is no doubt in the mind of
the writer that Hayes was attempting to kill the bill in its en
tirety or, at least, render it ineffective.

Representative W. H.

Crain, of Texas, like Hayes, offered an amendment which would have
weakened the original bill; but proponents of the measure refused
to con^romise.33
Gren C. Moore, of New Hampshire, blasted the Lottery with
these words*

"The National Congress and the National Executive

are alone equal to the overthrow of this pestilent corporation,
which has become the richest, the most audacious and the most
powerful gambling institution that the world has ever known."3k
B^rom the aspect of favorable reception, the speech of Theodore
Wilkenson, of Louisiana, was the most popular of the whole debate.
His speaking limit was extended several times by his fellow law
makers so that he could elaborate upon the history of the Louisiana
Lottery Company and the desire of the people of Louisiana to rid
themselves of its presence.35
The debate ended with speeches by H. Clay Evans, of Tennessee;
Robert R. Hitt, of Illinoisj Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota;
and James Blount, of Georgia.

All of these men gave their support

-^Congressional Record, 5lst Cong., 1st Sess. (Washington*
Government Printing Office, 1889 /sic/), .0.1, Pt. 9, 8702 ff.
33ibld., p. 8701*.
3liIbid., p. 8706.
35ibid., Pp. 8711-8713.
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to the bill, which passed after Representative Hayes made one
final attempt to halt further action.^6
President Harrison signed the Anti-Lottery Bill after the
Senate had swiftly ratified the action taken by the House.
It was this congressional act, supported by public opposition
to lotteries, which caused the Louisiana Lottery Company to withdraw
its "munificent” offer in 1892 for a new charter.

Considerable

credit must be given to the Anti-Lottery League and the national
press for arousing national sentiment against the lottery evil,
which, in turn, forced Congressional action.

VII.

Anti- and Pro-Lottery Public Meetings:

1891-1892

New Orleans was tho focal point for all of the activities of
the Anti-Lottery League.

Most of the propagandists influences,

which eventually brought about the termination of the lottery
goliath, emanated from this city.

After the birth pangs of the

League had subsided with the emergence of a powerful state organi
zation, New Orleans was the scene of one of the largest meetings
held during the campaign.
On June 25, 1891, the Grand Opera House was filled to capa
city as Colonel William Preston Johnson, Chancellor of Tulane
University, introduced the main speaker of the evening, the Rev.
Dr. Benjamin Morgan Palmer.

36Ibld., Pp. 8717 ff.

Reverand Palmer's speech has been

given considerable emphasis by his biographer, Thomas Cary Johnson.
Uther writers refer also to the effectiveness of Palmer*s "Phillipi
which had an "electrical"-^ effect upon the audience.
Among the guests present were the Right Reverend Davis Sessums
Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Louisiana, and James David Coleman,
Supreme President of the Catholic Knights of America.^
This was the first of a number of similar mass meetings which
took place in Louisiana.

Hardly a section of the state was exempt

from the presence of anti-lottery orators.

On one occasion two

meetings were held simultaneously in a New Orleans ward.^
As the state campaign gained in momentum, three and four
meetings were held at various points on the same evening.^2
Not to be outdone by its anti-lottery rival, the pro-lottery
element, masquerading for a while under the title of the Progres
sive Leage, also campaigned vigorously.

Their "barbecues" gained

popularity and both anti- ana pro-lottery advocates flocked to the
meetings to enjoy the appetizing food and eloquent

s p e e c h m a k in g .^ 3

^Thomas Cary Johnson, Life and Letters of Benjamin Morgan
Palmer (Nashville, Tenn.* The Cumberland Press, 190&), P p . 55L-563
-^Alwes, 0£. cit., p. ^8.
^Kendall, _0 £, cit., II, L95.
^°New Orleans Daily Picayune, June 26, 1891.
^J-New Orleans New Delta, November 7, 1891.
^2New Orleans New Delta, March 16, 1892.
^ N e w Orleans Daily Picayune, September 2h, 1891.
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By far the largest recorded speaking event during the guber
natorial campaign was the outdoor mass meeting held at Lafayette
square in New Orleans on April 7, 1892.

Nearly 6000 staunch

McEnery pro-lottery supporters came together, amidst the holiday
setting of band music and Roman candles, to close, in New Orleans,
one of the greatest political campaigns in the history of Louisiana.^
Eleven days later the Anti-Lottery League ended its campaign
in Shreveport, Louisiana.^
Thus, the Anti-Lottery Movement started with a few politicians,
lawyers, judges, and preachers, whose ranks grew until they numbered
in the thousands.

They used every possible legal and popular means

to rouse national and local opinion against the Louisiana State
Lottery Company.

In 1891 their struggle merged with the guberna

torial campaign, and terminated victoriously for the anti-lottery
candidate.

^ N e w Orleans Daily Picayune, April 8, 1092.
^ N e w Orleans New Delta, April 19, 1892.

CHAPTER IV
THE

SPEAK ERS

During the Anti-Lottery Movement men came forward to voice
their opinions from the public platform for or against the Louisiana
Lottery Company.

They were moved for reasons ranging from moral

principles to political expediency.

This chapter discusses eight

of the anti-lottery and six of the pro-lottery speakers.

Four

anti-lottery orators have been selected for major attention on the
basis ofi

(l) their importance; (2) the frequency with which they

spoke; and (3) the availability of descriptive materials end of
their presented speeches.

These criteria are used as a reasonable

basis for selecting for detaileu analysis a few men in a movement
which abounded with orators.
In this study, emphasis is placed upon the movement rather
than the orators.

For this reason there is no need to present an

exhaustive coverage of all the speakers who participated.

A suf

ficient number of participants are given detailed coverage in order
to indicate the calibre and type of men involved.
While this work is primarily concerned with the anti-lottery
rather than the pro-lottery campaign, this chapter briefly intro
duces some of the major pro-lottery debaters in order to emphasize
the quality of the men who supported the Lottery cause.
Representing the anti-lottery speakers were:

Murphy J,

Foster, the leader of the anti-lottery forces in the State Senate

U2

and in the 1892 gubernatorial campaign; Edward Douglas White, Jr.,
brilliant supporter of the anti-lottery cause who rose from state
senator to Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court; Donelson Caffery, eloquent local personality who rode the tide of antilotterism into the State Senate ana who was later appointed to the
United States Senate; and the Reverend Benjamin Morgan Palmer, who
attacked the Lottery from both the pulpit and the public platform.
Governor Francis f. Nicholls, Charles Parlange, Edgar Howard Farrar,
and Senator Randall Lee Gibson are also discussed.
Representing the pro-lottery speakers were the following:
Gilbert L. Dupre, a lawyer and state representative; Henry Warren
Ogden, a prominent leader from north Louisiana; Horace L. Dufour,
a lawyer from New Orleans; Judge Wilbur Fisk Blackman; Bernard C.
Shields; and Judge Lawrence 0*Donnell.
These individuals have been selected to represent the more
than one hundred men known to have mounted the public platform as
participants in the Louisians anti-lottery campaign.

I.

The Anti-Lottery L'p< rda rs

A.

Murphy James Foster

When the anti-lottery forces in the Louisiana Senate looked
for someone with an unimpeachable reputation to lead them, they
chose Murphy James Foster.

Throughout the entire campaign the

"man from St. Mary" Parish had the unusual distinction of never
being accused of having accepted money from the Louisiana Lottery
Company,

Sidney J. Romero, Jr., states:

It was Foster1s sincere belief that lotteries were moralJy
wrong. He had witnessed the influence which they exerted
on the constitutional convention of 1879. He was especi
ally opposed to the Louisiana State Lottery Company, for
it was hindering the progress of constructive state legis
lation. Fourteen sessions of the legislature had been
held between 187? and 1088. at a cost of approximately
#1,500 per day. One hundred and forty days had been
given over to the consideration of the lottery Interest
at a cost of #200,000 to the taxpayers during the four
teen sessions of this period. As early as l88h, Foster
introduced a bill to prohibit the sale of lottery certi
ficates or tickets and the drawing of lotteries; but
the Lottery Company defeated the biLI. Even at this
early date, six years before the Lottery Company applied
for a renewal of its charter, Foster was earnestly op
posed to it.1
Murphy J. Foster*s battle against the Louisiana State Lottery
Company, his greatest single fight, gained national recognition
for him.?

Sidney J. Romero, Jr., The Political Career of Murphy J.
Foster (M.A. Thesis, Louisiana State UniversIty, BatorT"Rouge”
La., 1982), p. 18.
^Murphy James Foster was born on his father*s plantation
near Franklin, Louisiana, in St, Mary Parish, January 12, 1889.
He was the son of English-French-Spanish Thomas Jefferson Foster
and English-Irish Martha Murphy Foster. His paternal grandparents,
Levi and Leiaa (Demaret) Foster, were residents of Louisiana be
fore its purchase in 1803.
Murphy Foster*s father devoted most of his energies toward
the vocation of a planter. During the Civil War he served briefly
In the quartermaster*s department of the first Louisiana volunteer
cavalry. Following the Civil War Thomas Foster was a leader in
the fight to regain white supremacy in the state. He was a member
of the White Camelia and later of the White League. Elected to
the Police Jury in 1870, he served on that body until his death
in 1892, a part of which time he was its president. Thomas*s wife
was the daughter of John B. Murphy, the sheriff of St. Mary Parish.
They were married in the 1830*s.
Young Murphy Foster received his elementary training at a
private school in his home town of Franklin. His preparatory
training was at White*s Creek near Nashville, Tennessee. In 1867,
he entered Washington College, now Washington and Lee University.
Matriculating at Cumberland University at Lebanon, Tennessee, he
received his degree from that institution in 1870. The following
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year he passed his bar examination after studying law at the Univer
sity of Louisiana, presently Tulane University. Murphy J. foster
returned to his Louisiana home at Franklin and engaged in the prac
tice of law in the office of his cousin, the Honorable Donelson
Caffery, where he soon became identified with the political activi
ties of his time.
Foster was elected to the Louisiana legislature on the
McEnery ticket in 1872, but was prevented from taking his seat
when the Kellogg government, with the backing of President Grant,
failea to recognize the McEnery government.
In 1879, following the termination of the carpetbag rule
in Louisiana, he was elected to the State Senate from the tenth
district and served three consecutive terms from 1880 through 189?.
Foster was elected president pro tem of the Senate in 1888 and
served in that capacity for two years.
Having led the anti-lottery fight in the 1890 senate legis
lative session, Foster was nominated to run for governor on the
Democratic Anti-Lottery Ticket. He won the 1892 gubernatorial
election after one of the bitterest political campaigns in Louisiana
history.
Foster was re-elected governor in 1896 in a campaign marked
by great political opposition between the Democrats and the "Lily
White" Republicans, the sugar planters of Louisiana, hitherto Demo
crats, who felt they were being deprived by the Wilson-Gorman Act
of l89h of the protection they needed against Cuban sugar. As a
result of this campaign and very largely through the influence of
Foster, a new state constitution was adopted in I8 9 8 , which made it
impossible for any political party to use ignorant voters in future
elections, by denying the right to vote to those who could not read
and write or who did not own property whose assessed valuation was
at least &300, and by adopting the famous "grandfather clause."
In 1900 Foster was elected to the United States Senate by
the Louisiana legislature. Six years later he was re-elected by
the people of the state, serving a total of twelve years in that
position. He was defeated for re-election in 1912 and returned to
Franklin where he practiced law until appointed United States col
lector of customs at New Orleans. He was holding that position at
the time of his death on June 12, 1921.
In 1877 Foster married Miss Daisy Hine, daughter of T. D.
Hine, a Franklin merchant, who later became secretary of the police
jury. After having been married for a few months, Mrs. Foster died.
Foster was remarried on April 20, 1881, to Rose Routh of Ouida
Plantation in West Feliciana Parish. To this marriage were b o m
ten children, nine of whom reached maturity.
Sources:

Allen Johnson and Dumas Malone, editors, Dictionary of
American Biography (New York: Charles Scribner*s Sons,
I93 T)', Vl, 55U; Alcee Fortier, Louisiana (Century His
torical Association, 1 9 U 0 , III, 611-612; Sidney J.
Romero, Jr., The Political Career of Murphy J. Foster
(M.A. Thesis, Louisian a’ Slate University”, ^aTonRouge,
La., 19^2), Pp. iv; 3; 5; New Orleans Times Picayune,
January 2h, 19it3.
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1.

Speech Education
In 1867 Fosusr entered Washington College (Washington and Lee

University) and registered for work in Greek, Latin, history, mathe
matics and literature.

He "did creditable work in all of the

courses."3

A year later he matriculated at Cumberland University, Lebanon,
Tennessee, where he completed his work for the bachelor*s degree in
1870.
Cumberland University is a Presbyterian institution originally
founded for young men in I8it2.^

Among the distinguished graduates

listed by the university is Murphy J. Foster.^

At Cumberland Uni

versity, Foster received his training in the College of Arts which
"always had a high standard, both for entrance and graduation, . . .
before and after the Civil War it has stood in the front rank, so
far as the standards are concerned, . . It lays stress on complete
education, which always Includes instruction in the Bible and train
ing for Christian

w o r k e r s .

During the period that Foster was in

attendance at the university, the school regulations required the
student to be a "gentlemen and prepared to
offered at Cumberland were*

recite."*?

Courses generally

Logic, rhetoric, philosophy, ancient and

^Romero, op. cit., p. 1*.
Winstead Paine Bone, A History of Cumberland Uhlversity
(Lebanon, Tennessee* privately publisTied, 1935), p. 36.
^Ibid., p. 276.
6Ibid., p. 280.
7Ibid., p. 108.
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modern languages, natural and physical sciences, and mathematics.®
Ify 18?1 Foster had completed his formal educational after studying
law for a year at the University of Louisiana (Tulane

Uhiversity).9

From the type of broad education Foster received, the develop
ing orator receives valuable training.

Foreign languages give the

student a better understanding of the structure and vocabulary of his
native tongue.

From history, the prospective debater, or advocate,

learns to compare current problems with those o? the past and to
benefit from the judicious decisions and mistakes of his ancestors.
Through the study of good literature, the budding orator learns to
refine his use of language until he is able to produce an oral
style suited to any occasion.

The liberal arts education which

Murphy Foster received introduced him to much knowledge which is of
service to the mature orator.

?.

Personality and Character
Murphy J. Foster was one of Louisiana*s most capable and depend

able public officials for forty years.
integrity was unquestioned.

Throughout this period his

He was one of the few men in Louisiana

politics during the 1890-1092 period who could face the opposition
and truthfully say that he had never accepted their financial or
political a i d , ^

8Ibid., Pp.

107j 113.

^Letters to the writer from the registrars of Cumberland
University and Tulane Uhiversity Law School state that Foster*s
school records are not extant.
10Romero, og, cit., p. 2k,
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In 1912 National Magazine praised Foster as a U. S. Senator*
Senator Foster is a modest, unobtrusive gentleman, simple
in his tastes and thoroughly democratic in his habits
and manners. His methods are those of the statesman,
rather than of the demagogue, and he works for results,
rather than for the applause of the multitudes. Those
who know him most intimately, love him best, and among
the masses In Louisiana there is a devotion to him on
the part of genuine affection. No southern statesman
stands higher at Washington than he, nor does any possess
greater capacity for effective service to the whole
country.11
Murphy J. Foster was the type of person needed to overthrow
the Louisiana Lottery.

He could not be "bought."

He was a man of

high moral principle who "did not change his views to conform with
every prevailing popular whim."12

3.

Delivery
No reports are available which indicate the type of preparation

Foster made before giving a speech.

However, he was an active

"stump" speaker in 1872 when he campaigned for Samuel D, McEnery in
St. Mary Parish.
Senator.^

In 1879 he campaigned for the office of State

It is reasonable to assume that these early speaking

experiences helped to prepare Foster for the speaking in the AntiLottery Movement.

Since most "stump" speaking Is done extemporane

ously, he probably used this method in delivering his addresses.

^National Magazine, XXXV (February, 1912), 567.
12Clayton Rand, Stars in Their Eyes* Dreamers and Builders
in Louisiana (Gulfport, tftssissippi1 The Dixie Press, 1953), p. 183.
^Romero, op. clt., Pp. lh-16.
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Despite his English name, M u r p h y J. Foster had a long line of
Louisiana Creole ancestors.

He had dark hair and a mustache, which,

combined with delicate features and light frame, gave him a typically
Gallic appearance.!^
He was not considered a vigorous speaker.

His gestures and

facial expression were mild with little or no attention being drawn
to them.

The same mildness which pervaded his physical being also

manifested itself in the vocal aspects of his delivery.

He was

adequate, though not eloquent, as a speaker.!5
ii.

Reputation as a Speaker
Although not a vigorous speaker, Murphy Foster was a vigorous

campaigner.

He helped to conduct the anti-lottery campaign with

such perserverance " . . .

that the lottery company, with unlimited

money and the State press behind them, withdrew from the field be
fore the election.
Because of his adroit maneuvering in the 1890 Louisiana legis
lature against the pro-lottery advocates, Foster was "acknowledged
to be the best debater and parliamentarian in that body" by his col
leagues.!?

In 189U when it appeared that the Democratic Party would

!kThomas M*Manus, Through the Camping Grounds of Louisiana (a
pamphlet in the Louisiana ft'oom ojT the Louisiana StaTe Library, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana), p. 2.
!5lbld.
!6i>ave H. Brown, A History of Who»s Who in Louisiana Politics
(New Orleans* The Louisiana cJnronicle Democrat, 1916), p. 19.
17The National Cyclopaedia of American Biography (New York*
James T. White" and Company, 190jJT”X, 81u
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lose the farm vote in Louisiana, by numerous campaign speeches, he
was influential in obtaining a solid bloc of Democratic Representa
tives to the Congress.

This feat earned for him the title of "the

young war horse of the Democracy."1®

B.

Edward Douglas White, Jr.

Edward Douglas White, Jr., was a man of great prestige and in
fluence in Louisiana.

He was elected by the state legislature to the

United States Senate in 1889.

With all the power he commanded in

name and position, he became one of the foremost adversaries of the
Louisiana Lottery Company.

According to the Mew Delta, from the be

ginning of the movement White was the anti-lottery mainstay, for his
time, talents, and purse were always at the service of the League.
His thunderous denunciations and the "lightning of his logic" made
him an object of admiration to his friends and of fear to his enemies.
"To him more than to any other one man in the state is due the credit
of the defeat of the lottery."^0
Edward Douglas White, Jr., eventually received the high honor
of becoming the Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court.21

l®Romero,

cit., p. 63.

l^New Orleans New Delta, May 12, 1892.
gQlbid.
21Edward Douglas White, Jr., occasionally referred to as Edward
Douglas White, II, was born on November 3, 181*5, on hi3 father*s
plantation six miles north of Thibodaux in Lafourche Parish. He was
the son of Edward Douglas White and Catherine S. (Ringgold), His
paternal great-grandfather emigrated from Ireland to Pennsylvania
where his grandfather, James White, was born. His father was born
in Tennessee but was taken at an early age to Louisiana where he
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attained considerable prominence in public life as a city court
judge, a representative to the Congress of the United States, and
as the governor of the state from 183^-1838.
Being a Roman Catholic, young White attended the parochial
schools in New Orleans having moved there in 1851 with his family.
Later he attended St, Mary's College at Emmettsburg, Maryland, When
the Civil War began he was in attendance at Georgetown College in the
District of Columbia, Young White left college at the age of sixteen
and enlisted as a private in the Confederate Army, On the fall of
Port Hudson in 1863, he was taken prisoner and paroled. After the
war in 1865, he read law in the office of Edward Bermudez, an in
fluential New Orleans lawyer, and was admitted to the bar in 1868,
Edward Douglas White immediately became active in politics.
He was elected to the State Senate in 187U and appointed to the
Louisiana Supreme Court in 1879. Because of the changes brought by
the constitution of 1879, his appointment terminated the following
year. For the next seven years White again dedicated himself to the
practice of law. By 1887 White was active in politics supporting
Francis T. Nicholls for governor. After the election of Nicholls as
governor, White was elected by the Louisiana legislature to the Uhited
States Senate for the term beginning in 1891, Before assuming his
senatorial duties he was active in the movement to terminate the
charter of the Louisiana State Lottery Company.
On March 12, 189U, White took the oath of office as a member
of the Uhited States Supreme Court being appointed by President
Cleveland and receiving senatorial confirmation. He remained upon
the bench for twenty-seven years, being raised to the chief justice
ship by President Taft in 1910, In selecting the chief justice from
among the associate justices, Taft broke with tradition. Further
more a more natural choice would have been Charles E. Hughes, who
was Taft's own appointee. Taft was probably influenced by his
desire to break the "Solid South" politically. This was the second
instance of a Southern Democratic Catholic being appointed to pre
side over the highest court of the land, Roger B. Taney having been
chief justice from I836 to l86h.
During his service on the bench, White wrote opinions in more
than seven hundred cases. He was considered a middle-of-the-roader,
since he voted with both liberals and conservatives, depending upon
his attitude in each case. White served his country in this capacity
until his death on May 19, 1921.
On November 5, 189^, White married Mrs. Leita Montgomery Kent,
widow of Linden Kent, a Washington, D. C., lawyer. This marriage,
to White*s disappointment, was childless. In all other respects, the
marriage was said to have been a happy one.
Sources*

Dumas Malone, editor, Dictionary of American Biography
(New York* Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936), XX, 97}
Diedrich Ramke, rdward Douglas White Statesman and Jurist
(Ph.D. Thesis, Louisiana State dhiversity, feaion Rouge, La.,
19U0), Pp. v-viii] 2U3-2Ui| Clayton Rand, Stars in Their
Eyes* Dreamers and Builders in Louisiana 7"0ulfpo~t, Miss.*
Edxle Press, life57, Pp. 190-151.
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1.

Speech Education
In 1856 Edward Douglas White matriculated at Mount St. Mary*s,

Emmettsburg, Maryland.

During his one-year stay, he was recognized

for his excellent work in English grarmar and history.

He also

received honorable mention in arithmetic and French composition and
translation.

His studies included*

Latin - Nepos, Ovid, Sallust,

and Prosody j Greek - grammar and Xenophon*s Anabasisj English grammarj
arithmetic} writing} geography} and histoiy.

White transferred to

Georgetown University where his only public appearance was a Com
mencement Day dialogue on July 10, i860.22
Georgetown University in the District of Columbia is the oldest
Catholic university in the United States, having been founded in
1789.

In the 1790*s George Washington set a precedent by visiting

the university.

Almost every President of the United States from

the time of that visit has attended the commencement exercises to
bestow the diplomas and medals awarded by the faculty to both
Catholics and non-Catholics.23

On March 1, I8l5, President James

Madison signed an act which granted the college the rank of a
university.2^

22Sister Marie Carolyn Klinkhamer 0. P., Edward Douglas White,
Chief Justice of the Uhited States (Ph.D. Thesis, Catholic Uhiversity
of America, WasKington, D. C., 19U3), Pp. 12-13; DIedrich Ramke,
Edward Douglas White Statesman and Jurist (Ph.D. Thesis, Louisiana
State Uhiversity, Baton Rouge, La., 19H0), p. 97.
23Hohn Gilmary Shea, LL.D., History of Georgetown Uhiversity
(New York* P. F. Collier, 1891)> p. 23.
2^Ibld., p. h5.
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The university is directed by the Jesuit order, which is noted
for its strict and rigorous training of young men.

One objective

of the institution is the "development of reflective power.

By its

exercise the student is not allowed to remain a passive recipient
of learning, but is compelled to think and judge for

h i m s e l f .

"25

After moral and religious training*
Mathematics, history, and all the leading lines of Natural
Science, are earnestly insisted upon. By the study and
practice of poetical writing the imagination is trained,
and the taste is refined. During the year of rhetoric,
the student*s critical powers are thoroughly exercised
and developed, poets and prose writers are scientifically
analyzed, the principles of oratory are carefully examined,
and the speeches of the world*s greatest orators are read
and discussed. When the imaginative and analytical facul
ties have thus been stimulated, developed and directed,
the reasoning powers are disciplined by the study of logic,
metaphysics and ethics, which give a worthy crown to this
complete and truly liberal education.2°
Edward Douglas White received training in the classics, which
was the usual emphasis in colleges during the period.

Like so many

of his colleagues in the Anti-Lottery Movement, he utilized this
broad training and his knowledge as a lawyer to aid in presenting
speeches containing a high degree of evidence and illustrative
support.

In this respect Edward White*s speeches, and those of

many

his associates in the movement, weresuperior to the gen

of

erally conceived forms of "stump" oratory.

25Ibid. , p. i*5.
26ibid., p. 89.

5k
2.

Personality and Character
Edward Douglas White was a man of unblemished character and

dignity.

"He possessed a philosophic temperament and a keenly

analytical mind.

His genial disposition and his kindness of heart

were almost proverbial.

He was a devout member of the Catholic

Church, and it was said that he was a generous, though unostenta
tious contributor to charities."?7

Comments upon his character

contain such words as ’’gracious,” ”courteous,” "genial,” "modest,"
"lovable," and "popular."28

Since personality is often reflected

in the voice and physical manner of a person, these characteristics
probably were factors in his delivery.
■a

_> •

Little is known about White*s method of preparing his speeches.
Having a remarkable memory, as is evidenced by his ability to quote,
verbatim, pages of printed matter without glancing at the
White apparently spoke extemporaneously.

c o p y , ^9

When the occasion demanded

a polished oration he could employ memorization without serious
effort.
He was considered impressive in appearance, being over six
feet in height with a massive physical structure.

His genial

27Ramke, Edward Douglas White Statesman and Jurist, Pp. 236-237.
^National Cyclopaedia of American Biography, op. cit., XXI,
3-U; Dictionary of American~BIography, op. cit., XX, 97-95; Rand,
op. cit., p. 191.
^National Cyclopaedia of American Biography, XXI, 3-ii.

blue eyes contrasted with his ruddy complexion and curling auburn
hair.-0
White towered above his listeners as he spoke without pacing
or swaying.

Calmly and with dignity he presented his ideas, with

only an occasional gesture to add emphasis to his remarks.

His

biographer reports that his favorite gesture was that of “shaking
both hands before him at arms* length, following the practice of
speakers in the French Chamber of Deputies."31
Contrasting sharply with White's lack of physical vigor was
his quick and forceful utterance.

The pleasing quality of his

voice and his clear enunciation contributed to his reputation as
an orator who possessed the "eloquent powers of speech."32

ii.

Reputation as a Speaker
White had a reputation as an unsurpassed debater.

Because

of his powers of oratory, he was in demand as a platform speaker.
During the engagements on behalf of the Anti-Lottery League, people
often remained solely to hear his address.

Whenever he spoke, his

speech was preceded and followed by enthusiastic applause. 33

as

United States Senator, he is reported to have spoken with such

3°Ramke, Edward Douglas White Statesman and Jurist, p. 236.
31Ibld., p. 2 U .
32Ibid., Pp. 15lj 236-237.
33n ©w Orleans New Delta, November 7, 1891.

a
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logical appeal and forcefulness as to cause his colleagues to put
down their correspondence and newspapers and listen attentively.5k

C.

DoneIson Caffery

Donelson Caffery was a second cousin to Murphy J. Foster.
Foster had begun his practice of law in Caffery*s office.

Appar

ently the close association caused the two men to form similar views
upon the political situation in Louisiana.

When the great struggle

began, Caffery strengthened the ranks of the anti-lotteryites.

He

spoke upon the same platform with his cousin during the 1891-1892
gubernatorial campaign.

This campaign was Caffery*s stepping stone

to the United States Senate.

During the period Caffery earned the

title of "the silver-tongued orator of Louisiana."55

5^Diedrich Ramke, The Early Political Career of Edward Douglas
White (M.A. Thesis, Louisiana Sxate ifeiversity, Baton Rouge, La7,
1551), p. 78.
-^Donelson Caffery was born on his father*s sugar plantation
near Franklin, St. Mary Parish, Louisiana, on September 10, 1835.
He was of Scotch-Irish decent. His father was Donelson Caffery, a
native of middle Tennessee, who came to Louisiana as a young man in
1811, and established himself as a sugar planter. He took part in
the political life of the community and at one time was the parish
judge. The grandfather was John Donelson,who served as an officer
in the Revolutionary A m y and whose daughter Rachel married Andrew
Jackson. Caffery*s mother, Lydia Murphy Caffery, had come to
Louisiana from North Carolina with her parents. Her father had been
sheriff during the 1830*s.
Donelson Caffery attended a private school at Franklin and
then attended St. Mary*s College in Baltimore, Maryland. Upon
graduating he returned to Franklin where he read law in the office
of Joseph W. Walker. He then studied law at the Uhiversity of
Louisiana in New Orleans, now known as Tulane Uhiversity. Instead
of completing his law studies, he chose to engage in sugar planting
on his newly acquired plantation, "Ivanhoe," on Bayou Cypremont.
Although he did not approve of secession, he left his plan
tation in the hands of an overseer and joined the Confederate Army
in January, 1862. For a brief period he was a member of the New
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Orleans Crescent Rifles. He was then transferred to the 13th
Louisiana Regiment and under that command fought in the two days*
battle of Shiloh. Later he became a lieutenant and was detailed
to the staff of Brigadier-General W. W. Walker where he remained
until the end of the war.
After the war, his material accumulations destroyed, Caf
fery completed his study of law and passed the bar examination
around 1866. Through money acquired in the practice of law, he
was able to resume sugar planting.
Donelson Caffery was actively engaged in the movement to rid
the state of carpetbaggers and was indicted, with several others,
for attempting to drive out J. Hale Sypher, a Republican official.
In the trial at New Orleans, his masterly speech before the jury is
said to have obtained the verdict of acquittal.
Caffery was elected and served in the constitutional conven
tion of 1879. In this convention he spoke out against repudiation
of the state debt incurred during, the carpetbag regime. Starting the
debate on the side of the minority, Caffery gradually won the minds
of his listeners with his clear and concise arguments. Until his
death, this effort was spoken of as his greatest.
As a member of the Murphy J. Foster anti-lottery Democratic
ticket in 1892, Donelson Caffery was among the most active of cam
paigners. He was elected to the State Senate, but upon the death of
U, S. Senator Randall L. Gibson in the same year, he was appointed
to the vacant position by Governor Nicholls. When the state legis
lature again met in l89h, they confirmed the appointment and elected
Caffery to serve an additional term in that capacity. His stay in
office as U. S. Senator ended in 1901.
During his term in office, Caffery alienated himself from the
Democratic Party and his fellow Louisianians by speaking in favor of
the gold standard and opposing free silver or bimetalism. He was
active in the formation of the National or "Gold” Democratic Party
in 18?6 after the nomination of Bryan by the Democrats at Chicago on
the free silver platform. He was permanent chairman of the convention
at Indianapolis that nominated Palmer and Buckner for president and
vice-preBident. In 1900 he was nominated for president by the con
vention of the National Party, composed of "Gold" Democrats and AntiImperialists, but he declined the nomination. His refusal to support
the sugar industry beyond Nhat he considered a reasonable point also
turned his constituents and the industry against him.
When his term expired in 1901, he did not consider standing
for re-election, knowing that his actions in the Senate had placed
him in an unfavorable position In Louisiana.
On retiring from the Senate, Donelson Caffery returned to
Franklin and resumed the practice of law and the cultivation of his
sugar plantation.
He died while on a visit to New Orleans on December 30, 1906.
He was survived by his wife, Bethia Richardson, the daughter of a
well-known sugar planter, and eight of their nine children. Their
marriage had taken place in 1869.
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Sources:

Allen Johnson, editor, Dictionary of American Biography
(New York: Charles Scribner^s Sons, 19?9), III, a0?-L03;
The National Cyclopaedla of American Biography (New York:

7ajnes™ TT^EIte&T?OT^any,^90Sy^~STl'7^3jLuci i e R.
Caffery, The Political Career of Donelson Caffery (M.A.
Thesis, Louisiana State ifciverslty, Baton Rouge, La.,
1935)j Clayton Rand, Stars in Their Eyes: Dreamers and
Builders in Louisiana (Gulfport, Miss.: Dixie Press,
1953), Pp. 16L-l65| letters to Mrs. Lucile Roy Caffery,
Baton Rouge, La., February 6, June 17, 29, 1935, from
Donelson Caffery*s son, John M. Caffery of Franklin,
Louisiana.
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1.

Speech Education
Donelson Caffery*s son, Edward Caffery, attributed much of his

father*s ability as a speaker to two major influences:

(l) his

father*s early interest in the court trials in Franklin "in a day
when young people went to the court house for amusement and instruc
tion"} and (2) his appreciation of actors and the theater.36
Information available in a history of St. Mary*s College, Balti
more, Maryland, suggests the kind of education Caffery received while
working there toward a bachelor*s degree.

Founded in 1791 St. Mary*s

College, the second oldest seminary in the United States, was a Roman
Catholic institution which taught both laymen and clerical candidates.
In 1805 the Maryland legislature granted it the rank of a university.37
A full classical training was a necessary qualification for ad
mission to the college.

Students were taught a course of science,

philosophy, and theology.

"Every week disputations on difficult

points of philosophy, divinity, and natural sciences are held between
the students, under the supervision of the reverend professors."33
Courses listed in the school catalogue of 18U8-U9 were*

Moral philo

sophy, rhetoric, Greek, Latin, mathematics, astronomy, chemistry,
history, and English.

Eloquence was also taught.39

Letter to the writer from Edward Caffery, Aiken, South
Carolina, June 8, 1959•
3?Bernard C. Steiner, History of Education In Maryland U. S.
Bureau of Education, Circular of InTormation No.~2, loy!* (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1892), p. 27h,
38lbid., p. 272.
39rbid., Pp. 272j 27Uj 277
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This list of subjects suggests a broad liberal education which
is usually most advantageous for the prospective orator who often
needs a basic knowledge of many areas.

The training in disputation

is valuable as an aid to the development of logical thinking.

From

the cohrses in eloquence and rhetoric, Caffery probably learned the
theory and principles of preparing and delivering effective orations.
As an orator, he would some day have to draw illustrative and rein
forcing material from the wealth of knowledge he acquired by taking
courses not directly related to the art of speaking.
St. Mary*3 College had a reputation for high standards and
quality graduates.

Donelson Caffery probably developed his basic

powers of oratory at this famous institution.
Other contributing factors to his development as an orator were
his training in law and frequent appearances as a local political
campaigner.

As a lawyer, Caffery had to depend upon his ability to

support his claims with sufficient logical and persuasive support.
Good deliberative speaking and debating demands no less of the
orator.

Having appeared as a speaker before audiences for approxi

mately fifteen years before the inception of the Anti-Lottery Move
ment, Caffery was prepared by training and experience to address the
citizenry on the issue of the day.

2.

Personality and Character
Donelson Caffery*s greatest virtue was sincerity.

He was a true

statesman whose independence of thought and action was motivated by
a desire to do the greatest amount of good for the greatest number of
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people.

"He had

even when it ran
Caffery was

strong convictions and obeyed

hissenseofjustice

counter to his own interests."kO
essentially social in nature.

and informal confines of the Senate
other "cloak room habitues."

cloak room

He likedthe intimate
where he metwith the

He enjoyed social interchange more

than listening to senatorial proceedings.^^The following passage summarizes the admirable traits of Donelson
Caffery*
Mr. Caffery was a man of unblemished public life; his
record was always clear and free from any breath of scan
dal. Nor was his private life ever attacked by a politi
cal energy, though he was prominent in several campaigns
notable for their bitterness and virulence. If courage
and honesty and independence of thought count for any
thing he must be ranked among the two or three foremost
Louisiana statesmen since the Civil War.

3.

Delivery
Donelson Caffery used the extemporaneous method in delivering

his speeches.

He prepared himself on a given issue and remained

ready to speak on the subject at a moment*4 notice.^3

His son,

Edward Caffery, stated that he never saw his father write a speech

^°Allen Johnson (editor), Dictionary of American Biography
(New York* Charles Scribner*s ‘Sons7™T9^9) > iT?, Ii03.
k%orace Chilton, Memoirs of Senator Horace Chilton, Horace
Chilton Extract #1298 (Louisiana State University Library, De
partment of Archives, Baton Rouge, La.), Pp. 1-2.
^Caffery, og. cit., Pp. 101-102.
U3chilton, op. cit., p. 2.
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or make notes.

"When preparing a speech he would sit silently in a

darkened room."^1
In appearance Caffery was of medium height and stockily built.
One biographical account says, "His strong, masculine features were
accentuated by a luxuriant growth of hair and a flowing beard.
looked the part of a Southern statesman."^

He

Haring been called

"the silver-tongued orator of Louisiana" by the New Orleans New
Delta,^ one can be fairly certain that he was an orator with
superior qualities.

1*.

Reputation as a Speaker
As a young lawyer, Caffery began to exhibit the oratorical

skill and logical thinking that later won for him national renown.
He was reported to be an accomplished debater who, at an early age
in his career, had to prove his ability by defending himself and
several of his friends against the charge of attempting to run a
carpetbag Republican senator named Sypher from the state.

He de

livered a speech of "eloquence and stinging determination" which
attributed to his acquittal along with the other men involved.^7
In the Constitutional Convention of 1879, Caffery was credited
by his colleages for persuading a majority against repudiation of the
state debt.

"This speech received unconditional praise . . . nearly

^Letter to the writer from Edward Caffery, og. cit.
^Chilton, og. cit., Pp. 2-3.
^ N e w Orleans New Delta, February 7, 1892.
47caffery, og. cit., p. 5j New Orleans Times-Democrat,
December 31, 190^7
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thirty years later, it was still referred to as probably the greatest
speech of his whole career and the single greatest influence in the
Convention^ decision to guarantee the debt."^®

On January 31, 1896,

Caffery delivered a lengthy speech against the pending free silver
bill.

The address was so strong in its attack against bimetallism

that the New York Reform Club had five million copies distributed
throughout the South and West, where strong opposition to the gold
standard was centered.^

D.

The Rev. Dr. Benjamin Morgan Palmer

In any movement against gambling, the clergy are likely to take
an active partj and the Anti-Lottery Movement was no exception in
this respect.

The Rev. Benjamin Palmer (Presbyterian), Rabbi Heller

(Hebrew), Rev. Beverly Carradine (Methodist), Bishop Davis Sessums
(Episcopal), and Archibishop Janssens (Catholic) vigorously opposed
the Lottery.

Several of these men campaigned to destroy an institu

tion which they considered an evil influence upon their parishioners
and a degenerating force upon the state and nation.
The Rev. Dr. Benjamin Morgan Palmer used the pulpit and public
platform to denounce the Louisiana State Lottery Company with all
the oratorical skill and prestige he possessed.

Because of his promi

nent position in New Orleans, the state, and throughout the South, he
became the symbol of church opposition to the Lottery.

k®New Orleans Daily Picayune, May 13, l879j December 31, 1906.
^Caffery, og. cit., p. 28.
£°Benjamin Morgan Palmer was born in Charleston, South Carolina,

6h
on January 25, l8l8. He vaa the son of Rev. Edward and Sarah (Bunce)
Palmer, and a descendent of William Palmer, who cane to America from
England in the 1620>s, settling in what is now Salem, Massachusetts.
Benjamin Morgan Palmer received his early training from his
mother. When he was in his early teens, he entered Walterboro
Academy in South Carolina. From Walterboro, in 1832 he went to
Amherst College where he was expelled in his second year for re
fusing to divulge the secrets of an undergraduate society. While
at Amherst he led his class and also found friends in Henry Ward
Beecher and Stuart Robinson. Palmer returned hose to South Carolina
where he taught school until he entered the University of Georgia
in January, 1837. Eighteen months later, in 1838, Benjamin Palmer
graduated with honors. Wishing to become a minister, he entered
the Columbia Theological Seminary in 1839 and was licensed to preach
in April of 18U1.
For a brief period Rev. Palmer was a minister in the Pres
byterian Church of Anderson, South Carolina. Early in 181*2 he
transferred to the First Presbyterian Church of Savannah, Georgia.
A year later he was called to the First Church of Columbia, South
Carolina. There he and other ministers founded the Southern Pres
byterian Review, the first number of which appeared in June, T8H7.
He lectured ai Columbia Theological Seminary, where he was professor
of church history and government, after having resigned his pulpit
in 185U. In 1856 he gave up his professorship in order to accept
the pulpit of the First Presbyterian Church in New Orleans.
During the Civil War he was an ardent defender of slavery
and advocated secession. Palmer was active in founding the Presby
terian Church in the Confederate States and served as the first
moderator of its General Assembly, which was organised in 1861. So
strong were his efforts on behalf of the continuation of slavery that
General Butler put a price on the ministers head.
During the occupation of New Orleans, he divided his time
between teaching in Columbia Theological Seminary and acting as
commissioner of his denomination to the Army of Tennessee.
Rev. Palmer was active in establishing the Southwestern
Presbyterian Uhiversity and a weekly paper, the Southwestern
Presbyterian.
Alter the war, he resumed his duties in New Orleans and re
mained there until his death on May 28, 1902, which resulted from
being struck by a streetcar.
Palmer had married Mary Augusta, step-daughter of the Rev.
George Howe of Columbia, South Carolina. They had six children.
During his lifetime he had many works published and received
several honorary degrees. Oglethorpe Ohiversity, Georgia, conferred
the degree of D. D. upon Palmer in 1852. In 1870 he received the
degree of LL.D. from Westminster College, Fulton, Missouri. In
addition to six books, he published numerous pamphlets, and contri
buted many articles to the Southern Presbyterian Review, the South
western Presbyterian, and the Presbyterian Quarterly. His books are 1
^he Life and Letters of James rienley fhornwell, D. P., LL.D. (1075);
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The Family in Its Civil and Churchly Aspects (1876)j Formation of
Character (TB90)'i the Broken Home , or Lessons in Sorrow (lfc90) *
j?he ^hreefold Fellowship and hVe Threefold Assurance (1892)* and
T?heoiogy"of Prayer (l89h).
Sources*

The National Cyclopaedia of American Biography (New
York* James T. White & Co., 1901), XI, LBl* Dumas
Malone, editor, Dictionary of American Biography (New
York* Scribner*s Sons, 1931*7, XXV, l75-lfofV&yrie
Carter Eubank, Benjamin Morgan Palmer, A Southern
Divine (Ph,D. Thesis, Louisiana £>tate diversity,
Baton Rouge, La., 19u3).
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1.

Speech Education
Benjamin Morgan Palmer was fortunate to have his mother as his

first tutor, for she was a woman with "a love for the beautiful;
^anc<7

aggressive, dynamic independence tempered with a pleasing

degree of sociability."

Being an excellent student, Palmer readily

acquired these attributes.

From his father he learned orderliness,

discipline, tenacity, and courteousness. ^
In addition to the rudimentary subjects, his mother read to him*
Locke*s Essay on Human Understanding; the plays of Shakespeare;
Milton*s Paradise Lost; and Scott*s

n o v e l s .

^2

From the early associations with his parents, Palmer developed
traits and acquired knowledge which were valuable to a minister.
Through his mother*s training, he developed an early interest in
philosophy and in logic by reading Locke*s treatise on knowledge
and belief.

From the writings of the great poets he became aware

of the artistic use of the language.

All of these factors were im

portant in the growth and development of the orator.
During his early teens, Palmer entered Walterboro Academy,
South Carolina, where he was strongly influenced by Rev. J. B. Van
Dyck.

Van Lyck had established a debating society where vigorous

training in argumentation and speaking took place.

Palmer partici

pated in the exercises, as did all of the students.53

.cit., p.

5iEubank, ojd

26.

^2Johnson, og. cit., Pp. 25; UO.
53lbid., Pp.
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At Amherst College in Massachusetts, Palmer was required to
take declamation, debate or English composition.
included*

The curriculum

Horace*s Satires, Epistles, and Art of Poetryj Hedge*s

Logicj Clcero*s Le Oratore and Philosophy of Rhetoric, Qraeca
Majora Oratorsj and Newman*s Rhetoric.

His professor of rhetoric

and oratory was Samuel M. Worchester.5k
By studying the theory and practice of rhetoric, Palmer laid
the foundation for his future career as an orator.
he learned how to compose and deliver speeches.

From his courses

While the declama

tion exercises aided in the improvement of delivery and the use of
supporting materials, English composition was valuable for its
teaching of organization and proper grammatical usage.

A study of

the Greek orators provided acceptable models for comparison, imita
tion, and criticism.
Although extremely young, "Palmer stood first in his class."
Henry Ward Beecher was a fellow classmate at the time.

Both of the

young men belonged to the Athenian Literary S o c i e t y , 55 which gave
them a further opportunity to develop into practiced debaters and
speakers.
At the University of Georgia, Benjamin Palmer took mathematics,
philosophy, logic, rhetoric and forensic disputations.

5^Eubank, ^og. cit., Pp. 3U-35.
55ibid., p. 35.
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In less than a month after his arrival at the University,
Palmer was initiated into the Phi Kappa Society. The
society convened regularly each week. In addition, call
meetings were frequently held. At each regular meeting,
a question, usually stated in the form of a proposition,
was debated tjy two or four members followed by a decision
of the society. Timely and provocative propositions were
debated such as, "Is a nullification of an unconstitutional
act of Congress by a state the rightful remedy?,'* "Is it
probable that our Republic will last as long as did the
Roman Empire?," and "Ought slavery be abolished in the
United States?."^
Palmer*s broad background of knowledge in the liberal arts,
his speech training and constant practice, contributed to his
ability as an orator.

2.

Personality and Character
In temperament and disposition, Benjamin Palmer was usually calm

and

g e n tle .

^7

Given a righteous cause, however, he could throw off

his ministerial composure and match the "fire-eating" characteristics
of the politician.

He did not hesitate to become involved in the

major arguments of his day.

He spoke in favor of the South*s with

drawal from the Union, denounced the Louisiana Lottery, and spoke
against the Jewish persecutions in Russia.

Courage, Intelligence,

righteousness, and oratorical skill were the predominant traits
which made the Rev. Dr. Palmer one of the best known preachers in
the South during the latter half of the nineteenth century,-’®

56Ibid., Pp. Ij5-U6.
^Johnson, jsg. cit., p. 635.
^Eubank, og. cit., p. 187.
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3.

Delivery
During his early months in the ministry, Palmer had attempted

to memorize his sermons.

He discovered that this method tended to

hamper his delivery and lacked spontaneity.

Consequently, he re

solved to prepare himself in the extemporaneous manner.

After

studying broadly and thoroughly, he outlined his thoughts and
memorized them.

The carpet on his study floor bore the marks of

the diagonal path which he made during his lengthy periods of
preparation.

His biographer reports, "When he came to the pulpit,

he came with neither scrap nor line, and gave re-birth to his
thought with all spontaneity and f r e s h n e s s * H e delivered his
famous anti-lottery speech in 1891 in the same extemporaneous manner.
Between 181*2 and 1902, Palmer is recorded as having memorized or
read only two speeches.

The first was a sermon, two hours in

length, which favored the secession of the Southern states.^

The

second was the main address at the Confederate veterans' reunion in
Louisville, Kentucky, May 30, 1900.

Eubank says about this second

speech, "In view of the grandeur of the occasion, he made laborious
preparations.

Contrary to his usual custom, he wrote the speech in

full and memorized i t . " ^
Rev. Palmer was not a handsome individual.

His slender figure

was not more than five feet seven inches in height and, as he aged,

^Johnson, o£, cit., p. U23.
^ I b i a ., p. 219.
^Eubank, o£. cit., p. 172.
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he became slightly stooped.

His small head, heavy eyebrows, abundant

and unruly brown hair, large mouth, and misshapen lips added to his
homely appearance.

Halfway through his ministerial career he grew a

three or four inch beard which hid his receding

c h i n . ^ 2

Palmer was always simple and neat in his attire.

"He wore a

vest cut very low, exposing a great deal of white linen, and the coat
was left unbuttoned."^3
According to Johnson, the following interesting account is a
typical reaction to the appearance and oratory of Palmert
Amongst the distinguished men on the platform from which
he /Palmer7 spoke were Mr. John Randolph Tucker and Com
modore Matthew Fontaine Maury. As Dr. Palmer began his
delivery Commodore Maury turned to Mr. Tucker and said,
"He is the ugliest man I ever saw, sir." Ten minutes
later he said, "He is getting better looking, sir."
Toward the end of the address he said, "He is the hand
somest man I ever saw, s i r . " ° h
Palmer employed little bodily activity while speaking.

He used

gestures and movements which were smooth and natural and which
attracted no attention from the untrained observer.

"He frequently

stood with one hand on the pulpit and the other behind him.
sionally he folded both hands behind him."^

Occa

He never "saws the

air" with his hand, nor did he "tear a passion to tatters."

Toward

the end of a sermon or speech his gestures became more animatedj

Johnson, og. cit.t Pp. 170j 362-363* Eubank, op. cit., p. 185.
63Ibid., p.
6iiIbid., p. 362.

65]£ubank, og* cit., p. 191.
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they were the result of the natural and spontaneous physical reaction
to his utterances.66
In all of the vocal aspects of delivery Rev. Palmer was superior.
He had a magnificent and flexible voice which was capable of expres
sing every degree of meaning and sentiment.
plemented his profound thinking.
uttered so plainly

and

His superb diction com

"Dr. Palmer*s words . .

distinctly that they reached clearout tothe

confines of the vast assemblage."67

His rate of speaking was approxi

mately one hundred

and

minute ,68 vihich is

considered a moderate rate.

li.

. were

five to one hundred and twenty-five wordsper

Reputation as a Speaker
Although ministers had spoken against the Louisiana Lottery

before Rev. Palmer chose to denounce it, he seemed to have done more
than any of them to arouse the people.

His reputation as a speaker

and a spiritual leader was well established in the South.

Corres

pondence from Palmer to a Mrs. Jennings on July 11, 1891, gives an
idea of the effectiveness of his first anti-lottery speecht
I knew of course that I was going to strike with a mailed
hand; but I did not know it would prove so ringing a blow.
The Pro-Lottery Press in our city have been on a regular
howl ever since; to which I listen with incredible satis
faction. . . . The speech has spread over all the country;
and I am receiving letters, two or three a day, from the
far North asking for a copy of the same. I am told that

66 johnson, og. cit., p. k?7.

67ftew Orleans Daily Picayune, April 7, 1900.
6 &Eubank, og. cit., p. 19U.
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an edition of twenty thousand has been distributed by
the /Uew 0rleans7 New Delta. May it prove an omen for
good; though there must be no relaxation of effort,
until we sing the song of final victory.
Few men of this period approached the eloquence and reputation
of the Rev. Dr, Benjamin Morgan Palmer,

"To possess such an orator

is a privilege for the generation which he honors."70

II*

Other Anti-Lottery Speakers

It would be an impossible task to evaluate accurately the effec
tiveness or importance of all of the many orators of the Anti-Lottery
Movement.

Approximately seventy speakers are known to have spoken

against the Lottery either in the legislature or at public meetings
in the state.

Upon these men rested the burden of arousing a

lethargic public into a realization of the existing evils of the
Lottery and of arousing a desire to defeat the Lottery by voting for
the members of the Anti-Lottery Democratic Ticket headed by Murphy J.
Foster.

A.

Francis T. Nicholls

Among the other notable speakers of the movement was Governor
Francis Tillou Nicholls, "Chevalier sans peur et sans reproche."
Nicholls took over the government by force in 1877 after the carpetbag

6 ?Letter from Palmer to Mrs. Jennings, July 11, 1891. HennenJennlngs papers, Louisiana State University Library, Department of
Archives, Saton Rouge, Lousiana.

"^Thomas M fCaleb, The Louisiana Book* Selections from the
Literature of the State, (ifew'Orleanst R. F. Straughan, 189U),
p. 165.
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returning board unjustly declared Packard the governor.

Toward the

end of his term he aided the anti-lottery cause with all the power
he possessed as the chief executive of the state.

Nevertheless, he,

too, had to take to the public platform since the legislature and the
courts were "friendly" toward the Louisiana Lottery Company.

He knew

that the only means of ridding Louisiana of the strangling political
grip of this organization was through an aroused public opinion.
Nicholls* strength in public speaking was his ethical or per
sonal appeal.
they?

His messages received popular acceptance.

Why shouldn*t

Hadn*t he stood against the corrupt carpetbaggers and won in

1877 after giving an arm and foot for the cause of the Confederacy?71
Nicholls was the proverbial "old soldier" of his day, and he had the
scars to prove it.

B.

Charles Parlange

Charles Parlange, the candidate for Lieutenant Governor on the
Anti-Lottery Democratic Ticket, may be considered one of the "found
ing fathers" of the movement.

His office in New Orleans served as

the location for the first official meeting in 1890 in which a decla
ration against the Lottery was signed.
Anti-Lottery League.

7lBrown, og. cit., p. 1 8 .

This was the beginning of the

7h
Parlange was no novice in the political and speaking arenas.
He had been a state senator and a Uhited States district attorney,72
In the movement he was active and influential in mounting the
public platform to sway public opinion against the Lottery.

His

was a rhetoric of persuasion designed to actuate rather than to
convince.

C.

Edgar Howard Farrar

In presenting logical arguments, few men could surpass Edgar
Howard Farrar, corporation lawyer from New Orleans.

He used his

highly developed talent in argumentation to fight the Lottery.

He

was most active in the gubernatorial campaign of the Anti-Lottery
Movement.

Later he helped to organize the "Gold Democrats” in

1896.73

D.

Randal1 Lee Gibson

One of the few nationally recognized figures to take part in
the Anti-Lottery Movement was Senator Randall Lee Gibson who served
in the Congress for seventeen years.

From 1875 until 18814 he was a

U. S. Representative and from I88 I4 until his death in 1892 he was a
U. S. Senator,^

Whenever his duties in Washington permitted, he

^2Willlam K e m a n Dart, "The Justices of the Supreme Court,"
Louisiana Historical Quarterly, IV, (1921), 123,

73jiand, og. cit., Pp. 192-193.
1927.

7UBiographical Directory of the American Congress t 177U—
(tf. S.Government Printing Office, 1928), Pp. 1009-10.
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came back to Louisiana in order to lend his support in the suppres
sion of the Lottery.

His speeches drew large crowds, and he was

respected as one of the early "Redeemers" of his state after the
Civil War.

E.

Theodore Stark Wilkinson

Theodore Stark Wilkinson, a potent force in the movement, aided
the anti-lottery cause both as an influential speaker and administra
tor of the Anti-Lottery League.

As president of the Democratic State

Central Committee, he wielded an enormous amount of political control
in the state.75

III.

The Pro-Lottery Speakers

Scores of prominent and respected men were aligned on the side
of the Louisiana Lottery.

The opposition of these men made the anti

lottery crusade a difficult undertaking.

The pro-lottery forces

^Othor anti-lottery orators were: Felix J. Dreyfous (Orleans),
John C. Wickliffe (Orleans), T. S. Adams (E. Feliciana), D. W. Pipes
(E. Feliciana), Captain Stubbs, J. H. Ferguson, P. S. Lawton, E. G.
Hunter, James M*Connell, W. S. Parkerson, Milton J. Cunningham
(Natchitoches), 0. 0 . Provosty (Pointe Coupee), Rev. Beverly Carradine
(Orleans), J. M. Avery, J. B. Levert, T. C. W. Ellis, Judge E. Howard
M*Caleb, Judge D. Pierson, W. R, Ford, John S. Toung, Dr. Henry Dixon
Bruns, J. C. Newsom (St. Helena), Samuel L. Gilmore, Judge Lee, Judge
J. C. Allen, Col. Mu. H. Wise, H. P. Wells, G. A. Burton (ttiion),
R. H. Curry (Bossier), G. W. Bolton (Rapides), S. F. Meeker (Rapides),
G. L, P. Wren (Webster), J. M. McCain (Winn), A. T. Nelson (Clai
borne), Frank Marquea (Orleans), E. T. Merrick, Jr., Joseph A. Loret
(St. Mary), Charles Kelboume (E. Feliciana), B. F. Jenkins (De Soto),
Joseph E. Gilmore (Orleans), W. L. Doss (Morehouse), Euclid Borland
(Orleans), Sen. William W. Vance, Sen. 0. P. Amacker, Sen. J. H.
Duggan# Sen. Auguste Levert, T. J. Guice, T. F, Bell, Gen. George
Johnston, Sen. Frederic Seip, Col. Louis Bush, R. T. Broussard, Col.
W. H. Jack, Bishop Davis Sessums, E. B. Kruttschnitt, Hiram R. Lott.
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could claim judges, lawyers, legislators, and outstanding businessmen
as militant advocates of their cause.

Several of the Lottery orators

are discussed in the following pages in order to indicate the stature
of the opposing speakers.

A*

Gilbert L. Dupre

Gilbert L. Dupre, one of the most active campaigners for the
lottery cause, duplicated the feat of the anti-lottery faction by
touring the state.

Being bilingual, he was a potent force for the

pro-lottery candidates.

In north Louisiana he spoke English and in

south Louisiana, inhabited by the Louisiana French, he spoke French*
Whenever the audience was divided between English and French speaking
people, Dupre occasionally spoke in one language and then translated
his remarks into the second language.

He was a product of the French

country of south Louisiana.76

76oiibert L. Dupre was born on his father*s plantation at
Gradenigo*s Island, near the city of Opelousas, September 20, 1859.
He spent his youth in that vicinity, obtaining his education at St.
Mary*s Academy and Franklin College. He began his political life as
Clerk of the Parish at the age of eighteen. The Supreme Court of
Louisiana, in session at Opelousas, Louisiana, admitted him to the
bar in July, i860. Eight years later he was elected to the legisla
ture, where he served through two sessions. After his stay in the
legislature, he was elected judge of the 13th Judicial District Court,
which at that time comprised the parishes of St. Landry and Acadia.
He served in this position for four years. In October, 1900, Presi
dent McKinley appointed Dupre Postmaster at Opelousas, Louisiana.
Five months after the appointment he became a candidate for Congress,
as the Lily White Republican nominee, but was defeated. In 1913t he
was elected without opposition to fill the unejqolred term of A. H.
Garland, in the state legislature, where he remained until 1915.
Elected to the Constitutional Convention soon afterward, he did not
serve because the call for convention did not pass. In 1916 he was
elected to a four-year term in the state legislature.
Gilbert Dupre maintained an active practice of law. Around
1917 he wrote a book entitled, Political Reminiscences, which gives
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a vivid account of his experiences in public life. He had supplied
the material for a local newspaper to be run as a serial and was then
persuaded to have it put into book form.
Dupre was the father of three children. His only son, G . L .
Dupre, Jr., preceded him in death, Dupre*s wife was Miss Julia
Estilette, the daughter of E. D. Estilette, Ex-Speaker of the House
of Representatives.
Sourcest Who*s Who in Louisiana and Mississippi (New Orleans,
Louisianat Times-Picayune, 19lrf), Pp* 75-76; Gilbert L.
Dupre, Political Reminiscencesr 1076-1902 (Baton Rouge,
La.t Ramires-Jones Printing Co., circa 1917).
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B.

Henry >.Tarren Ogden

Henry Warren Ogden was representative of the speakers from
north Louisiana who supported the Lottery.

His language and heri

tage paralled that of the predominately Anglo-Saxon people from his
section.

For eight years from 1680 to 1888 he had represented his

area in the state legislature.

In 1890 he was attempting a politi

cal "comeback" on the side of the pro-lottery forces.

His task was

an especially difficult one, since the voters in his area were strongly
influenced by the rural preachers who opposed all forms of gambling.
Besides the handicap of an articulate ministry, Ogden came from a
section of the state which was not greatly influenced by the Lottery*s
wealth and political power.

It is rather difficult to explain the

pro-lottery attitude which Henry Ogden supported after considering
the characteristics of the majority of the people from his

a r e a .
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'Henry Warren Ogden was born in Abingdon, Washington County,
Virginia, October 21, I8 I42. When he was nine he moved with his par
ents to Warrensburg, Missouri. He received his education in the
common schools, working on his father*s farm during the spring and
summer months. When the Civil War started he enlisted in the Confed
erate A m y . He was a first lieutenant in the Missouri Infantry, and
afterward served on the staff of Brigadier-General Lewis, Second Bri
gade, Parsons* Division, Missouri Infantry. He was paroled at Shreve
port, Louisiana, June 8, 1865. Ogden remained in Louisiana and
engaged in agricultural pursuits. In 1879 he was a member of the
Constitutional Convention. He then served in the state House of Repre
sentatives from 1880 to 1888, and was speaker of the House from 188U
to 1888. He was elected to the Fifty-third Congress in 1893 to fill
a vacancy caused by the appointment of N. C. Blanchard to the Uhited
States Senate. Ogden was re-elected to the Fifty-fourth and Fiftyfifth Congresses serving from May 12, 189k, to March 3, 1899. After
his stay in Congress he resumed hie agricultural pursuits. His death
occurred on July 23, 1905, in Benton, Louisiana. Interment was in
the Cottage Grove Cemetery.
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Sources*

Biographical Directory of the American Congress 177U-1927
(United States' Government Printing Office, 1928), p. 1368;
Alcee Fortier, Louisiana (Atlanta, Ga,i Southern Histori
cal Association, 1909), II, 268; J, Fair Harden, Northw e s t e m Louisiana (Louisville, Ky. & Shreveport, La, t The
tfisiorical Record Association, ca. 1938), Pp. 382-383;
Official Directory of the Fifty-fifth Congress (Extraordinary Session) (Washington, D. C.* “Government Printing
Office, 1897), p. 5k.
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C.

Horace Lewis Dufour

Horace Lewis Dufour is typical of the speakers who made New
Orleans the stronghold of pro-lottery sentiment.
his fellow lotterites, he was a prominent lawyer.

Like so many of
Dufour, like

Gilbert Dupre, spoke both English and French during the course of
the gubernatorial campaign.

In all probability the Lottery backers

were depending on south Louisiana to give them a victory In their
struggle for survival.

Men like Dufour were valuable assets in

appealing to the Latin population.

However, the strong anti-lottery

position of the Catholic Church tended to minimize his effectiveness.?®

?®Judge Horace Lewis Dufour was born in New Orleans, Louisiana,
on December 25, 185b. He was the son of Cyprian Dufour, a noted
lawyer and jurist of New Orleans. Horace attended Lusher*s Acaderqy,
St. Stanislaus College at Bay St, Louis, Mississippi, and Washington
and Lee University in Lexington, Virginia. He graduated from the
latter institution with a degree in law in 1875. He returned to
Louisiana where he studied Louisiana law at the University of
Louisiana, now known as Tulane University. Dufour was admitted to
the bar and began his law practice in New Orleans. His first politi
cal office was under Col. E. A. 0*Sullivan as Assistant City Attor
to the bench of the Court of Appeal by
ney. In 18?6 he was elected
the Citizen*s League Legislature. He was re-elected In 1901; and
again in 1912 by the people. After serving less than a year of the
last eight-year term, Judge Dufour died in New Orleans, December 11,
1913.
H.
L. Dufour was an able lawyer and judge, and a great
reader, student and authority, especially of the Civil law.
Sourcest

J. Fair Hardin, The Courts of Appeal of Louisiana and
Their Judges (Hauser Printing Co., 19*57), Pp# 22-23'f
Report of the Louisiana Bar Association for 19llj (New
Orleans, La.* E. P. Andree Printing Co.^ l9£h), p. 3b0.
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IV.

Other Pro-1,ottery Speakers

A.

Wilbur Fisk Blackman

One of the more prominent Louisiana jurists to support the
Lottery cause was Judge Wilbur Fisk Blackman who had dedicated forty
years to the state judicial system.

At the time of the anti-lottery

controversy, he had spent thirteen years as a district judge and had
served as a state representative and senator.

His support of the

Lottery came during the 1891-189? gubernatorial campaign when he
spoke for Samuel McEnery, the Lottery candidate.

B.

Bernard C. Shields

Bernard C. Shields led the pro-lottery fight in the 1390
Louisiana legislature.

His task was not an extremely difficult one,

since the Lottery was relying upon its staunch "friends" to vote in
its favor regardless of the arguments presented by the opposition.
Shields was reported to be an accomplished actor, linguist, and
photographer.

He worked in the City Hall of New Orleans for over

fifty-three years as the secretary of the Board of Liquidation and
superintendent of the Premium Bond Department.
cessful lawyer.

He was also a suc

A more versatile man cannot be found among the

speakers of the Anti-Lottery Movement.79

W.
Ne Orleans (New Orleans,
r. Mount, Some Notables of New
La., 1896), Pp. 82-83j "John £>. Klorer,
Klorer,- ^
"Bernard C. Shields,"
New Orleans Life, I (January, 1926), 29.
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C.

Lawrence Q»Donnell

The distinction of being the only foreign born citizen to speak
in the movement went to Jodge Lawrence 0*Donnell who moved to New
Orleans from Ireland as a young man.

He was drawn into politics and

served as a judge, city attorney and state senator.

In the Senate

he "won distinction as an eloquent and convincing debater," and "his
speeches there, as well as his pleadings before the bar, and public
addresses, have been noted for their brilliance and sparkling native
Irish wit."®®

8°Fortier, og. cit., Ill, 330-331.
Other pro-lottery speakers weret S. 0. Shattuck, P. S.
Lawton, Thomas 0*Conner, A. W. Faulkner, L. Casparl, Aristide Babin,
Sen. K. A. Cross, Sen* J. Numa Augustin, Sen. Albert Estoplnal,
Sen. Alfred Ooldthwaithe, Sen. Charles T, Son!at, Col. A. W. Cran
dall, Capt. £. E. Kidd, Percy S. Roberts, £. C. Fenner, 0. B. Sansum, James Legendre, Claude Latlolais, Judge Felix Voorhies, William
M. Cambell, L. 0. Hacker, Andre Martin, R. H. Snyder, Jr., Gabriel
Montegut, Judge Henry C. Castellanos, George W. Dupre, Dr. John
Gaazo, H. C. Crawford, E. A. G 1Sullivan, Col. R. N. Odgen, Laurent
Dupre, Judge Charles 0. Ogden, John N. Ogden, J. L. Francioni,
Judge S. J. N. Smith, T. A. Marshall, Judge J. C. Wilson, S. P.
Jackson, Thos. M. Wade, L. Placid Canonge, Placid Sigur, Sen.
Guichard, Sen. Behan, Sen. Cage, Sen. Dumas, Sen. Davis, Sen. Henry,
Sen. Montgomery, Sen. Posey, Sen. Schenck, Sen. Simms, S. S. Patton,
C. C. Dunn, Sen. Jonas, and Charles J. Boatner.

CHAPTER V
AUDIENCES AND OCCASIONS

In the preceding chapters the writer has pointed out that the
Anti-Lottery Movement reflected the true aspects of a "grass roots"
campaign.

Legislative assemblies, debates, conventions, and cau

cuses do not in themselves constitute the kind of movement which
developed out of the Lottery recharter controversy.

The action

against the Louisiana State Lottery Company was an organized effort
by a group of men who sought to rouse the public.
This chapter analyzes the audiences and occasions of the AntiLottery Movement.

What were the characteristics of the people who

attended the meetings?
speeches?

How did they react to the orators and their

Ifrider what conditions did the meetings take place?

These and other questions must be answered in order to recreate an
image which reasonably duplicates the settings and activities of the
meetings.
Audiences and occasions are analyzed by the speech critic for
two primary reasons.

First, they constitute a part of the historical-

social context which permits the critic to understand the forces and
conditions which were operative during the speaking events.

Finally,

through knowledge of the constituents of audience and occasion, the
analyst is better able to judge the appropriateness and effectiveness
of speech content in a given situation.
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Qh
I.

Audiences

A.

Site

As a rule, the size of the audiences depended upon the location
of the meeting.

Outdoor mass meetings had few limiting effects upon

the size of the audience, while the indoor assemblies were restricted
by the seating capacities of the buildings.

A good example of the

restricting nature of the indoor meetings occurred at Mansfield,
Louisiana, when 500 to 600 persons crowded into the local courthouse
while a hundred or more "disappointed men" could not enter the packed
hall.^

in New Orleans similar seating problems occurred.

Whenever

the Anti-Lottery League or the Progressive League held a meeting in
Grunewald Hall, which could accommodate from 700 to

8 00

persons,

gentlemen were forced to stand in the aisles because the galleries
and seats were filled.?

Because of the limited size of the buildings

available for public meetings throughout the state, the auditoriums
never exceeded the upper hundreds.

The largest indoor attendance was

at the Anti-Lottery Convention in Baton Rouge where 959 delegates
from 53 of the 59 parishes were present.3
At the other extreme were the outdoor meetings.

Although there

may have been other problems introduced, such as, hearing the speakers
and maintaining attention, there was abundant space for all those who

% e w Orleans New Delta, March 16, 1892.
^New Orleans Daily Picayune, October 13, 1691*
^Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 8.
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wished to cone.

Evidence of this fact was the reports of between

2500 and 3000 persons at a New Orleans meeting^ and "fully 2,000
persons" at a Bunkle political rally.5

B.

Copposition

According to most newspaper reports, the Anti-Lottery audiences
included persons of all ages and both sexes.

This was especially

true of the afternoon meetings held in the agricultural sections of
the state.^

Farmers of the surrounding countryside "swamed into

town on horseback, buggies, and in vehicles of all sorts, and many
brought their wives and children."?

At night the children were

left at home while one, or both parents, attended a ward meeting in
New Orleans or one of the colorful indoor gatherings.®
The Anti-Lottery Movement was a kind of training ground for the
women of Louisiana, who were to play a more important part in state
politics with each succeeding decade.

As members of the Vomen*s

Anti-Lottery League, they worked closely with their male counter
parts.

As yet, they were not politicians, but they were the best

Tfew Orleans New Delta, November 1, 1891.
^New Orleans Mew Delta, March 16, 1892.
^New Orleans Mew Delta, February 7, 1892.
?New Orleans Daily Picayune, September 25, 1891.
®New Orleans Mew Delta, November 1, 1891; December 2k, 1891.
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auxiliary group to be found in the movement.

At the various speak

ing events, the women matched the men in enthusiasm.?
Host of the participants at the meetings were probably Demo
crats.

From a political aspect the Anti-Lottery Movement was

primarily an upheaval within the Democratic party of the state.
Two of the leading gubernatorial candidates, Foster and McEhery,
claimed to represent the "true" Democracy.
before Democratic clubs.^
the Lottery issue.

Both factions spoke

Even party administrators split over

Theodore Wilkinson, president of the state

Democratic convention spoke for the " a n t i s , w h i l e A. W. Crandall,
chairman of the Democratic executive committee was an avid sup
porter of the pro-lottery backers.^2
were largely Democratic.

Thus, the various audiences

However, like their leaders, they were

divided into pro-lottery and anti-lottery wings.
Mention of the economic status of the audiences is sparse
and of an indirect nature.

Occasionally reports state that persons

from "all classes*^ or "all stations in life*^* were in attendance.
One of the meetings of the Women's Anti-Lottery League in New

?New Orleans Mew Delta, December 2li, 1891.
10New Orleans New Delta, February 7, 1892) New Orleans Daily
Picayune, September
1091.
11New Orleans New Delta, February 7, 1892.
12Iew Orleans Daily Picayune, April 8, 1892.
^Johnson, og. cit., Pp. 553-55ii.
^ N e w Orleans New Delta, July 17, 1890.
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Orleans had in attendance many of the prominent members of New
Orleans society.1^

While all levels of society took part in the

city gatherings, the country parishes primarily drew the "sturdy
yeomanry" from the neighboring areas who "flocked into the town
from all directions.*^

On one occasion labor took an interest in

the Lottery recharter controversy by inviting both factions to
present their views to the Workingmen's Club of Shreveport.^
From the preceding information indications are that persons
from all economic levels participated in the "grass roots" campaign.
Religious groups officially agreed upon the evil influences of
the Lottery.

Nevertheless, Baptists, Catholics, Methodists, and

Presbyterians cooperated in opposing the Lottery Company, while
members of the same faiths gave support to the recharter effort.
Reverend B. M. Palmer's biographer, Cary Johnson, stated that
"all creeds" attended an anti-lottery meeting in New Orleans.^®
Although there is no way of ascertaining the religious
preferences of the various audiences, it is logical to assume that
in Protestant north Louisiana a majority of non-Catholics were
present.

Conversely, Catholics would dominate in the French country

of south Louisiana.

^ N e w Orleans Daily Picayune, January 16, 1892.
^ N e w Orleans New Delta, February 7, 1892.
l?New Orleans Daily Picayune, October 1$, 1891.
^Johnson, eg. cit., Pp. 553-551*.
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The anti-lottery meetings drew individuals from all professional
and social levels.

One meeting in New Orleans had present, "Courtly

gentlemen, representing every profession and trade from the pulpit
to the artisan's bench. . . ."19
Although the meeting of the New Orleans Women* s League drew
many of the prominent members of society to their small, exclusive
g a t h e r i n g s

,20 -the considerably larger New Orleans ward meetings,

which met near the market places, attracted the rank and file of
the working population.21

p0r the most part, the country meetings

were attended by local merchants and fanners accompanied by their
wives who could be legitimately classified as homemakers or farmers*
assistants.22
In summary, the composition of the audiences generally consisted
of men, women and children of all ages.

They were people from

various professions and social levels with their claim to membership
in the Democratic party being their cannon ground.

Catholics and

Protestants participated on both sides of the debate.

The clearest

distinction between audience "types* can be made between the rural
and urban groups.

*^New Orleans New

Delta,

July 17,1890.

2®New Orleans Daily Picayune, January 16, 1892.
2*New Orleans New

Delta,

November7, 1891.

22New Orleans Mew

Delta,

February7, 1892.
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C.

Response or Reaction

Having shown that the aadlences were large and heterogeneous,
audience response regains to be discussed.

The Anti-Lottery Move

ment did not lack enthusiasm on the part of the participants.

This

enthusiasm was in evidence when the Anti-Lottery Convention met in
August of 1890.

The delegates greeted their chairman, T. F. Bell,

with "thunders of applause."

Pandemonium reigned as the delegates

shouted for "Adams,” "White," "Farrar," or some other favorite to
address them. 23

go strong were the feelings of the delegates toward

their cause that T. F. Bell, Edward L. White, and E. H. Farrar felt
an obligation to ask for "calm and temperate argument" that would
create "no bitterness."2^

Evidently these delegates, who became

the leaders of the Anti-Lottery Movement, transferred their passion
and zeal to the general audiences, for reports vividly describe the
highly partisan reactions.

When Rev. Palmer spoke at an indoor

meeting In New Orleans, "men stood up in their places and shouted
themselves hoarse, while delicate women waved their handkerchiefs
and responded to the stozm of passion. . .

At a later meeting,

Charles Parlange "carried his audience with him, and his voice was
drowned time and again with cheers and exclamation of approval. . . ."
Further consents on this meeting tell of "deafening” applause and

23
^Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, Pp. 11 ff.
2^Ibid., pp. llj 18; 35.
2^New Orleans Daily Picayune, June 26, 1891.
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"repeated calls" for specific

s p e a k e r s .

^6

Murphy Foster entered a

hall in Lafayette during his gubernatorial campaign and men cheered,
women waved and children, standing on their chairs, wared bunches of
violets.2?

A similar audience reaction occurred when DoneIson Caf-

fery spoke at Donaldsonvilie.

To say that he was "frequently and

strongly applauded would give but an inadequate idea of the immense
enthusiasm with which ^Eis7 speech was received. "2®

When the anti

lottery faction closed its campaign on April 18, 1892, in Shreveport,
the large gathering of approximately

800

persons listened for nearly

three hours and displayed the "wildest enthusiasm" as the splendid
array of speakers took the stand. *29
All of the above mentioned indoor gatherings, like most of the
outdoor meetings throughout the campaign, were of a highly partisan
nature and, as such, were accompanied by noisy cheering, applause,
and calls for the speakers.
There was a slightly different kind of response from the audi
ences participating in the outdoor meetings.

At these open air

gatherings where the pro-lottery backer rubbed elbows with the anti
lottery advocate,30 less enthusiasm was displayed.

The anti-lottery

^ N e w Orleans Mew Delta, July 17, 1890} Alves, op. d t ., p. 9U.
27gew Orleans Mew Delta, February 7, 1892.
2®Nev Orleans Mew Delta, March 16, 1892.
29New Orleans Mew Delta, April 19, 1892.
^^New Orleans New Delta, March 16, 1892.
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newspaper, the Mew Delta, which normally reported on audience reaction,
was conspicuously silent on this point when reporting on the outdoor
events.

Although heckling was recorded on several occasions at pro-

lottery affairs, neither the anti- nor the pro-lottery press recorded
Incidents of heckling at the anti-lottery assemblies. 31
As has been shown, the audiences usually were enthusiastic
participants.

They called for the speakers, cheered and applauded

at the indoor meetings.
outdoor affairs.

Somewhat less activity was displayed at the

The audiences seemed to enjoy the festive atmosphere

which surrounded the speaking events, and often encouraged the orators
with brief words of agreement.

II.

A.

Occasions

Preliminary Arrangements

Preparations were carefully made for most of the mass meetings.
The Anti-Lottery League had created an executive committee which
conducted a state-wide

campaign.

32

This committee apparently organized

the speaking tours and, in conjunction with the local Leagues, worked
out all the necessary arrangements.

The Women’s Anti-Lottery Leagues

throughout the state prepared the halls for the speaking.

Almost

-3^In south Louisiana Gilbert L. Dupre "somewhat discomfited an
anti present, who was prone to ask questions* during a speaking en
gagement in Murphy Foster’s home parish of St. Mary. On the same day
and not too far away, L. 0. Hacker had to reply to questions in a
way as to "invite silence from his Interrogators" at Breaux Bridge.
(Mew Orleans Daily Picayune, October 5, 1691.)
^proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, Pp. 8-9.
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every time newspapers reported that a hall was decorated, credit for
the work went to the ladies.33
Publicity was handled mainly through the press.
were highly publicised several days in advance.

Political rallies

With the exception

of the New Delta, the New Orleans newspapers gave extensive coverage
to the pro-lottery meetings.

This was to be expected since the

Louisiana Lottery Company was one of their major advertisers.

Pro

lottery sentiment by the press forced the anti-lottery faction to
strengthen its speaking campaign.

Giving Rise to the Meetings
During the early part of the movement in 1890, the primary cause
for meetings was to organize the Leagues, and to strengthen that
organization.

As a part of the League*s strategy, the popular TJ. S.

Senator-elect Edward D. White was chosen to speak in order to draw
a large crowd to a New Orleans meeting.

They probably hoped to

impress the state legislature, which was opening its session, with
the strength of anti-lottery sentiment,3U

The anti-lottery forces

used every possible excuse for a meeting.

For example, after the

1890 legislature passed the Lottery recharter amendment, the

^ N e w Orleans New Delta, December 2h, 1891 j February 7, 1892j
New Orleans Daily Picayune, January 16, 1892.
^Alwes, op. cit., p. 93 1 New Orleans Daily States, May 18,
1890.
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Anti-Lottery League held a "Ratification" meeting in honor of the
Orleans legislators who had opposed the Lottery.35
Vith the advent of the gubernatorial campaign in 1891, both
belligerents held a steady series of political rallies until election
day in April, 1892.

C,

Setting

The pre-speaking ceremonies were often as interesting as the
main addresses.

Colorful parades with bands signalled the coming

political meeting or rally.

One such instance was the departure of

the New Orleans delegation for the Baton Rouge Anti-Lottery Conven
tion.

The event was described in these wordsi
At 8tli5 they formed in line, 160 strong, headed by a
brass band, accompanied by the delegations from south
west Louisiana, and escorted by many members of the
League, and marched . . . to the depot. At 9*15 the
special train engaged for the occasion rolled out of
the Mississippi Valley Railroad depot, amid great
cheering.

Salvoes of artillery and the local League with a band welcomed the
delegates as they got off the train at Baton Rouge.

Forming in

line, the entire body paraded up the boulevard, around the Confed
erate monument, and into the statehouse amid the excited and milling
crowds.36

3^Mew Orleans Mew Delta, July 17, 1890$ New Orleans, Dally
States, July 17, 1090$ Alves, op. cit., p. 9k.

36proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, p. ht New
Orleans"Dally Pfcayune, iugual 8, 1890.
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In the small towns of Louisiana, political mass meetings often
became day-long occasions.
affair.

Thibodatuc was the scene of such an

Although the speaking was to take place at 3:00 and 8:00 P.M.,

people crowded the town early In the morning awaiting the arrival of
the train bringing the speakers.

As the train glided Into the

station, the depot platform was crowded and a colorful band played
•Dixie.*

Cannons boomed, whistles shrieked, and enthusiasm reigned.

Murphy J. Foster and the other visitors had to force their way to
the carriage which took them to the hotel to await the afternoon
meeting.3?
In New Orleans, indoor sessions were held in the Grand Opera
House, Grunewald Hall, Tulane Hall, and Washington Artillery Hall.
Washington Artillery Hall was a large brick structure, 90 feet by
3li0 feet, which fronted on Carcndelet and St. Charles streets.3®
The Grand Opera House was a beautiful structure built after 1870 on
Canal Street where Malson Blanche department store now stands.39
Outside New Orleans, the canvassers held their indoor gatherings in
opera houses and courthouses.
One might wonder whether the audiences of this period were able
to hear the speakers.

Although the newspapers did not consent upon

this aspect of the meetings, it may be assumed that the lack of com
ment signifies that there was no major difficulty in this regard.

3?New Orleans, Mew Delta, February 7, 1692*
^®Hew Orleans Times Picayune, April 13, 1918.
^Robert Tallant, New Orleans City Guide (Boston:
Mifflin Company, 1952), p. 131.
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Some of the vivid newspaper descriptions of the decorative set
tings in which the meetings took place aid considerably in recreating
a mental picture of the occasions.

These reports tell of "magnifi

cent stands of shrubbery," exotic flags and banners, and flowers with
streamers decorating the entrances of halls to the meeting places.
t%>on one occasion the stage curtain of an opera house was raised dis
playing a shield resting upon two national flags and bearing the
inscription*

"Article 173*

Gambling is declared to be a vice, and

the General Assembly shall enact laws for its suppression."

Another

brilliant white banner bore a quotation from Governor Nicholls*
message vetoing the pro-lottery legislation passed by the Assembly*
"At no time and under no circumstances will I permit one of xy
hands to aid in degrading what the other was lost in seeking to
uphold, the honor of igjr native State. "**0

Nicholls was referring to

the loss of his left hand during the Civil War.

At another meeting,

Washington Artillery Hall in Hew Orleans was decorated throughout.
Its entrance was gaily decked with bunting, American flags, and ban
ners bearing the word "welcome."

The stairs and lobby leading to

the main hall were also ornamented with decorations.

"On entering

the hall a scene of brightness and color struck the eye."

The entire

room was linked with bunting, and heavy crimson cloth, fringed with
gold, was draped over it.

£ach column in the hugh auditorium was art

fully ornamented with a "flag and the coat of arms of a foreign nation."

^ N e w Orleans New Delta, July 17f 1890.
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Above all this was a large American eagle holding two American
flags.

"Beneath the circle of gas jets vas a large canopy formed

of American colors . . .
Democrats.

on it was the inscription, Welcome to all

Leader, Morphy J. Foster.”

On the speaking platform

the ladies had placed numerous trees, palms, and ferns which gave
the appearance of a "dense forest."

Holly, vines, and evergreens

were decked upon the chandeliers, and flowers were placed on the
speaker1s desk.

It was quite evident that the Women's Anti-Lottery

League had been at work.^1
At the outdoor mass meetings there was little opportunity to
create the completely festive environment of the Indoor gatherings.
However, some color was created by the presence of Japanese lanterns,
oil torches, Roman candles, and decorated platforms and wagons. ^
Having considered factors which acted upon the audiences, the
arrangements made specifically for the benefit of the speakers will
be discussed.

From all indications stages or platforms, chairs, and

tables were provided for the speakers at both the indoor and outdoor
meetings.

The indoor meetings had stages or some other type of

raised platform prepared, where the orators sat before being intro
duced by the chairman of the event.

One report tells of "plush"

chairs and "marble topped" tables for the comfort of the guest

^-New Orleans, Hew Delta, December 2l*, 1891*
^ N e w Orleans, Hew Delta, Hovember 1, 1891; November 7, 1891;
Hew Orleans Daily Picayune, September 25, 1891; April 8, 1892.
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s p e a k e r s .

^3

Temporary platforms were constructed and decorated for

the outdoor meetings.

In New Orleans wagons and furniture Tans were

not uncommon sights at the ward gatherings.^

0.

Conditions Affecting Audlence-Occaalon

During the Anti-Lottery Movement, the speaking generally took
place in the afternoon or at night.

One exception was the Anti-

Lottery Convention at Baton Rouge in 1890, which ended its second
and final day of business between ten and twelve o'clock in the
morning.
Considering the fact that three to five speakers usually ad
dressed the audience on each occasion, and that some addresses took
as long as two hours to d e l i v e r , t h e question naturally arises as
to how the audiences endured such lengthy sessions.

Two and three

hour meetings were considered to be of average duration.^6
The apparent willingness of the audiences to sit through hours
of oratory might be explained by the presence of entertainment at
the meetings.

As special inducements to draw and hold large crowds,

both political factions resorted to bands, balls, and barbecues.
Music generally preceded the meetings and, occasionally, was inter
spersed between the speeches.

"Inspiring tunes were played by the

^ V e w Orleans Mew Delta, February 7, 1892.
^ N e w Orleans Mew Delta, November 7, 1891.
^ M e w Orleans Mew Delta, March 16, 1892.
^ N e w Orleans Mew Delta, April 18, 1892.
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band as the people filed into their seats."J*7

Tunes like "See the

Conquering Heroes Cone,” and the inevitable, rousing strains of
"Dixie" were often heardi4® Bands also provided the nuisic for the
popular and entertaining ball which occasionally terminated the
day*s campaigning activities.

All available reports of a "grand

ball" came from the pro-lottery press, and these dancing events
were sponsored by the pro-lottery

c a n v a s s e r s .

Both the "antis" and the "pros" used the barbecue to attract
audiences.

Frequently, after the rallies "a dinner of barbecued

meats and bread was served to a l l . " ^

Crowds of thousands, and

whole families, came to enjoy the free food and speechmaking.

The

Anti-Lottery League was conservative in its use of balls and bar
becues; the pro-lottery organisation spent money lavishly on such
events.

Ohdoubtedly the "antis* would have done more "entertaining"

had they access to the finances which were available to the Lottery
supporters.
From the beginning of the movement violence was feared.

Un

fortunately, there was one reported major outbreak of violence at a
speaking event.

During the preparations for a pro-lottery barbecue

^ H e w Orleans Hew Delta, December 2k, 1891.
k®New Orleans Hew Delta, Hovember 1, 1891 j February 7, 1892.
^ N e w Orleans Daily Picayune, September 2k, 1891} October $,
1891.
^ N e w Orleans Hew Delta, March 16, 1892.
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at Many, Louisiana, in 1891, a group of armed anti-lottery citizens
took "possession" of the bread and neat laid out on the tables and
destroyed it.

Then they ordered those in charge out of the parish

and threatened the crowd with violence if they did not disburse
Considering the strong feelings on both sides of the recharter
issue, it is a tribute to the democratic process of government that
both factions were able to present their arguments without fear of
intimidation from the government or from the financially powerful
gambling concern.

The one major instance of intimidation must not

be permitted to mar the otherwise well conducted campaign waged by
the opposing factions.

III.

General Summary

Before audiences ranging from a few hundred to several thousand,
the Anti-Lottery orators practiced their powers of persuasion.
more heterogeneous group of auditors would be hard to find.

A

Men,

women, and children from all social, professional, and economic
walks of life went to hear the debaters present their arguments.
These people had one thing in common; almost all claimed to be
Democrats.

Both north Louisiana Protestants and south Louisiana

Catholics were divided as to which faction deserved their support.
l&thusiasm was the keynote of the meetings.

Cheering, shouting,

and applause competed with the marches of the colorfully dressed

S^Alwes, op. cit., p.

102.
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bandsmen.

Orators were called forth by exuberant lieterners and

spoke amidst constant interruptions.
Through various committees, the speaking locations were pre
pared with decorations, shrubbery, lanterns, platforms, or what
ever else the occasion demanded.
Newspapers were the chief method of publicizing the meetings,
which began as organizational attempts for the Leagues, and later
became a part of the gubernatorial campaign.

In the rural areas

speaking occasions became day-long celebrations with people mill
ing about long before the speaking commenced.

After hours of

listening to noted state leaders attack the Lottery, a barbecue
or ball was often held.
In spite of the color and entertainment, the orator remained
the focal point of the meetings.

Platforms, chairs, and tables

surrounded by banners, shrubbery and lighting focused attention
upon his presence.

He was the man of the hour, and the crowds

gave their close attention to him as he spoke on one of the vital
Issues of the day.

CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF THE SPEECHES

The purpose of this chapter is to present the major issues,
arguments, and proofs employed by the anti-lottery speakers in their
successful campaign to halt the perpetuation of the Lottery.

Since

the movement took the form of an extended debate, this chapter ana
lyses the logical and pathetic proof used to support the proposition
that "Louisiana should rid itself of the Lottery."
In order to facilitate analysis, a dichototgjr of logical and
pathetic proof is employed.
division exists.

However, in actuality, no such clear

Braden and Brandenburg state, "In spite of the

efforts to establish the mutual exclusiveness of logic and emotion,
there is good evidence to show that the two are Inseparably inter
twined and extremely difficult to tear apart . . . arguments and
supporting facts cannot be divorced from the Influence of drives,
emotions, sterotypes, and l a n g u a g e . F u l l credence to this point
of view is acknowledged by the writer.
Since the validity of logical arguments rests upon the strict
ness of reasoning and the materials used to support them, the reason
ing process employed by the orators must withstand critical analysis
according to the tests of logic.

However, rhetoric, unlike logic,

Hfaldo V. Braden and Earnest Brandenburg, Oral Decision-Making
(New Yorkt Harper & Brothers, 1955)> Pp. 1*90-1*^17
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often contents itself with probable truth, since certainty is diffi
cult to attain when future actions are being contemplated.
One form of support, logical proof, consists of evidence which
appeals primarily to the intellect.

It consists of the opinions of

authorities, statistics, examples and specific instances, analogies
and any other materials which might be considered factual in nature.
Through the use of logical proof, the orator attempts to establish
an argument as a fact or probability.

His objective is to create
O

understanding and belief in the minds of his auditors.

By examining

the logical proof used by the orators to support their arguments, a
better evaluation of the Anti-Lottery Movement as a rational effort
may be made.
A second type of support, pathetic or emotional proof, consists
of materials which appeal mainly to the needs, desires, motives or
sentiments of the audience.

According to Aristotle, "persuasion is

effected through the audience, when they are brought by the speech
into a state of emotion; for we give very different decisions under
the swsqt of pain or joy, and liking or h at r ed . "3

in order to condi

tion the audience for a more receptive attitude, the orator often
makes use of pathetic appeals.

While logical proof deals with facts

or probable facts, pathetic proof is concerned with arousing the
desires and emotions of an audience.

^Thonssen and Baird, op. cit., p. 3Ul.
3Lane Cooper, translation, The Rhetoric of Aristotle (New Torkt
D. Appleton-Centuiy Coa*>any, Inc., 1932), p. 97
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In addition to logical and emotional proof, there is ethical or
personal proof.

Since this type resides primarily in the character,

reputation, or personality of the speaker, much of the material pre
sented in chapter four on speakers is related to the orators* ethical
appeal.

Since a great many speakers participated in the Lottery

debate and neither side had a monopoly on men of high character, in
telligence, and good will among its supporters, the writer feels that
there would be little value in a more extensive treatment of ethical
appeal than that afforded in chapter four.

I.

Issues

Two major issues emerged in the 1890-1892 Lottery debatet
(1) Was the Lottery harmful to the state?

(2) Could the state ade

quately meet its financial needs without Lottery revenue?

To both

questions the anti-lottery advocates answered yes, while the pro
lottery faction said no.

Although the pro-lottery advocates would

have liked to have made a major issue of the practical aspects of
having the Lottery support the government, the anti-lottery speakers
refused to regard feasibility as an issue.

The two preceding decades

had proved that the Lottery was a practical operation; however, the
same decades had served as mirrors to reflect, according to the
"antis," countless evils originated and perpetuated fay the presence
of the Lottery within the state.

Therefore, the anti-lottery speakers

concentrated their attack on arguments repudiating the desirability
of a powerful and wealthy gambling concern as a major source of revenue
for the state.

loU
II.

A.

Logical Proofs

Arguments and Evidence

Is the Lottery Harmful to the State

The anti-lottery faction developed three arguments to show the
need for delivering the State of Louisiana from further alliance with
the Louisiana State Lottery Company.

These arguments attacked the

Lottery politically, economically, and morally.
stated that the Lotterys

In essence, they

(1) dominated state politics} (2) was

economically harmful to the state and its citizens} and (3 ) was an
immoral institution.
In order to test the logical development of the arguments, each
will be cast into syllogistic form and analyzed according to the logi
cal proof used to uphold them.
First to be considered is the political argument used by the
anti-lottery forces depicting the Lottery as an undesirable institu
tion.

Stated in its sioplest terms, the argument maintained that the

Lottery should be abolished because it dominated state politics.

If

this argument were cast into a categorical syllogism it would read;
1.

Major premiset

2.

Minor premiset

3

.

Conclusion

t

Any business which dominates state politics
should be abolished.
The Lottery is a business which dominates
state politics.
Therefore, the Lottery should be abolished.

Ubder a democratic form of government, the major premise is
valid since the will of the people must prevail over the interests
of any one business.

Many persons in Louisiana were not aware of the

political power which the Lottery wielded.

The task of the anti

lottery speakers was to convince the citizens of the state that the

10$

minor premise was a fact.

If the minor premise were accepted, then

the conclusion must also be accepted.

Had the business referred to

in the minor premise been one which performed a special service to
society, such as a bank or food chain, the conclusion may have called
for controls rather than abolition.
In order to prove that the Lottery dominated state politics,
the anti-lottery speakers contended that the Lottery controlled!
(l) a majority of the state legislators; (2) Samuel D. McEnery, the
Democratic nominee for governor; and (3) the state press.

If the

people could be convinced that these arguments were true, or if a
reasonable amount of suspicion and doubt could be aroused against
the Lottery, then the anti-lottery orators might hope to get a
majority of the popular vote for the anti-lottery candidate.
The anti-lottery orators knew that they must present a strong
motive, which would undeniably establish that the Louisiana Lottery
desired to control the state legislature.

The basic motive which

drove the Lottery to the point of controlling the legislature, as
presented by Edward Douglas White early in the Anti-Lottery Movement
at Qrunewald Hall in New Orleans, wast
• • . the Supreme Court of the Ohited States has directly
held that there can be no contract to carry on a lottery;
that although a State government nay apparently contract
to authorise a lottery for a given period, there is no
contract whatever, because there can be no contract to do
a wrong or commit crime. The so-called contract is revoc
able at the will of the creator. This being the case,
the corporation is driven to the constant necessity of
maintaining its rights. In order to maintain its rights
it is forced to the necessity of controlling the govern
ment in its executive, its legislative and judicial
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departments. It becomes necessary therefore that it
should be the lord and master of public affairs,
because if it is not, the license which it holds can
be revoked.^
With the Supreme Court as his authority, Edward Douglas White
offered a motive for the Lotteryvs effort to control the state legis
lature.

He Inferred that a multi-million dollar business would tend

to control any group which had the power to destroy it.

While he

stated that the Lottery needed to control all branches of state
government, his colleagues did not venture to make such a broad
claim.

E. H. Farrar presented a more restricted conclusion based

upon the same Supreme Court decision.
Here is a corporation ^the Lotterg£7, the extent of whose
power and revenue . . .
greater than that of the
largest corporation forme cTfor purposes of trade or
transportation] a revenue that goes into the millions
upon millions, and how is that corporation rooted, . . .
It has been declared by the Supreme Court of the Ohited
States . . . that the granting of a lottery charter is
not a contract - is not within the domain of contracts,
but that it is a mere license, revocable at the will
of the power that gave It. . . . What is the result?
• . . ^the Lottery/ i* coaqpelled by money, to control at
whatever cost, a majority of every Legislature that may
assemble in your State.5

D. White, "May 17, 1890, Qrunewald Hall Speech,■ New
Delta, June 10, 1890.
^Hon. Edgar H. Farrar, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery
Convention Speech," Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 33.
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Farrar and many other anti-lottery speakers maintained that the
Lottery needed to control the legislature in order to protect its
charter from being revoked by that body.^
Peter S. Lawton gave an added reason for the Lottery*s attempt
to control the Louisiana legislature.

He pointed out that the

granting of additional lottery charters must originate in the legis
lative body as an amendment to the constitution.

Reasoning causally

he concluded that the Lottery was forced to control a majority of
the legislators in order to protect its gambling monopoly. 7
Oranting that self-preservation and the protection of a mono
poly were strong motives which might lead the Lottery Company into
the position of attesting to control the legislature, the anti
lottery orators were forced to prove that the Louisiana Lottery did,
in fact, influence the legislature.

To this end, a charge of legis

lative bribery was made against the Lottery.

The anti-lottery

speakers hoped to prove that the Lottery actually had controlled their
state legislators during the passage of previous bills favorable to
the Lottery and that the gambling syndicate would continue to influ
ence the legislature if its charter were renewed.

Much of the evidence

used to support the bribery charge was invalid as proof.

For example,

^Charles Parlange, "August 8 , 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention; Murphy J. Foster
"December 1 ?, 18917 Acceptance Speech," Mew iSelta, December 19,
1891; Rev. B. M. Palmer, "June 25, 1891, Qrunewald Hall Speech,"
Johnson, op. cit., p. 560} Peter S. Lawton, "November 5, 1891,
Algiers Speech,"'* Mew Delta, November 20, 1891*
?Peter S. Lawton, "November 5, 1891, Algiers Speech," Mew
Delta, November 20, 1691*
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John C. Wickliffe used a quotation from the British essayist and
historian, Thomas Bablngton Macaulay, as part of a figurative analogy
which lay lied, but did not prove, that the Lottery managers resorted
to bribery to secure favorable legislationt
. . . when the gambler throws double sixes once, it is
nothing. When he throws double sixes twice it is a
coincidence, and when he throws double sixes three times
it is most remarkable, but when he throws double sixes
four times there is nothing remarkable about it for the
dice are loaded. When the lottery passed its ^recharter^
bill through the House of Representatives by Just enough
votes it was nothing. When the lottery bill passed the
Senate by Just enough votes it was a coincidence, when
the lottery got its Judgment from the Supreme Court by
Just enough Judges it was most remarkable, but when it
carried the state Democratic canraittee by one majority
there was nothing remarkable about it - the dice were
loaded. (Great cheering.)®
J. C. Wickliffe based his charge of bribery upon assertions and
insinuations rather than substantial and specific supporting material *
. . . what man is there throughout the broad expanse
of Louisiana that for one instant will dispute the fact
that the Lottery Company interferes in and dominates
the politics of the State . . . after a lease of less
than twenty-five years we find it absolutely controlling
a Legislature. After a lease of twenty-five years we
find it attacking, through the columns of a subsidised
press, the acts of a fearless executive. After a lease
of twenty-five y e a n the result is whispers and questions
to know whether or not the Lottery Company has control
of the Judiciary. Should they succeed in extending their
charter twenty-five years beyond the present lease, the
men of Louisiana will be at the feet of this merciless
monster and ruled by the most powerful of all governments a monied oligarchy.

®John C. Wickliffe, "December 23, 1891, Washington Artillery
Hall Speech," Hew Delta, December 2h, 1891.
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Assertions similar to those presented by Wickliffe were repeated by
the anti-lottery orators.9

These assertions had the taint of the

"big lie" propaganda technique, which attempts to repeat a probable
fact so often as to have it eventually accepted by the people as an
established fact.
Senator-elect Edward 0. White attempted to establish a causal
relationship between the voting habits of the legislature and the in
fluence of the Lottery Coapany.

He asked, "How else except by the

great influence of the lottery company /cause? can be explained the
defeat of the amendment /effect? providing that if bribery was used
to carry the £ recharter? amendment the amendment should fail.*^

In

his anxiety to brand the Lottery as an evil influence upon the state
legislature, White neglected to consider the possibility that a
majority of the legislators may have honestly supported the Lottery
recharter amendment as a bona fide means of acquiring needed revenue.
Secondly, he failed to take into account the fact that the pro-lottery
legislators made a habit of overriding anti-lottery amendments, be
cause amendments had become a part of the dilatory tactics of the
"antis."

^John C. Wickliffe, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, p. Uij Edgar H.
Farrar, Ibid., p. _3jj~Teier S. Lawton, No ve mb er 5, 1891, Algiers
Speech," ifew Delta, November 20, 1891j Benjamin M. Palmer, "June 25,
1690, Orunewald Sail Speech,” Johnson, op. cit., p. 560.
1 0 E.

D. White, "July 16,
Delta, July 17, 1890.

1890,

Orunewald Hall Speech," New
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Another approach to the argument of political control vas taken
by Murphy J. Foster.

Instead of claiming that bribes actually had

been accepted by the legislators, he stressed the idea of attempted
bribery.

His stqaport was based upon specific instance:
. . . it is well known that there are a large number
of persons, agents or friends of the lottery company,
in the city of Baton Rouge, and it is publicly charged
that these agents are attempting to corrupt members of
this General Assembly . . . We know that these agents
are here) we know that they get free board, free lodging
. . . and in some instances a contingent fee of $l£,000,
provided they can catch a vote; we know that this lot
tery company had its agents for the last sixteen or
eighteen months traveling all over the state . . . for
the purpose of influencing their ^legislative^ votes on
this /recharte^ question.^

Foster contended that the attempts to bribe the legislature
were "well known."

If this were true then no further form of evidence

was needed on this point for persuasive purposes.

Knowledge that

Lottery agents were attempting to influence legislative votes
through monetary aggrandizement would be sufficient to strengthen
the anti-lottery political argument.

However, it must be noted that

the anti-lottery orators failed to prove with factual detail that
the Lottery succeeded in bribing any of the legislators.

If the

only objective of the orators was to arouse suspicion against the
wealthy gambling business, then perhaps their words, falling upon the
ears of the thousands of "have nots" in the state, triggered such an
effect.

^Murphy J. Foster, "June 18, 1890, Speech on the Bribery Reso
lution," New Delta, October 1, 1890.
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A second argument used to prove that the Lottery exerted exces
sive political Influence was an accusation that the Lottery Company
controlled the Democratic gubernatorial nominee, Samuel D. McEnery.
Using personal testimony, specific instance, and causal reasoning,
the "antis" charged*

(1) that McEnery was supported financially by

the Lottery managers; (2) that Mc&iery's actions as a state official
had benefited the Lottery; and (3) that McEnery favored the Lottery
revenue Amendment.
Through personal testimony, much of which contained unsupported
assertions, Theodore Wilkinson attacked McEneryt
I supported McEhery as earnestly and devotedly as any
man in the State both times when he was a candidate
for governor before, but now it is altogether a different
matter. His name is now being used by the lottery managers
as a stalking horse for the lottery cause. These lottery
managers, who are now the chief ones pressing him for
ward, are those who have been the beneficiaries of his
most important decisions, and no word that I have ever
heard of has escaped his lips protesting against the use
of his name as the lottery candidate by those beneficiaries
who planned, executed and paid for the great McEhery
parade of a few nights ago .* 2
Wilkinson*s unsupported assertions and testimony cannot be accepted
as proof since he was an extremely biased source.

As one of the

leaders of the anti-lottery party, he had personal interests at
stake.

However, Wilkinson's conclusion that McEhery was the Lottery

candidate seems justifiable with a little reflection.

There were

only two popular candidates in the race - Foster and McEnery.

Since

Foster had established himself as the avowed enemy of the Louisiana

l^Hon. Theodore Wilkinson, "November
New Delta, November 7, 1891.

6
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Lottery and McEhery had kept a fairly neutral position during the
movement, it seems apparent that the Lottery managers would support
the candidate who appeared to be less hostile toward the Company.
Evidence of a more factual and incriminating nature was pre
sented by J. C. Vickliffe when he cited specific instances where
McEnery*s actions had directly supported the Lottery cause:
Hr. McEheiy has occupied positions in each of the three
departments of government . . . In i860 he was lieutenant
governor . . . and president of the State Senate. A bill
was Introduced to tax the lottery company before the Senate
. . . Samuel Douglas McEhery . . . cast the deciding vote
against the tax . . . and this is his lottery record in
the legislative department. In 1882 there were endeavors
made to destroy the monopoly of the Louisiana Lottery by
chartering other lotteries . . . McEnery the . . . governor
sent a message to the legislature denouncing lotteries and
advising against their charter. And this is his record in
the executive department . . . In 1886 . . . it became
necessary that he should be placed on the supreme bench
of the state . . . Last spring the most momentous question
which has ever been placed before that tribunal, was
before the Supreme Court . . . ^The question^ was the
lottery against the people. Samuel Douglas McEnery . . .
again made the usual lottery majority of one. And this
is his record in the judiciary department. . . .13
Since the Instances cited by Vickliffe were true, there appears to
be a strong indication that McEnery, willingly or unwillingly, aided
the Lottery.

His verbal opposition to the Louisiana Lottery was un

supported by overt action.

The specific instances cited by Vickliffe

have even greater logical appeal when it is considered that McEnery
was a member of the regular Democratic party which had refused to
place an anti-lottery plank in its platform and, thereby, forced the

l^Col. J. C. Vickliffe, "December 23, 1891, Washington Artillery
Hall Speech," Hew Delta, December 2li, 1691. (Similar argument by
Caffery, Hew Delta, February 1$, 1892.
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anti-lottery Democrats to bolt the party.

It seems inconsistent of

McEnery to have claimed for twelve years that he did not approve of
the Lottery and then accept the gubernatorial nomination from a body
of men who favored extentlon of the Lottery charter.

So Wickliffe*s

evidence proved almost conclusively that McEnery*s official actions
had favored the interests of the Louisiana Lottery.
By the process of causal reasoning, DoneIson Caffery maintained
that Douglas McEnery favored the Lottery revenue amendment j
He /McEhery/ protests that he is anti-lottery . . . that
he has never wavered in his opposition to so undemocratic f
unwise and impolitic a scheme. But yet, he says the
State needs revenue. He says that raising revenue from
lotteries is a favored method, and revenue we haven*t got,
and revenue we must have . . . and as the only mode of
getting the desired thing is by constitutional amendment,
raising the limit of taxation, which can't be had earlier
than four years, Governor McEnery / i p p e a r ^ before the
people of the State as preferring one thing and advocating
another . . . The State needs the revenue ^wfaict^ cannot
be had by ordinary methods of taxation, the amendment
offers the revenue, and as the State can get it from no
other source, the inference is absolutely irresistible
that Judge McEnery favors the lottery revenue amendment.
(Applause)
Caffery*s Inference was based upon information taken from McEnery*a
letter accepting the gubernatorial

n o m i n a t i o n . ^

While Caffery*s

presentation of the McEhery position may have concluded more than
McEnery had wished to imply, the evasive approach which McEhery took
toward the Lottery issue strongly suggests that Judge McQiery was
playing "middle-of-the-road" politics.

Caffery attempted to further

l^Donelson Caffery, "January, 1892, Shreveport Speech," Mew
Delta, February 7, 1892.
lS>Hew Orleans Daily Picayune, December 30, 1891.
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his argument against McEnery by citing another instance In which the
judge voiced an opinion favorable to the Lottery:
In scathing terms he
Energy7 denounces this ^[antilotterj^ postal law. He pronounces It undemocratic
in the teeth of the fact that not a single Democratic
vote in Congress was cast against it. Wherefore is
it then that his excellency pours out the vials of
his wrath on anti-lottery mall legislation.1 6
Through the use of one specific instance, Caffery Implied that
McEnery* s opposition to the anti-lottery postal law was motivated
by the judge*s favor for the Lottery.

Caffery*s inference that the

votes of Democratic party members in Congress determined what was
democratic In government is too ludicrous for comment.
Instance generally does
of a

One specific

not prove a point; however, Caffery*s use

specific Instance, combined

with thosepreviously cited,

strongly Indicates that McEnery*s actions did favor the Lottery.
If the people wished to rid themselves of Lottery dominance, then
McEnery*s record did not support him as the best candidate for the
job . 17
To the accusations of legislative control and domination of the
regular Democratic gubernatorial candidate, the anti-lottery orators
contended, as their final sub-argument of political domination by the

^Donelson Caffery, "January, 1892, Shreveport Speech," Hew
Delta, February 7, 1892.
17 McEnery*a nomination came relatively late in the Anti-Lottery
Movement. Only four speeches were available for analysis of argu
ments against the pro-lottery candidate during his four months as an
active member of the campaign.
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Lottery, that the Lottery Conpany subsidised and controlled the state
press.

The anti-lottery speakers attempted to discredit the pro

lottery press mainly through causal reasoning.

A lack of substan

tial evidence forced the orators to use extensively unsupported
assertions.

J. C. Wickliffe used an unsupported assertion in a speech

when he referred to the "columns of a subsidised press," which
attacked the acts of a "fearless executive" ^Governor Ificholls/7.1 ®
Another at t e s t to discredit the press by assertion was made by
Farrar, when he implied that the press was giving only the Lottery
side of the issues*
. . . some of the people of this State . . . who are to
day favoring, or pretending to favor this lottery cause,
don*t understand this question. They have never heard
it discussed . . . The majority of the press of this
State has been all the other way, and most of those
people only read that press. . .
Through the use of a specific instance and causal reasoning,
Edward D. White argued that the press supported the interests of the
Lottery above those of the peoples
Take the condition of the press of this city and the
almost unanimity with which it supports the extension
or submitting of the lottery grant. Does it not sug
gest the danger to come from the perpetuation of the
lottery? In a free government the press is the guardian
and protector of the people. Normally on any question
looldng to the creation of monopoly its voice is to
warn and to defend. The priceless benefits which free
government owes to a free press are beyond enumeration.

^Aj. C. Wickliffe, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, p. Ui.
19e . H. Farrar, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 31*.
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How is it then that our city press is too nearly unanimous
/Tor the Lottery/? Does any man question that there exists
in the public A i d to-day a deep-seated impression that the
almost unanimity of the city press is the result rather of
its friendship for the lottery company than of its devotion
to the people? If this iiqpression does exist in the public
mind as to the press of the city, except the new paper /Sew
Delta/. , , it points the danger /of the Lottery/more
'clearly than words of mine can do .2 0
Examination of the material presented by the anti-lottery orators
against

the state press shows a lack of proof lAlch would establish

a direct relationship between
were substituted for evidence.

the Lottery and the press.

Assertions

It was an observable fact that the

state press generally supported the rechartering of the Lottery Com
pany.

However, it appears that the orators extended their inferences

beyond the point warranted by the evidence presented in their speeches.
If White*s assumption that the people regarded the papers as friends
of the Lottery were true, then the orators nay have been capitalizing
on the preconceived ideas of their audiences.

The rather obvious

strategy envolved in attacking the press was an effort to discredit
the opposition newspapers as reliable sources.
In concluding the analysis of the first major argument against
the Lottery Company which charged that the Lottery managers controlled
or dominated state politics, it appears evident that the logical proof
presented was not substantial enough to support this contention.
Nevertheless, the specific instances and causal reasoning presented

2 ®E. D. White, "Hay 17, 1890, Orunewald Hall Speech," New Delta,
June 10, 1890. (Similar reference to the press by White in ftewTielta,
July 17, 1890.)
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to the audiences probably were sufficient to create doubt in the
people *5 minds and make them wonder about Lottery domination or an
attempt at domination*

For this reason, the pro-lottery faction was

obliged to answer the attacks.
A sunoary of the pro-lottery arguments upon the political aspects
of the debate should add measurably to an understanding of why the
anti-lottery orators chose to debate the political issue as they did,
While the anti-lottery advocates were emphasizing the idea of
political dominance of the state by the Lottery Conpany, many of the
pro-lottery addresses centered upon party loyalty.

Colonel A. W.

Crandall went so far as to state that, "adherence to the Democratic
principles ^werej7

®ore importance than the lottery alliance or

any other question that will come before the people in the coming
campaign. . . ."2i
Two basic reactions were given to the anti-lottery argument of
political domination!

(1) the opposition ignored the accusation

and stressed party loyalty^22 and (2) they asserted that if the
Lottery attempted to dominate the state, the people would rise
against it.2^

2*Col. A. W. Crandall, Report of Alexandria Speech, Daily
Picayune, September 21*, 1891.
22Col. R. N. Ogden, Dally Picayune, September 2k, 1891; Col.
Gabriel Montegut, Daily Picayune, September 2k, 1891; Hon. Gil
bert L. Dupre, Dally Picayune, November 15, 1891.
2% o n . Gilbert L. Dupre, Daily Picayune, November 2, 1891;
Hon. E. A. 0*Sullivan, Daily Picayune, September 2$, l891j Hon.
Harry W. Ogden, Daily Picayune, October 9* 1891.
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These arguments are certainly not acceptable to dispel such
serious charges as those presented by the anti-lottery faction.

The

Lottery supporters did not refute the charges of bribery made against
the Company.

They completely Ignored the anti-lottery contention

that Mc&iery was the Lottery candidate and that the press was a
"hireling” for the Lottery cause.

Failure to answer these charges

before a suspicious and questioning citizenry may have weakened con
siderably the Lottery case.
The second major argument advanced by the anti-lottery forces
maintained that the Lottery should be abolished because it was
economically harmful to the state and its citizens.

Cast into

syllogistic form the argument would read:
1. Major premiset

2. Minor premise:
3.

Conclusion

:

Any business which is economically harmful
to the state and its citizens should be
abolished.
The Lottery is a business which is economically
harmful to the state and its citizens.
Therefore, the Lottery should be abolished.

If the anti-lottery speakers could prove their minor premise, which
contended that the Lottery harmed the state and its citizens eco
nomically, then the conclusion would be justifiable.

Neither side

would dispute the major premise.
In an attempt to prove the minor premise, one of the major con
tentions of the anti-lottery orators was that the Louisiana Lottery
Company interfered with the financial prosperity of the state.
Through causal reasoning, comparison and contrast, and authority,
the "antis* attempted to uphold their argument.
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Senator-elect Edvard D. White employed statistics to compare
and contrast the savings in Louisiana with those in several other
states.

He stated)
In the last report or the Controller of Currency, I
find a statenent of deposits in saving banks.
Massachusetts.......... 315,185,070
Mew Tork............... $23,677,515
Ohio................... 25,306,712
Louisiana..............
91ii,55$
What an appalling conparisonl In the sane report I find
a table showing that from 1879 to 1 8 8 9 , the aggregate
deposits in saving banks throughout the land nearly
doubled. How does Louisiana figure in this increase?
In 1878-1879 the deposits in savings banks in Louisiana
were $2 ,0 1 0 ,0 0 0 $ in 1 8 8 8 - 1 8 8 9 these deposits had dropped
to $915,000. In other words, while the aggregate saving
deposits throughout the land have nearly doubled during
the last decade, in this State they have dropped $0 per
cent.
. . . I submit that the inference is legitimate
that the exceptional cause, the existence of the lottery
company in this State, bears some relation to the exceptional condition of the savings of our working classes. . . ."*■

There is no question as to the validity of the figures presented
by White, since they were based upon the Comptroller of Currency re
port.

However, White appears to be guilty of both faulty comparison

and illogical inference.

First, he compared Louisiana*s savings with

those of the wealthiest northern states.

Had he compared Louisiana's

finances with those of other southern states, which had a similar
agricultural economy, a fairer conparison would have been presented.
The northern and

southern states had few econosdc characteristics in

comon, and any conclusion based upon a comparison of their respective

2^E. D. White, “May 17, 1890, Qrunevald Hall Speech," New
Delta, June 10, 1890.
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finances would only tend to enphasize the unequal distribution of
wealth among the sections.

Second, from this faulty comparison

Edward D. White inferred that the Lottery was the exceptional cause
for the existing condition.

To add to the weakness of this compari

son, he overlooked another cause which was present and could have
produced the effect of low savings.
from

1879

to

1690

This was that during the period

several bank failures occurred within the state

and people tended to avoid placing their life savings In the weak
hanking system.

On the basis of the evidence presented by White, no

logical connection between the low savings In Louisiana and the
presence of the Lottery was established.
A slightly different approach was used by Edgar H. Farrar to
support the contention that the Lottery drained the people of their
earnings.

He cited the Uhited States Supreme Court as an authority

when he saldt
It ^the Lotterj7 drains the savings banks and the hoarded
money of the people. No other form of gambling appeals
so strongly to the speculative Instinct inherent in human
nature. To use the language of the Supreme Court of the
tfcited States twice repeated at Intervals of thirty yearst
"Experience has shown that the common forms of gambling
are comparatively Innocuous when placed In contrast with
the widespread pestilence of lotteries. The former are
confined to a few persons and places, but the latter in
fests the whole cowunity, It enters every dwelling, it
reaches every class, it prays upon the hard earnings of
the poor, It plunders the ignorant and simple."25
The test of this particular argument rests upon the reliability
of the Uhited States Supreme Court as an authority on the effects of

^ E . H. Farrar, "October 6 , 1891, New Orleans Speech," New
Delta, October 11, 1891* (Similar references in White, "May it, 1890,
Orunewald Hall Speech," New Delta, June 10, 1890.
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lotteries upon the financial habits of the citizens of Louisiana*
While the Court is an authority upon points of legality, it would
be dangerous to assume that the justices were qualified as authorities
on the social and economic effects of any form of gambling upon the
people.

Overlooking the strictly logical aspects of the evidence,

it appears that Farrar used the authoritative position of the Court
and its ethical appeal to gain acceptance for his conclusions.

In

all probability, his argument received wide acceptance from an audi
ence accustomed to honoring the opinions of the Supreme Court,
In the same speech, Farrar quoted extensively from a book on the
laws of "chance and luck" by the noted English mathematician and
astronomer, Richard A. Proctor.

Proctor showed that the Louisiana

Lottery kept approximately U5 per cent of the total money collected
as clear profit.

The Englishman then concluded, and Farrar agreed,

that the "Louisiana Lottery Is a gross swindle, besides being dis
reputable in the sense in which all lotteries are so.*26

Whether

Proctor was a known and acceptable authority to the audience is a
matter for conjecture.

However, his book was written in England

before the Anti-lottery Movement conmenced, and this factor gave his
study added significance, since he was presented as an unbiased
source.
Still another alleged detrimental result of the Lottery was its
adverse effect upon increased immigration.

26Ibid.

Louisiana was trying to
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bolster Its economy by enticing Immigrants to settle In the state.
Edward Douglas White attempted to establish a causal relationship
between lotteries and Immigration In this manner:
. . . If we permit the renewal of the charter of a lottery
coaqaany we shall go counter to the moral sentiment and
Intellectual convictions of the people of the United
States from Maine to California . . . If we recharter
this lottery for twenty-five years how can we expect
immigration? Shall we say, come among us; we have
chartered a lottery, we sustain the government by it, come
bring your household goods, your children, and rear them
in the atmosphere which we have created? I say to you,
gentlemen of this Convention, it seems to me if we do
this every step we take in the direction of doing it,
will serve to raise higher and higher the barriers shut
ting us off from the way of development and prosperity
which awaits us. (Applause)^7
In a similar manner Rev. Palmer warned, "Whilst you are holding out
our invitations to invite capital and invite population, who shall
drain your morasses and stimulate industry and create the wealth of
the State, you are holding up this forbidding thing ^The Lottery/
to drive every desirable citixen away from Louisiana."
While it is highly probable that some people would not move to
Louisiana because of its reputation as the domicile of a giant gamb
ling monopoly, there was a more important factor which discouraged
immigration.

This was that the South was not considered favorable

for Immigration because of its highly agricultural nature and over
abundance of cheap labor.

In the northern Industrialised states,

2 ?E.

D. White, "August 7, 1090, Anti-Lottery Convention Speech,”
Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, Pp. 16-17.
2 ®Rev.

B. M. Palmer, "June 25, 1891, Orunewald Hall Speech,"
Johnson, ag, cit., p. 560.
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immigrants had a better opportunity for financial security.

For

these reasons, the South, in general, did not receive large numbers
of ianigrants.
Is a speech device, this argument had the potential of winning
the support of business men who were interested in a larger consumer
market.

On the other hand, many conservative Southerners may have

favored the possible exclusion of "outsiders" from the state by any
means.
Although the evidence was not conclusive, through these arguments
the anti-lottery advocates may have strengthened their case against
the Lottery.
As the second, and final, economic sub-argument, the "antis"
maintained that the proposed charter was a poor business transaction.
John C. Wickliffe used an analogy in an attempt to show the poor
economics involved in using the Lottery as a substitute for taxationi
Now, on the economic question. What econongr is there
in taking $ 5 out of your breeches pocket, and putting
50* back in your vest pocket and throwing $ii.50 in the
river? (Laughter) Now, that is exactly the proposition
of the lottery company. It say8 to the State of Louisi
ana* "If you will permit me ftLof take away from your
people &,500,000 a year we wCll give you back $1,250,000
of it." Would any business man declare that to be a
"business proposition?" I think not.2?
While the analogy shows that the state would get approximately 27.8
per cent of the gross earnings of the Lottery, there is no way to
check the $i*,5 0 0 , 0 0 0 figure as being accurate, since no one has ever

2?John C. Wickliffe, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 17.
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been able to find the financial records of the Company.

The force of

the analogy rests upon the implication that the state would gain more
by omitting the Lottery as the "middle man," and by collecting the
needed money through taxation.

However, the weakness in the implica

tion was that the citizens are hesitant to pay increased taxes.
Many individuals would contend that those who wished to help the
state by voluntarily supporting it through the Lottery had a perfect
right to do so.

A fair conclusion would be that Wickliffe*s argument

was not welcomed by the audience.
Time and again, the anti-lottery advocates used explanations to
inform the people of the economic factors Involved in the dispute.
For example, £dward Douglas White emphasized the fact that no steps
were taken "to ascertain how much this franchise is worth," nor "was
any public announcement given, so that all might bid for it."30

His

colleague, Edgar H. Farrar, chose to point out that the Lottery
amendment would be "an absolute, uncontrollable, unlimited grant to
this man ^3orris7 and his associates."31
By presenting expository material which emphasized the idea that
the interests of the Lottery would supersede the possible benefits
to be derived by the citizenry from the revenue amendment, the anti
lottery orators attested to show that the Lottery backers had not

-*°E. D. White, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention Speech,"
Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 17*
3l£. H. Farrar, "October
October 11, 1891.
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been motivated by state Interest, but Lottery interest.

This was a

rather clever method of discrediting the Lottery advocates and must
have caused minds to wonder.
One of the strongest economic arguments against the Lottery
revenue amendment was given fay Edgar H. Farrar.

Through a statis

tical comparison, Farrar showed that the existing Lottery charter
added only $1*0,000 a year to the state treasury, while the New
Orleans city tax on the Lottery stock, if allowed, would hare added
$150,000 a year to the city treasury.

The proposed new charter,

which would exempt the Conpany of all forms of state taxation,
offered the state $1,250,000.

Under the usual tax rates in New

Orleans, the new charter would cost the Lottery approximately
$1,500,000.

If the state taxes were added to this amount, the sum

would be considerably greater.

Thus, Farrar concluded that the

Louisiana Lottery Conpany offered the state $1,250,000 for a charter
which was worth approximately twice that amount in city and state
taxes to any legitimate corporation with a comparable capital value .3 2
If the Lottery revenue amendment was a "business proposition"
as the pro-lottery supporters claimed, then Farrar presented strong
evidence which placed the amendment in the category of a poor trans
action for the state.

Farrar, as stated earlier in this work, was a

famous corporation lawyer.

He was accepted as a reputable authority

on matters of finance by the people before whom he spoke.

32E . H. Farrar,•'October 31, 1891, New Orleans 'Facts* Speech,"
New Delta, November 1, 1891.
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Weighing carefully the evidence presented against the Lottery
on the economic argument, it appears that the anti-lottery orators
showed, rather conclusively, that the state had defaulted in its duty
to obtain the best possible contract and to regulate properly a
multi-million dollar corporation.

The other economic arguments,

relating to immigration and to effects upon savings, were less con
clusive and probably would have had varying degrees of effectiveness
depending upon the preconceived notions of the auditors.
In response to the anti-lottery arguments, the pro-lottery ele
ment either evaded the issue or offered little evidence in refutation.
Colonel R. M. Ogden avoided the major economic argument by reminding
the people that the Lottery had aided in overthrowing Republican rule,
and it had also assisted flood victims.33

x similar evasive answer

was given by Col. Qabriel Montegut who felt that the Lottery amend
ment was in line with Democratic principles because It secured revenue
without overburdening the people.3U

Instead of replying to the charge

that the worth of the charter had not been ascertained, Horace L,
Dufour chose to show that the total 1690 revenue of the state was
only $1*5 0 , 0 0 0 more than the sum offered for the new lottery franchise.
This information did not establish the true value of the charter.

In

answer to the charge that the Lottery charter would be an unlimited
grant to the Lottery managers, Judge W. F. Blackman offered a somewhat

33col. R. N. Ogden, Report of Alexandria Speech, Daily Picayune,
September 2k, 1891.
3^Col. Gabriel Montegut, Report of Alexandria Speech, Daily
Picayune, September 21*, 1891.
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misleading reply.

He stated that the lottery amendment did not

create a monopoly, since any other company could get a charter under
the same conditions.-^

Judge Blackman must hare been aware of the

fact that during the previous twenty years all outside attempts to
establish another lottery cosipany in Louisiana had been successfully
halted through the Lottery1s Influence In the legislature and courts.
Once again, the pro-lottery arguments appear to be wanting In
substantial refutative evidence.

Those persons In Louisiana who

were Interested in the financial aspects of chartering the Lottery
must have questioned whether the $1,250,000 offer was a fair price
to pay for a multi-million dollar business.

The anti-lottery

orators claimed that it was not} the pro-lottery speakers evaded the
argument.
The third major contention of the anti-lottery speakers was
that the Company should be abolished because lotteries are imnoral.
Worded as a hypothetical syllogism the argument maintainedt
1.

Major premiaet

2.
3.

Minor premises
Conclusion
r

If lotteries are imnoral, the Louisiana Lottery
Company should be abolished.
Lotteries are immoral.
Therefore, the Louisiana Lottery Cospany should
be abolished.

In the preceding syllogism, acceptance of the conclusion rests
upon the validity of the minor premise.

Both politicians and preach

ers labored to establish beyond any reasonable doubt that lotteries
were immoral; thus, the Anti-Lottery Movement became a "holy* cause.

w. p. Blackman, Report of Alexandria Speech, Daily
Picayune, September 2k, 1891*
35>Judge
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With the Bible

as

his authority, Rev. B. M. Palmer elaborated

upon the "law of labor** with these wordst
It is written in the best of books
that if a
man will not work, neither shall he eat. . . . it has
been the fundamental and universal law under which society
exists that each unit in society lives by his individual
and personal labor. The farmer harrows the ground, . . .
The comaon carrier takes the cotton bloom and bears it
from the barn of the planter to the distant manufacturer,
and in the transportation he stains a new value upon the
original product of the field, and lives by that value.
. . . The manufacturer brings his industry and his skill
and his invention, spinning the staple into thread and
weaving it into cloth, and stamps upon the cotton bloom
a value a thousand-fold more than it originally had, and
the manufacturer lives upon the value which he has contri
buted to the plant. . . * What value does the gambler
ever create? What new value does he ever stamp upon the
value which existed antecedently? (Law, medicine, ministry
protect values while they nay not produce values. Lotteries
do neither.)3o
Palmer's authority apparently supported the Lottery better than it
supported Reverend Palmer.

The Lottery's labor must have been

great, since its "harvest1* was larger than any of the earnings of
those mentioned by Palmer.

A considerable amount of work must have

been necessary to collect the huge sums of money which the Lottery
acquired.

In many ways the work involved resembled that done by

bill collectors, bankers, insurance agents and tax collectors.

In

the case of the latter two, the returns to the individual compared
favorably with the returns offered by the Lottery.

Palmer's main

difficulty resulted from his use of the Bible, which stated one
principle, and his desire to prove a completely different principle.
No amount of rationalisation can prove that work was not involved in

■^Johnson, og. cit., p. 556.
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the running of the Lottery business.

The generally accepted defini

tion of work Is to put forth nental or physical effort.

Palmer

implied that the definition of the word is to create value.
What has been said against Palmer's use of the Bible as an
authority to prove that the Lottery associates did not work is
equally true of Theodore Wilkinson's same reference to the Bible.
He statedt
In this busy clime of industry there is no room for
drones, no room for those who live alone by the exer
tions of others. Here is no exception to the rule
which has existed since seraphs with flaming swords
watched the gates of Eden. That law which says by
the sweat of thy brow shalt thou earn thy bread.37
Other than the Bible, organised religions and religious dignataries
were cited as authorities who proclaimed lotteries as a form of
vice and, therefore, immoral.

Donelson Caffery stated that, "Cardinal

(Hbbons raises his voice against the lottery . , . ^an<£7 every
Protestant denomination in the Uhlted States had spoken . . ."38
Rev. Dr. Mallard said, " . . . the Presbyterian general assembly, by
repeated decisions running back to the very beginning of our American
church has denounced it as sin. "3?

j, c. Wickliffe reminded his

audience that the Methodist Church, the Baptist Church, the Catholic

3?Hon. Theodore Wilkinson, "November 6, 1891, Algiers Speech,"
New Delta, November 7, 1891*
3®Donelson Caffery, "February 8, 1892, Lafayette Speech," New
Delta, February 15, 1892.

39rcv, Dr. Mallard, "October 25, 1891, Napoleon Avenue Church
Sermon," New Delta, November 1, 1891.
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Church, and "every church that has an organized existence in the State
of Louisiana," supported the Anti-Lottery Movement.^
Prom the moral standpoint the Lottery stood convicted by the
various Christian faiths as an inmoral institution.
authority was needed.

No further

Nevertheless, Edward D. White wished to use

the authority of the TJhited States Supreme Court to reinforce that
of the religious institutions.

White stated;

In the case of Phalen versus Virginia, decided by the
Supreme Court of the Uhlted States as far back as 18£o,
it was said; "the suppression of nuisances injurious to
public health or morality is among the most important
duties of government. Experience has shown that the common
forms of gambling are coiqparatively innocuous when placed
in contrast with the widespread pestilence of lotteries.
The former are confined to a few persons and places, but
the latter infects the whole community; it enters every
dwelling; it reaches every class; it preys upon the hard
earnings of the poor; it plunders the ignorant and the
simple." . . . Thus expounded in 1850, it was In terms
reiterated by the same great court thereafter in Stone
vs. Mississippi, decided in 1879, where the court held
that no binding contract could be made to authorise a
lottery, and it was therefore at all times subject to
annihilation by proper authority.^1
Under the "general welfare" provisions of the Constitution, the
High Court had the right to adjudge whether lotteries were harmful
to the individual.

By informing his auditors of the Supreme Court

decision, White used an authority which was not only qualified to
render a decision, but was able also to enforce it.

By combining

kOj. c. Wickliffe, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, Pp. I4J4-I15 .
^ H o n . E. D. White, "May 17, 1890, Grunewald Hall Speech,"
New Delta, June 10, 1890.
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the decision of the highest religious authorities - the organized
churches, and the highest legal authority - the United States Supreme
Court, most citizens would be forced to agree that lotteries were
immoral.
Mot all supports for the moral argument were based upon authori
ties.

Edgar H. Farrar and Edward D. White used nearly identical

causal reasoning to imply that lotteries were immoral.
parison of the two arguments will show their similarity.

A close com
(Numbers

designate points of similarity.)
White saidt
(i) *A lottery by its inevitable
tendencies and practices saps the
very foundation of individual
morality and destroys a just sense
of the great moral responsibility
of life, since it impairs frugality
and industry. . . (2) A lottery
tends inevitably to destroy these
qualities. (3) . . . I t destroys
the habit of industry by fixing the
mind on the alluring prospects of
enormous gain without corresponding
labor. (k) It rejects frugality by
holding out constantly the tempta
tion of fortune without thrift. . .
(5)
begets material loss by
engendering reliance on chance. . .
(6) Chance, in her fickleness, be
gets despair, (7) and suicide
increases."***

Farrar saidi
(1) R1Phe growth of society in
wealth, comfort, knowledge
and health is based on the
two great foundations of in
dustry and frugality. (2)
. . . A lottery strikes at
both these cardinal virtues.
(3) It teaches man that there
is a way to get rich other
than by the divinely appointed
path of honest labor. . . (U)
it makes men drunk with the
delusive sight of gold within
their grasp, (J>) and when they
have been robbed of their all,
(6) it dashes them down to
despair. It ingioverishes and
degrades the people. (7) It
provokes embezzlements and
suicides."^3

A comparison of the causal reasoning and word choice strongly suggests
that Farrar, whose speech came a year later than White*s, had been
greatly influenced by his predecessor*s argument.

^2Ibid.
k^Edgar H. Farrar, "October 6, 18?1, New Orleans Speech," New
Delta, October 11, 1891.
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Both men chose to attribute to lotteries the evils which accom
pany large scale gambling of any type.

A close examination of the

arguments shows that the moral weakness rests in the individual and
not in lotteries as such.

However, if lotteries were not available,

the individual would be relatively free from temptation.

Ridding the

state of lotteries under these conditions becomes a protective act
for the citizen who is limited in finances and will power.

The

strength of the material presented by White and Farrar rests upon
whether the audiences wished to become their "brother*s keeper."
Through the presentation of authorities and causal reasoning,
the anti-lottery advocates established the movement as a holy cause.
Thus, they put their audiences under a moral obligation to vote
against the continuance of the Lottery.

There should be little

doubt that the injection of the moral issue, and the ensuing evi
dence in favor of the anti-lottery stand was a contributing factor
to the success achieved against the Louisiana Lottery at the polls
in 1892.

The emphasis placed upon refuting the moral argument by

the Lottery debaters indicates the degree to which this issue was
considered a threat to a possible Lottery victory.
From the pro-lottery camp replies to the moral argument were
numerous.

Most of the Lottery debaters used almost identical argu

ments to answer the allegations.

They maintained that since Wash

ington, Jefferson, and Madison had supported and endowed lotteries,
this fund-raising business was legal and moral.

The same argument

was usually extended to show that churches, schools and asylums were
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built from lottery

p r o c e e d s .^

The implication was that if respected

men in government and church leaders had accepted lottery money, lot
teries were not immoral.

What the pro-lottery advocates failed to

realize, or refused to consider, was the fact that privately-owned
business lotteries, with personal profit as their basic end, were
not to be confused with charitable lotteries, which usually went out
of existance whenever a predetermined sum was collected.

The former

acquired wealth and power to the detriment of the people, while the
latter built institutions which served the public.

B. Can the State Adequately Meet Its
Financlal~TIeeds Without Lottery~Ttevenue
The first major issue, which maintained that the Lottery was
undesirable, was initiated by the anti-lottery forces.

Pro-lottery

forces, on the other hand, initiated the second major issue of the
debate maintaining that Louisiana needed Lottery revenue in order to
maintain its institutions.

In refutation, the anti-lottery faction

contended that the state could function satisfactorily without Lottery
aid.

Their argument formally stated was:

1.

Major premiset

2.

Minor premise!

3.

Conclusion

t

If Louisiana can adequately maintain its insti
tutions, it does not need the Lottery revenue.
Louisiana can adequately maintain its institu
tions .
Therefore, Louisiana does not need the Lottery
revenue.

^H on, Harry W. Ogden, Daily Picayune, October 9, 1891j John N.
Ogden, Daily Picayune, September 25, 1691; Hon. 0. B. Sansum, Daily
Picayune, September 25, 1891; Horace L. Dufour, Daily Picayune,
September 27, 1891*
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If the state were in a position to satisfy its financial needs,
then it certainly did not need the Lottery aid.

Placed before the

anti-lotteryites was the challenging task of proving this contention.
Through the use of specific instances, comparison and contrast, anal
ogy, statistics, causal reasoning, and authority, the orators sought
to establish the veracity of their argument.

They attempted to

prove that Louisiana had the available resources to maintain its
levees, insane asylum, and schools.

At best the orators indicated

that, with wise budgeting bordering on an austerity program, the
state could survive its dollar deficiency and eventually approach
a degree of prosperity.
Statistics compiled by authorities were the main form of support
used to support the levees argument.

During the Anti-Lottery Con

vention, the Hon. J. M. Avery used statistics and authority when he
stated*
It has been said, . . . that we are unable to build our
levees that have been broken. We are able to place them
in a better condition than we were before the last terrible
catastrophe and still leave a surplus in the treasury.
(Applause) Captain Dan C. Kingman has told us that the
levees could be repaired and built for $100,000. He
certainly had no interest in this lottery question one
way or the other, and consequently had no interest, in
his responsible position as engineer in charge of the
government works, in deceiving the people of the levee
districts. . . I find from the auditor himself . . .
that there are two hundred and six thousand and odd
dollars in the treasury to the credit of the general
levee fund, and that there was only the sum of $50,000
to be paid out under contract, leaving in cash in the
treasury over $200,000 to couplets the $100,000 work
required, according to the report of Captain Kingman.
We find, also, that from the different sourcesj
from the general levee tax - not the special district
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tax at all - and the sale of public lands, the revenues
received by the State will average the sum of $75*000 per
year; and these figures were also given to me by the audi
tor; so that we will have $370,000 at the end of this
year, before the expiration of 1090, to build the levees
and put them in repair. Do we need any of Mr. Morris*
money to build our levees? (Cries of "No|" "No!")b5
Avery presented his figures in simple, clear terms which could be
easily understood by his auditors.
as an authority was valid.

His use of the state auditor

There may have been some doubt that the

government engineer could accurately estimate the cost of levee re
pairs.

He also could have been a biased source.

However, Avery*s

argument and evidence did receive a somewhat favorable reaction from
his audience, as is evidenced by the applause and the cries of "no,
no" which followed his question, "Do we need any of Mr. Morris*
money to build our levees?*^
Edward D. White also used statistics and authority to show that
Louisiana could maintain its levee system with funds already avail
able in the treasury.

But, then he proceded to contradict the very

argument he was developing.

After presenting figures which showed

that levee repair costs would be less than funds available, he saidt

^ J . M. Avery, "August 8, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention Speech,"
Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 57.

^Ibid.
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. . . this does not Inc lade any aid from the federal
government which was so efficiently given after the
flood of 188U and since. Why, fellow citizens, at
this moment we are looking to Washington for the
passage In the Senate of a bill already passed by the
House of Representatives for a million dollars.**/
There appears to be a gross Inconsistency lap lied In White's argument.
If Louisiana had the means to maintain its levees, why did it look
to Congress for aid?

What arguments had convinced the House of

Representatives to pass the Louisiana levee aid bill, which the
Senate was In the process of considering?

White's argument was

Inherently Inconsistent and thereby unacceptable as proof.
An entirely different approach was the argument of the Hon.
Theodore Wilkinson.

Wilkinson employed causal reasoning with respect

to the levee problem.

He askedt

Do we need the money - are our levees in bad condition?
That break In the levee at Ames was not due to lack of
money. The levees are having more work done now than
was ever done, and soon . . . our levee system will be
In such shape as to successfully resist the worst floods
that yonder river ever brings down against our b a n k s .
In questioning whether lack of money was the cause of the levee
breaks, Wilkinson hit upon a point which many citizens had over
looked.

Perhaps, the cause lay in the design of the levee system.

Since breaks occurred in the existing levees, the fault could rest
upon the specifications of the engineers, who determined the height

p. White, "May 17, 1890, Qrunewald Hall Speech, New Delta,
June 10, 1890.
^Theodore Wilkinson, "November 6, 1091, Algiers Speech," New
Delta, November 7* 1891.
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and thickness of the earthen walls necessary to withstand the ram
paging Mississippi River.

While Wilkinson*s argument was not widely

used in the movement, it brought to light a point which deserved
consideration.

His argument also minimized the pro-lottery argument

that Lottery money would alleviate the flood danger.^9
With emphasis upon statistics, specific instances, and authori
ties, the anti-lottery advocates upheld the contention that the
state asylum was also adequately supported.

Edward D. White gave a

detailed account of the institutions finances with these wordst
It is 8 aid that the condition of the insane in this
state is deplorable that as a matter of humanity we must
re-charter the lottery . . . the figures which I give
are official, and have been handed me by Mr. Reddy, the
able and efficient chairman of the finance comnittee of
the Insane Asylum . . . The appropriation for the years
1888 and 1889 . . . was # 1814,0 0 0 . During the last two
years, and up to the 1 st of May the buildings have been
thoroughly repaired, a new and valuable sewerage system
has been added and a proper heating apparatus supplied.
For these objects there has been disbursed during this
period a sum of between eighteen and twenty thousand dollars,
outside of the ordinary expenses of the institution . . .
Doing all these things, and supporting the asylum at the
same time, from the appropriations named, the board had
on hand on the 1st of May the following sums: Cash . . .
#U6,890] Warrants of 1890 equivalent to cash . . . #20,000,
total . . . #66,898. (sic) There were due outstanding bills
of about #10,000, leaving over #$6,000 in actual cash or
its equivalent . . . the board will find Itself at the

^Similar levee arguments were used byt Charles Parlange,
nAugust 8 , 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention Speech," Proceedings of
Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 52; Frank P. Stubbs, "Anti-Lottery
Speech," Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 39.
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end of the fiscal year with the asylum renovated and
repaired, heated and sewered, with all Its expenses of
maintenance paid, and with a surplus of actual cash on
hand, over and above the appropriation, of $Ul,000.50
Three months after White*8 speech, J. M. Avery offered statistics
which supported the estimates given by the former speaker.

Finan

cially, the asylum had terminated the fiscal year with slightly more
than the $1*1,000 reserve fund estimated in the White address.

Avery

used the report of the Senate Committee of Charities as his authority.
To prove further that there would be adequate facilities for the
insane, Avery cited the fact that the General Assembly of 1890 had
appropriated the sum of $10,000 to the institution, " . . .

the

aggregate of which amounts is simply sufficient to admit of the
immediate construction of additional buildings sufficient to accom
modate 150 or 200 more people.51

With this explanation, considerable

weight was given to the argument that the asylum was being improved
to meet the needs of the state.
Weakest of all the arguments on available state finances were
those which pertained to the needs of education.

Even the best evi

dence used to support the anti-lottery assertions did little to prove
that Louisiana had an adequate educational system.

The best argument

which J. M. Avery could support went like thisi

^°E. D. White, "May 17, 1890, Grunewala Hall Speech," New
Delta, June 10, 1890.
£lj. M. Avery, "August 6 , 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention Speech,"
Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 58.
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The report, . . . of the Superintendent of Education
shows that the session of our public schools averages
six and a half months in the year, running up in some
of the parishes as high as seven months and a half.
I call the attention of this Assembly to the fact
that no matter how much money you are willing to pay;
no matter to what school you send your children, it
is an impossibility, unless you hire a private tutor,
to afford them more than eight months of school session
during the year . . . as I have said, the children of
our State receive on the average educational facilities
for six and a half months per year.5 2
Through the use of authority, it appears that Avery showed the need
for more education.

His figures become more distressing when one

considers the inevitable financial hardships and uncertainties which
the teachers had to face under a system which did not guarantee a
full school term.

The sLx-and-a-half month figure was an average

one, and suggests that some schools had shorter sessions.

These

figures could not have been consoling to parents with children of
school age.
It seems justifiable to conclude that Avery*s argument lent
support to the opposition, while it weakened his own contention.
Similarly weak were statements made by Professor Alcee Fortier,
of Tulane University, and Edward Douglas White.

Fortier did not

attempt to support his assertion that, "As a State we are annually
making educational progress in every direction."^3

Using the same

authority as Avery, White concluded more than appears warrantable
when he saidt

52Ibld.
£3prof. Alcee Fortier, "October 31, 1891, Speech before the
Wamenfs League," Hew Delta, November 1, 1891.
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• • . many as are the wants of the schools, after a
full conference with our admirable Superintendent of
Education, now Associate Justice Breaux, it can be
affirmed that our public school system is improving.
The means and the methods to do better are at hand
without rechartering a lottery.^!*
White admitted that the educational system was in great financial
need.

From his authority he received assurances that the system

was "improving."
was taking place.

Be did not explain how or where the improvement
His assertion that the "means and methods to do

better" were at hand received no factual support.

For these reasons,

White1s argument left much to be desired in the way of logical sup
port.

He offered hope but not proof.
In retrospect, it appears that the anti-lottery orators were

offering the people a program of slow development in public works
and institutions, and freedom from fear of Lottery dominance.

At

best, the anti-lottery arguments indicated that the state could
maintain itself just slightly better than it had in past years.
While the levee system was being improved yearly to meet the on
slaughts of the Mississippi, education apparently suffered the
greatest need for lack of finances.

Facilities for the sick and

mentally ill were inadequate, in spite of the evidence used to show
that one insane asylum had been recently renovated.
Arguments from Lottery advocates were most extensive against
the anti-lottery faction's contention that the state could adequately
support itself.

Colonel R. H. Snyder, an avid Lottery supporter,

D. White, "May 17* 1890, Qrunewald Hall Speech," Mew
Delta, June 10, 1890.

na
used authority to countermand the argument of Edward D. White.

Synder

showed that $10,000,000 rather than $82,000 would be needed to "put
the levees in condition; . . ."55

Similarly, most of the other pro

lottery speakers used the fear of floods to help persuade the people
that they must accept the Lottery revenue in order to protect their
land and homes.58
A few pro-lottery supporters offered the audiences a choice of
higher taxes or acceptance of the Lottery amendment.57
Although the pro-lotteryltes pointed to a general need for
improvement and support for charities, it was in the area of educa
tional needs that some of their best arguments were developed.

Judge

Lawrence 0*Donnell asserted that $709,OCX) in back wages was due the
t e a c h e r s 5 8

cited a recent instance where a festival had been held

to raise money "to open the schools."59

Another orator emphasised

the need for more and better schools with higher wages for teachers
who worked for "starvation wages."

He further cited a quotation of

55col. R. H. Snyder, Report of Alexandria Speech, Daily Picayune,
September 2li, 1891*
-^Horace L. Dufour, Daily Picayune, October 5, 1891; Col. R. N.
Ogden, Daily Picayune, September 2L, 1891; 0. B. Sansum, Daily
Picayune, September 25, 1891*
^'O. B. Sansum; Hon. Bernard C. Shields, Report of Speeches at
Amite, Daily Picayune, September 25, 1891>
58jadge Lawrence 0*Donnell, Report of Covington Speech, Daily
Picayune, October 9, 1891.
59 judge Lawrence 0*Donnell, Report of Qrunewald Hall Speech,
Daily Picayune, October 13, 1891.
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the Superintendent of Schools pointing to the unsanitary conditions
of the existing schools and the average of about five months of
teaching tine.^O

One of the best uses of specific instance was

made by the Hon. Larry O'Donnell when he emphasized the fact to an
Amite City audience that their city had no schools.61
There can be little doubt that Louisiana was in need of better
levees, charitable institutions, and schools.

However, the pro

lottery speakers implied that the $1,250 , 0 0 0 per year offered by the
Lottery Company would be a cure-all.

Their solution, Lottery revenue,

was not sufficient to meet the inherent financial weaknesses of a
state which had tried to sustain itself from the fruits of an over
balanced agricultural economy.

Through the defeat of the Lottery

revenue amendment, the people of Louisiana forced their government
to seek a more substantial solution to the growing financial demands
of an expanding population.

The Lottery revenue would have been per

haps a palliative method, serving at best to delude the citizenry
into believing that their economic problems had been eliminated.
Regardless of the personal motives involved, the anti-lottery orators
deserve praise for preventing the people from accepting a nearsighted
solution to a basic financial problem which would eventually demand
correction.

^Horace L. Dufour, Report of Lockport Speech, Daily Picayune,
September 29, 1891.
^%on. Larry O'Donnell, Report of Amite Speech, Daily Picayune,
September 25, 1891*
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III,

Pathetic Proof:

Emotional Appeals

If reason is the key to the Intellect, then emotion Is the stimu
lus which activates the soul.

While the intellect revels with facts

and figures, the soul pleads for love, joy, security and hope.

Since

ancient times men such as Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian have
known that emotions are the springboards of human action.

Modern

man, being no less aware of this fact, continues to use pathetic
proof in an effort to guide humanity toward acceptance of actions
which appear to be beneficial to society.

This section on the presen

tation and analysis of the pathetic proof used by the anti-lottery
orators attempted to introduce:

(l) the kinds of emotions to which

appeals were made; (2) the method of presenting the appeals; and,
(3) a judgment on the possible effectiveness.
In their effort to get the people to act against the Louisiana
Lottery Company, the orators relied primarily upon appeals to liberty,
patriotism, duty, family security, morality and humor.

Occasionally,

an appeal was made to fear, tradition, hope, fair play, or financial
security.

The latter appeals were so seldom used as not to warrant

more than a mention of their use.

A.

Liberty:

Freedom

To a people whose ancestors had left their homelands and created
a new nation which rejected monarchy and tyranny in favor of democracy,
the appeal of liberty has special significance.
selves on the freedom for which they fought.
have realized this fact when he said:

Americans pride them

Donelson Caffery must

Hill

We are fighting, not for an ordinary principle, my friends
and fellov citizens. We are fighting for the very existence
of this people as a free coammnity. It is as inpossible to
engraft this wretched iniquity upon our organic law and hare
a free goreranent as it is to wrench the stars fron their
courses or this planet fron its orbit . . . This anendnent
is something which strikes at the rery root of our liberties.
Everyone of you knows that in order to perpetuate this re
venue anendnent the lottery is bound to have control of the
government.62
A similar appeal was given by Frank P. Stubbs during the AntiLottery Convention when he warned the people that they would not only
be selling their state, but the freedom of her citisens as well, if
Morris were permitted to acquire the Lottery charter.

Stubbs further

warned that the people would become the "servants* of the Lottery
executive.63

At the same convention, Charles Parlange posed the

question, "Are you willing for a sum of money to sell your proud
privilege of being your own masters, to half a dozen men whom only
one has the courage to confess his name?w6ii
One interesting technique was used by Edgar H. Farrar when he
attested to use a rationally developed argument in order to prove
that the Lottery and freedom were incompatible.

Although the approach

and language are different from the usual colored language of pathetic
proof, the goal sought remained the same.

Farrar saidt

Donelson Caffery, "January, 1892, Shreveport Speech," New
Delta, February 7, 1892.
^ F r a n k p. Stubbs, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 39.
^^Charles Parlange, "August 8, 1890, Anti-lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 52.

Aristotle says that an oligarchy is formed for the pur
pose of wealth, and that its object is the acquirement of
wealthj but that a democracy is formed for the purpose of
freedom, and that its object is the acquisition of indi
vidual freedom for its citizens. The result of this
principle is that wherever you erect in a democracy - the
object of which is freedom - anything which operates con
trary to the principles of democracy, you necessarily
ifl^air the result for which democracy was established freedom. If you attempt to run a democracy and oligarchy
together, the oligarchy will swallow up the democracy.
It has always been so throughout the history of the world.
Hence, the principle that, in a free government, the
organisation of any great centralizing power - especially
a money power - is inimical to the freedom of the people
of that community. . . .65
From the examples cited, it is evident that the orators were
sowing the seeds of fear that the Lottery would threaten personal
liberty.

While there is no absolute means for determining the

effectiveness of these or subsequent emotional appeals, the strength
of the appeals and the method of presenting them directly influences
the degree to which an audience may respond.

The warnings of im

pending danger to personal liberty coming from highly respected men
must have alerted the people to reflect carefully before accepting
any further toleration of the ever growing Lottery Company.

B.

Patriotism

In Louisiana patriotism had a special meaning to the generation
which had seen the Civil War come and go.

Many of the men, having

fought for their homes and families, maintained a burning love for

^Edgar H. Farrar, "August 7, 1891, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 32.
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their Southland.

Into this environment the anti-lottery rhetoricians

offered their cause as the one which demanded the allegiance of all
patriotic citizens.

The words of Peter S. Lawton ring with patriotic

sentimentt
Come forward then, my fellow citizens, and prove to the
world that you are not mendicants, prove to the world that
you intend to maintain the principles for which the heroes
of this Sunny Southland gave up their lives, prove to the
world that you will not have a lottery as the corner-stone
of the edifice of this proud old Pelican State, and when
you shall have done this you will have what the immortal
Lee told his isnortal soldiers, on the immortal battlefield
of Appomattox that they had that satisfaction and that con
solation which proceeds from a consciousness of duty faith
fully performed.66
Rev. Benjamin Morgan Palmer used vivid descriptions to awaken
Louisiana's native sons to a realization of their love for the state.
In highly figurative language he saidt
These beautiful plains, this delicious climate, . . . these
beautiful streams which like silver threads almost convert
a portion of our State into a modern Venice - Are we, sir,
to abandon such a land as this, created fay beneficent
heaven and secured by the patriotism of the fathers that
went before us? (Cries of Ho, No.)®?
Another appeal to patriotism was used by Murphy J. Foster during
his speech accepting the nomination for governor.

After asserting

that Louisiana did not need the "gambler's gold," Foster atatedt
To our cause, to the cause of true Democracy, we can
well summon the true sons of our State to our standard;
we can well summon every lover of liberty, and upon our

66peter S. Lawton, "November 5, 1891, Algiers Speech," New
Delta, November 20, 1891.
^?Rev. B. M. Palmer, "June 25, 1891, Grunewald Hall Speech,"
Johnson, og. cit., p. 561.
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cause we can Invoke the blessings of a Christian world
and the prayers of every wife and mother in the land.
(Prolonged applause.)®®
Foster made similar statements in another speech, while several of
his colleagues also appealed to patriotism.6?
Both politician and preacher claimed the anti-lottery struggle
to be a part of the patriotic duty of every citizen.

Through refer

ences to Civil War heroes, the beauties of the state, and "true sons
of our State,** efforts were made to correlate patriotism with antilotteryism.

C.

Duty

Closely allied with liberty and patriotism is the motivating
appeal to duty.

Society demands that men do certain things under

given conditions; for example, if the home is threatened or an
enemy approaches, men are obliged to give protection.

The Lottery

Company was depicted as such an enemy to the people and the state.
Donelson Caffery demanded that*
. . . we have got to stand to our guns and carry our
banner to victory, whether or not the lottery corpse
lies molderlng in the graveyard. (Loud applause) And
we would be recreant to the principles we have avowed,
and to the steps we have taken should we surrender to

^®Murphy J, Foster, "December 17, 1891, Acceptance Speech,"
New Delta, December 19, 1891.
^Murphy J. Foster, "December 23, 1891, Washington Artillery
Hall Speech," New Delta, December 2k, 1891; John C. Wickliffe,
"August 7, 1896, Anti-Lottery Convention Speech," Proceedings of
Anti-Lottery Convention, p. U3; Donelson Caffery, "February 8,“ 1892,
Lafayette Speech,^ tfew~Delta, February 15, 1892.
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this crew that have been hounding on this State to Its
destruction, and trying to place upon her brow the inef
faceable mark of shame. We have got to fight them. We
will fight them, through the blessing of Ood, until we
have routed the last enemy of our State. (Loud Applause.)?0
Early in the movement, Edward D. White told an audience that,
"Everywhere comes to us words of encouragement to do our duty."
Later in the same speech he elaborated upon this idea by saying:
Thus the question is one so momentous and far reaching
that every suggestion of honor, every dictate of morality,
of patriotism, of duty to Ood and man, call upon us to
reach a sound, a safe, and a Just conclusion. We cannot
shirk it; since not alone the present but the future is
involved. ?*Peter S. Lawton made a similar reference to "duty" in one of his
addresses.?2
The people were called upon to protect their state from shame
and disgrace.

Honor, morality, and patriotism demanded that the

voters do their "duty* by helping to defeat the Lottery recharter
amendment.

D.

Family Security

Many of the anti-lotteryites labored to show that the Lottery
Company would prove to be an evil Influence upon the lives of young

7°Donelson Caffery, "February
Delta, February 15, 1892.

8,

1892, Lafayette Speech," Mew

7lHon. E. D. White, "May 17, 1890, Qrunewald Hall Speech," New
Delta, June 10, 1890.
72peter S. Lawton, "November 5, 1891* Algiers Speech," New
Delta, November 20, 1891.
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children.

They knew that a man would do all In his power to guaran

tee his family freedom from domination and corruption.

Professor

Alcee Fortier of Tulane University presented the appeal to family
security with the following words*
I consider that a man must be blind who cannot see the
evils of the Louisiana Lottery. How can any man who is
a father advocate the principles of the Louisiana Lottery?
They would be Justified when they reached the age of
manhood to reproach /us7 and ask what have you done with
iay liberty?7^
Professor Fortier was one of many anti-lottery speakers who used this
motivational appeal to add strength to his arguments.

One orator

professed that the Lottery charter proposition would involve the
selling of "honor," "wife," and "children."7^

In two of Edgar H.

Farrar's addresses the desire for family security received a degree
of emphasis.

He said:

. . . it /Lottery question/ must take hold of every man
in the State who possesses the power of reflection: who
stops and thinks about what is going to happen to-morrow,
the next week and the next year] especially a man who has
a family, who has children to bring up and who, naturally
in his paternal affection, looks to the atmosphere that
is going to surround these children as they grow up in
75

73prof. Alcee Fortier, "October 31, 1891, Speech before the
Women's League,” New Delta, November 1, 1891*
7^Frank P. Stubbs, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 38.
7$Edgar H. Farrar, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech,” Proceedings of the Ant1 -Lottery Convention, p. 31.

iSo
. . . I say that as a nan, as a citizen, and above all,
as a Democrat, I cannot consent, for any purpose on
earth, to the erection of a great money power of this
sort in my native State - a power so situated that it
must live by politics, it must die by politics, . . . I
say that I do not propose to spend the rest of my life
in fighting a money power of that sort, and that even
if I were so combative as to have such a desire I do
not wish to transmit a battle of that sort to my children.
(Qreat applause) No man in this State who has got any
of the feelings of manhood, no father in this State can
say that he desires to surround his children with a politi
cal atmosphere which will lead to their degradation or
will lead to revolution. (Applause) 7°
Emphasizing the words "family," "wife," and "children," the
anti-lottery speakers repeated the warning that the Lottery would
bring ill effects upon the family.

They envisioned an unpleasant

atmosphere crowded with Lottery influences.

E.

Morality

Perhaps no other appeal was given more emphasis than the one
which alluded to the moral dignity and sentiment of the Christian
people of Louisiana.

A few examples will indicate the manner in

which the appeals were made.

Donelson Caffery used this approacht

No party can ask me to turn my back upon the Ood idiom
I adore. (Loud applause) No party can ask me to dis
honor my children in my sight. No party can ask me to
put the stigma of shame upon the brow of the wife of
ay bosom. (Loud applause) No party has the right to
demand of a citisen that he shall get upon his bended
knee and render obeisance to the false gods of Baal and
of Mammon. (Loud applause)77

7^E. H. Farrar, "October 6, 1091, New Orleans Speech," New
Delta, October 11, 1891.

77oonelson Caffery, "January, 1092, Shreveport Speech," New
Delta, February 7, 1092.
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Professor Alcee Fortier explained his personal experience with
the Lottery.

His appeal appears to be directed toward his fellow

French-Americans.

He stated:

The State law that permits these daily temptations is
wrong. Many are lottery's rotaries because they are tempted
and do not stop to think about its nefarious workings. It
was so in my own experience, and it was only after reading
Oorernor Nicholls* proclamation on the subject that I
realised what a precipice I had been standing on. From
that day I would not buy a lottery ticket and would consider
the honor of ny home soiled by a lottery ticket . . . It
has been asserted that the lottery has only been condemned
in forcible language in the English tongue, but I think
that statement will be qualified when I proclaim with the
full force of the French language that the Louisiana Lottery
is contemptible.7®
One of the more interesting appeals to Christian sentiment was
offered by Edward D. White through the use of an illustration, which
challenged Christian morality to equal Pagan morality.

White asserted:

The question then is a simple one. It is, shall we uphold
our morality? Shall we respect the teachings of our fathers?
. . . fly attention was called the other day to what strikes
me as an apt illustration. Phryne, famous for her beauty
and signally infamous in her life, had amassed a vast fortune
by shams and sin. When Alexander had thrown down the walls
of Thebes, she offered to rebuild them at her own cost, not
in consideration of obtaining a valuable and exclusive li
cense to debauch and deprave, /like the Lottery7 but simply
that she be allowed to write upon the risen walls, "Destroyed
by Alexander, the Macedonian; rebuilt by Phryne." The offer
was refused. Mark, this was the strength of Pagan morality;
and we, today, with the bright sunlight of Christian civili
sation shining on us, we are asked to associate forever the
name of this great commonwealth with a licensed gambling
lottery.79

7®Prof. Alcee Fortier, "October 31, 1891, Women's League
Speech," Mew Delta, November 1 , 1691.
^ E . D. White, "May 17, 1890, Qrunewald Hall Speech," Mew
Delta, June 10, 1890.
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Similarly based emotional appeals were offered by the Hon. Henry C.
Miller and John Wickliffe.&O

All of these appeals were designed to

stigmatize the Lottery with the mark of moral weakness.

If the

people were made to believe that lotteries were not acceptable in
the light of Christian moral teaching and sentiment, in all probability,
their votes would be cast against the Lottery revenue amendment and
for the anti-lottery ticket.

F.

Humor

On the lighter side of the Anti-Lottery Movement, there was a
constant, though not excessive, use of humor employed by the anti
lottery element.

Humorous analogies and sarcasm which may have

gained a friendly, receptive hearing for the more Important argu
ments were used.

The use of humor also gave variety to the mood of

the speeches.
By far the cleverest presentation of humorous material was
offered by Donelson Caffery when he used a parody of Shakespeare's
"dagger scene" in Macbeth to cast aspersions at McEnery, the pro
lottery candidate.

Caffery mused 1

Is this an office which I see before me;
The chair toward ay hand? Come let me
Clutch thee - (Great laughter)
I have thee not, yet 2 see thee still,
(Tremendous cheering and applause)

0OHon. Henry C. Miller, "October 31, 1891, Women's Anti-Lottery
League Speech," New Delta, November 1, 1891; John C. Wickliffe,
"August 7, 1890, Inti-Lottery Convention Speech," Proceedings of
Anti-Lottery Convention, p. Ui.
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Are thou not, fatal vision, sensible
to feeling as to sight, or art thou but
An office of the mind, a false creation,
Proceeding from an office-oppressed brain,
1 see thee jet in fora as palpable,
As that which now I have)
Thou marshaled me the waj I was going,
And on thy borders hang bags of revenue,
Which was not so before.
(Tremendous cheering and a p p l a u s e .
Prom the response recorded by the newspaper, Caffery *s audience
displayed a considerable degree of overt reaction consisting of
"laughter," "tremendous cheering," and "applause."

This kind of

response apparently proves that his attempt at humor was successful.
A humorous analogy given by Edgar H. Farrar merited "laughter"
and "applause" when he said*
Indeed, it /the Lottery/ operates almost like a contri
bution which a man once made for the benefit of the
heathen - he contributed a dollar and a cent, and when
asked what the cent was for, he saidt "My friend, the
cent is for the heathen and the dollar is to get it
there." (Laughter) So that the amount of money which
goes into the State treasury is the copper for the heathen
and the dollar is the rich plum which the gambler gets
in order to get the copper from the pockets of the people
into the government. (Applause)
Similar in development was the analogy drawn by John C. Wickliffe during the Anti-Lottery Convention.

Wickliffe related this

story i

^Donelson Caffery, "January, 1892, Shreveport Speech," Mew
Delta, February 7, 1892.
Q^Hon. Edgar H. Farrar, "October
Mew Delta, October 11, 1891.

6

, 1891, New Orleans Speech,"

lSh
The story has been told of an old gentleman who went
out to the race track to see his first quarter-mile
race. He said that after sitting on a hard plank in
the sun for four mortal hours he turned his head to
spit, and before he got it around again the race was
run, won, and lost. So it is gentlemen, with John A.
Morris and his unknown associates who are either ashamed
of the lottery or the lottery is ashamed of them . . .
They had their plan all cocked and primed and while
they turned their heads to spit, before they could get
them back, they were whipped and whipped clean out of
their boots.63
Representative of the sarcasm employed by the Lottery opposition
are the words cast against the pro-lottery gubernatorial candidate by
Donelson Caffery*
I shall now . . . take up the letter of acceptance of
Judge McEnery. It starts out with a gentle dalliance,
with an amorous coying, as of sweethearts, between the
Judge and the office of governor. (Laughter)
The imperial crown has been unanimously tendered
him. He sees no peculiar deserts in himself - yet, he
is impelled, he says, by an imperative necessity to
accept it. What nysterious power is behind the gover
nor, is left to the imagination of our people. (Laughter)
What imperative necessity forces his excellency to jump
into the breach and rescue the waring fortunes of the
lottery from defeat, is left solely to our conjecture.®^
In public speaking, as in conversation, laughter can relieve
tension and often change opposition to willing support.

From the

appeals already studied, it is obvious to the casual observer that
the anti-lottery orators were systematically appealing to the basic
emotions and motivational factors which actuate human behavior.

®^John c. Wickliffe, "August 7, 1890, Anti-Lottery Convention
Speech," Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Convention, p. 1*3.
®^Donelson Caffery, "January, 1892, Shreveport Speech," New
Delta, February 7, 1892.
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IV.

Historical Perspective

Few significant events take place without leaving their mark
on later generations; therefore, the question arises as to what
were the effects of the Anti-Lottery Movement upon the State of
Louisiana.

To isolate the role of speeches from other factors in

determining change is difficult.

However, there seems to be a

fairly clear and direct relationship.
One of the immediate results of the movement was the election
of Murphy J. Foster.

He received 79,388 votes while his nearest

opponent, McEnery, polled 1*7,037 votes.85
sented 1*2*,$ per cent of the vote cast.86

Foster's plurality repre
The remaining 55.5 per

cent of the total vote was divided among the three other candidates.
Concern had been voiced by the pro-lottery advocates over the
ability of the state to meet its financial obligations with reference
to levees, the insane asylum, and education.

Anti-Lottery speakers

pointed out that the state would manage to give adequate funds for
the maintenance of each.

History vindicates the anti-lottery orators

to the extent that all of the needs of the state were met without
lottery revenue.

W. W. Heard, the State Auditor, reporting for the

189U-1895 period stated:

®^Kendall, og. cit., p. 1*99.
86perry H, Howard, Political Tendencies in Louisiana 1812-1952
(Baton Rouge, La.i Louisiana State University Press, 1957), p. 95.
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All debts created since the year 1880 have been paid or
provided for and there now remains outstanding no float
ing indebtedness created since that time. To those who
have labored earnestly and dllligently to maintain the
State*s credit It is most gratifying to be able to an
nounce that the financial affairs are now conducted on
a cash basis and all obligations are promptly met upon
presentation.®7
In only one major respect are the pro-lottery orators vindicated,
for they warned that the state would have to resort to higher taxation
without the Lottery funds.

The State Auditor reported, "Hie increase

in revenue ^1892-18937 was achieved largely by a better assessment of
personal property and ljqiroved laws which aided in the detection of
delinquent payments on licenses."®®

Schools and levees were supported

partially through the issuance of state bonds.®?

Farther aid was

given to the state system of education in 1898 when the poll tax and
a levy of one and one-quarter mills were dedicated to education.
Another provision of the same year permitted an increase in taxes
for schools on a local option basis.

After 190li most of the parishes

and many of the cities provided for schools by local taxation.?0
The one important factor to keep in mind is that Louisiana met
its financial obligations by placing the responsibility of government

^Biennial Report of the Auditor of Public Accounts for the
State o£ Louisiana JLtffit-Itffi) (Baton Rouge, La. 1 The Advocate, I8 9 6 ),
p. vii. (A similar statement appeared in the 1896-1897 Report.)
®®Report of the State Auditor 1892-1893, p. iv.
®?Ibid., p. vj Report of the State Auditor 189^-1895, p. 66.
?°Joel L. Fletcher, Louisiana Education Since Colonial Days
(Lafayette, La.t Southwestern Louisiana Institute, 19hb), Pp. Iii-l6.
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upon the people.

In this way the government became dependent upon,

and responsible to, the citizenry rather than a gambling institution.
Perhaps the bitter struggle engendered by the Lottery recharter
attempt left an indelible mark in the minds of the political leaders
and people of the state, for no further efforts have been made to
charter a lottery in Louisiana.

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION

In the introduction fire questions, which were to be answered
as the major objectives of the study, were asked.

They were*

1.

Who were the leading speakers of the movement?

2.

What were the characteristics of the audiences?

3.

Under what condition did the speaking take place?

1*.

What Issues, arguments and proofs were made by the orators?

5.

What effect did public speaking have within the movement?

These questions and their answers will constitute the body of this,
the concluding chapter of a description and analysis of the speaking
in the Louisiana Anti-Lottery Movement.

I.

Who Were the Leading Speakers of the Movement?

From all sections of Louisiana men came together and formed AntiLottery Leagues in an effort to stay the expanding power of the
Louisiana Lottery.

They had been aroused by a core of leadership

consisting of some of the most prominent political and religious
figures in the state - men who had confronted the people andguided
them with the power of oratory.

This section Indicates that the

leading orators, who were also the leading organizers, were men with
years of experience as officeholders, lawyers, judges, or ministers.
For the most part these orators had gained the aura of fame as
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participants in the "lost cause" of the Southern Confederacy.

They

cane home to find that while the North had won the war, they thenselves, had won the allegiance of the people.
A close examination of the lives of the anti-lottery speakers
shows that they were men with prominent family backgrounds - generally
from the planter class.

Their formal education was acquired at local

and out-of-state institutions.

In most instances the men were re

tracing the footsteps imprinted by their fathers.

Their successes

often matched those of their fathers, and at times superseded them.
To the unknown and obscure men who worked toward the success of
the Anti-Lottery Movement, their master spokesmen, the anti-lottery
orators, must stand as a historical symbol of their great effort for
the conmionweal.

A.

Murphy James foster

Murphy James Foster worked his way up the political ranks of
his state to become the governor of Louisiana.
became an accomplished "stump" speaker.

In the process he

Although Foster was only

adequate as an orator, he was a vigorous campaigner and an expert at
parliamentary maneuvering.

His excellent character and moral fiber

helped to make him a symbol of leadership for the anti-lottery cam
paign.

Few men, if any, could claim to have been more active as a

public speaker in the movement than Murphy Foster.
As a young man Foster received an excellent liberal arts educa
tion and studied law.

This training coupled with approximately twenty

years of political campaign speaking helped to make Foster a formidable

l6o

orator.

His reputation as an honest man added considerable ethical

appeal to his utterances.

The word "mildness" best describes Foster*s

physical and rocal delivery.

5.

Edward Douglas White, Jr.

The "Gibralter" of the Anti-Lottery Movement was Edward D. White,
who in later life gained added fame as the Chief Justice of the United
States Supreme Court.

White appears to have served as a source of

ideas for several of the major arguments advanced against the Lottery.
Many of his best arguments, expounded early in 1890, were repeated by
later participating orators in 1891 and 1892.
This tall, impressive figure with a pleasing voice and genial
blue eyes was a major attraction at all the speaking events he attended.
We have read that people often waited only to hear his speeches.
is understandable, for White was an excellent orator.

This

His speeches

were clear and to the point, and his arguments were well supported
with evidence.

In the opinion of the writer, Edward Douglas White

deserves recognition as one of the best orators the State of Louisiana
has ever produced.

C.

Donelson Caffery

Being an aspiring office holder, Donelson Caffery entered the
movement as a speaker during the gubernatorial campaign in 1891.
Like most of the major orators, he toured the state^ participating in
a torturous marathon of oratory.

He was an excellent speaker who had

the ability to artfully combine logical and emotional appeal accord
ing to the "golden mean.”
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Caffery received the traditional classical liberal arts educa
tion of his day including studies in rhetoric and eloquence, which
helped to prepare him for his legal, political and speaking career.
Sincerity and sociability were his chief character traits.
spoke with ease and self-control.

Caffery

He was conservative in dress and

speaking gestures,

2.

Rev. Benjamin Morgan Palmer

Perhaps no orator was more "speech conscious" than Rev. Palmer.
Trained for the ministry, he naturally practiced the art of public
speaking as a day to day activity.
During the advent and development of the Anti-Lottery Movement,
Rev. Palmer had already attained a position of respect, if not
admiration, from the people he had ministered to in the South.

His

popularity had begun before the Civil War when he supported the
Southern cause.

Then, in the twilight of his career, he joined the

ranks of the crusading politicians, and gave authority to the moral
arguments propounded against the lottery wheel.
His major strength as a speaker in the political upheaval rests
upon his June 25, 1691, oration, and the ensuing publicity which re
sulted from that somewhat unrestrained public sermon.

As was the case

with Edward D. White, Palmer*s speeches served as a source of ideas
for material on the implications of lottery gambling.
As a speaker, he had more versatility in delivery than the other
orators.

At times he employed self-control in both voice and gesture,
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and, then again, he was capable of actions bordering upon those
characteristic of the "fire-eaters."

Because of his slender and

handsomeless figure, Palmer*s one mark of distinction appears to
have been his eloquence.

His voice was a magnificent instrument

capable of conveying varying degrees of meaning and sentiment, while
his diction was impeccable.

His best speaking efforts often brought

his audiences to their feet in a surge of emotional reaction.

E.

Other Notable Speakers

Charles Parlange was a part of the greatmovement from its in
ception in his New Orleans office in 1890, to its successful conclu
sion at the polls in 1892.

His addresses were more stylistic and

inspiring in content that those of many of his colleagues.
French-American he helped to gain the support of the

As a

French element

in south Louisiana by voicing anti-lottery sentiment in the French
language.
No man did more to add to the economic arguments against accept
ance of the Lottery proposal than Edgar Howard Farrar, the brilliant
corporation lawyer from New Orleans,

Farrar presented figures and

tax schemes which made the Lottery offer appear to be one of the most
unbusinesslike propositions ever presented to the people of Louisiana
for consideration.

He probably knew more about state financing than

any single orator in the movement.

His verbal denunciations of the

Lottery revenue amendment as an unworthy contract must have gained
considerable support from those individuals who were sincere in their
efforts to find the best solutions to the economic problems which
faced the state government.
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Two other orators who deserve mention as major speakers in the
Anti-Lottery Movement were Felix J. Dreyfous and John C. Wickliffe,
both of New Orleans,

These men joined the caravan of campaigners

and gave added strength to the corps of speakers who swept the state
with the anti-lottery flood of propaganda.

Their speeches indicate

that they were capable orators, and the reported responses to their
efforts indicate a considerable degree of acceptance by the audiences.
Although men such as Governor Francis T. Nicholls, Senator
Randall Lee Gibson, Theodore S. Wilkinson and scores of others were
prominent within the organised effort to eliminate the Lottery, they
were not primarily significant as public speakers.

However, their

behind-the-scene influence and reputation produced the foundation
upon which the Anti-Lottery League was built.

Consider the almost

incalculable power wielded by Nicholls as the chief executive, and
Wilkinson as chairman of the Anti-Lottery Democratic State Central
Coimittee.

Senator Randall L. Gibson, like Nicholls and Wilkinson,

made relatively few public appearances during the movement, but his
power and prestige as a U. S. Senator gave inestimable strength to
the anti-lottery cause.

These factors are mentioned as answers to

anticipated questions as to why such prominent men were not placed
in the category of major speakers.
In summarising the general characteristics of the recognized
leading orators, five points should be noted.

First, all of the

speakers had acquired a broad liberal, or classical, education during
their youth.

Second, they were professional men primarily from the
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fields of law and the ministry.

Third, they all professed or implied

belief in Christian principles.

Fourth, all of the men had had ex

tensive experience as public speakers.

Finally, they were all past

the age of forty, which eliminates the possibility of "tagging" the
movement as an outgrowth of rebellious youth.
The pro-lottery speakers were given consideration in chapter
four with the intent of establishing the comparable quality of the
opposing forces.

Added significance is given to the Anti-Lottery

Movement and its successful termination, when one realises that the
campaign pitted judge against judge, lawyer against lawyer, and last,
but by far most important in a study such as this, capable orator
against capable orator.

II.

What Were the Characteristics of the Audiences?

The audiences of the Anti-Lottery Movement were an orator*s
delight.

For the most part, they were large and enthusiastic

partisan groups, which represented every facet of the economic,
professional, and social life of the state.

Except for a few

meetings given by the New Orleans Women's Anti-Lottery League, the
mass meetings were noisy with cheering, applause, and calls for the
speakers.

An occasional response, "a haute voix," of agreement or

disagreement was not unusual.

Speakers had the challenging task of

adapting their ideas to the heterogeneous audiences of the cities
and then readjusting to the predominantly rural folk.
Women took an active part in the campaign, and the orators fre
quently catered to their sentiments.

Children were in attendance
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generally, but did not influence the occasion beyond adding to the
noise and confusion initiated by their overly enthusiastic progenitors.
Because of the growing influence of women and the voting power
of men, the anti-lottery orators adapted their political addresses
to meet the demands of both.

The highly partisan nature of the audi

ences caused many of the orators to become overzealous in their
attacks, which resulted in exaggerated claims, unwarranted deroga
tory language, and moments of emotionalized outbursts.

However, the

audiences did not seem to mind, and often encouraged such practices
by cheering and applauding, as evidenced by reports in the Kew Delta
and the Offical Proceedings of the Anti-Lottery Democratic Convention.

III.

Under What Conditions Did the Speaking Take Place?

The Anti-Lottery Movement was well organized by executive com
mittees which functioned through the various Leagues.

Meetings were

strategically planned and executed initially as part of a membership
drive.

In 1891, all of the meetings became a part of the gubernatorial

campaign, which had the Lottery question as its major issue.
League meetings were often the occasion for day-long festivities,
especially in rural Louisiana.

Parades with bands tended to heighten

the holiday atmosphere as people lined the streets sporting their
campaign buttons or colors.

Whistles, cannons, and rousing tunes

announced the arrival of the speakers.
If the meeting happened to be an outdoor affair, there was a
platform or wagons decorated with bunting for the dignitaries and
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speakers.

Oil torches and Japanese lanterns generally were used for

lighting.

Most of the indoor meetings were conducted in highly

decorative settings consisting of shrubbery, bunting, flags, and
drapery.

Spirited marches were rendered by bands between the speeches.

As the orators delivered their addresses, they were frequently
interrupted by cheering, yells, applause, or verbal responses.

Except

for a few occasions, the audiences lacked restraint.
After hours of listening and cheering, the people usually were
treated to a barbecue.
Bands, barbecues, decorative settings, and enthusiastic audiences
were the usual conditions surrounding the speakers of the movement.
This gay and festive environment made the often lengthy speeches more
exciting, aside from being a motivating factor in bringing more
people to the events.

Generally, the audiences displayed as much

enthusiasm over the speeches as they did the festivities.
From the direct responses made to the remarks of the speakers,
the gay atmosphere seemed to increase, rather than decrease, audiencespeaker contact and empathy.
listeners.

The audiences were active, yet attentive

They apparently came to hear the speakers first and above

all.

IT.

What Were the Issues, Arguments, and Proofs?

Arguments against the Lottery Company centered upon the two
issues of Lottery desirability and need for state revenue.

The anti-

lottery advocates argued that the Company was undesirable for political,
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economic, and moral reasons, while the pro-lottery faction put emphasis
upon the need for, and benefits of, the Lottery revenue.

Essentially,

the "antis* argued that the end did not justify the means, while their
opponents elaborated upon the benefits and minimized the evils of the
means.
In an endeavor to prove that Louisiana could maintain its insti
tutions without Lottery revenue, the anti-lottery persuaders relied
heavily upon the testimony of authorities and statistics.

Their

efforts indicated that Louisiana was slowly improving its levee system,
and one insane asylum, while its schools were sorely in need of in
creased funds to pay teachers* back salaries, build and repair schools,
and extend sessions to the full nine month period.

The anti-lottery

orators attempted to minimize the significance of the poor educational
facilities by asserting that the state had the available means to
improve the system.

Behind all the confidence displayed with relation

to the future prosperity of Louisiana, one could almost detect that
the speakers were saying, "Tea, we need more revenue, but it must not
t

be Lottery revenue, for reasons more vital to the interests of the
state and its people than immediate financial prosperity."
Public opinion, generally, favored the anti-lottery orators, except
in Mew Orleans where pro-lottery sentiment coimanded a majority vote
throughout the movement.

From the political aspects of the question,

the "antis" had only to reinforce the belief among most of the people
that the Louisiana Lottery Company had used its wealth to acquire
pro-lottery legislation, and judicial decision.

When no substantial
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reply to the accusation came from the pro-lottery camp, the first
breach in the Lottery armor appeared.
Another unchallenged argument contended that the revenue offered
the state by the proposed Lottery grant was less than the normal sum
which might accrue from city and state taxation of the gambling com
pany.

Thus, an economic dart was cast into the heart of the Lottery

case, which supported the revenue transaction as a good "business
deal."
A significant blow was struck against the Lottery by the open
denunciation of that institution by organized religious bodies, which
gained a hearing through their articulate ministry.

The stigma of

sin was placed upon all who aided in fostering the Lottery "vice."
Preachers, as well as politicians, maintained that lotteries were
immoral, first, because they degraded and impoverished the Individual,
second, because lotteries encouraged disobedience to the Biblical
"law of labor," and, finally, because the Supreme Court had adjudged
it as detrimental to the citisenxy and, therefore, immoral.

From the

authority which resides in the Bible and the ministry as a moral
guide for Christians, and from the prestige which attends the deci
sions of the High Court, the Anti-lottery rhetoricians placed a
definite moral obligation upon the audiences to support the AntiLottery Movement.
While authority was the main form of logical support given the
anti-lottery arguments, the movement was not lacking in the other
general forms of evidence.

Examples and specific instances, analogies,
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and illustrations also contributed to the fabric of proof weaved by
the anti-lottery speakers in order to clothe their contentions with
an aura of truth.
Logical proof was wedded to pathetic proof in order to augment
the chances for success.

Through emotional appeals to patriotism,

liberty, duty, family security, morality, and humor, an effort was
made to place the audiences in a receptive mood.

Morality appears

to have received the greatest emphasis, with liberty and family
security in a secondary position.

Explanation, description, figura

tive and literal analogies, and illustrations were the main media
through which flowed the emotionally charged language.
It would be rather difficult to judge which form of proof,
logical or pathetic, received greater emphasis.

Both forms were

used extensively with neither being conspicuously exaggerated.
From the vantage point of historical retrospect, the ouster of
the Louisiana Lottery as a political force can be considered a
blessing.

The state government was forced to seek a sound basis for

solving its economic deficiencies, instead of depending upon the
palliative aid of a politically inclined gambling monopoly.

Time

has vindicated the major arguments of the anti-lottery orators.
Their successful and commendable efforts to retain the rights of
self government for the people have received favorable recognition
in the annals of the history of Louisiana.
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V,

What Effect Did Public Speaking Have Within the Movement?
In Richard H. Wiggins* study, The Louisiana Press and the Lottery,

Wiggins concluded that the Louisiana press was not effective, since
it supported the losing Lottery faction.

This admission cancels one

possible answer to the query as to what were the major forces which
caused the presumably omnipotent Louisiana Lottery Company, with all
its wealth and political power, to lose its battle for life.
In 1692 when John A. Morris withdrew his offer of revenue for
the state in exchange for a Lottery charter, he stated that before
he made the offer no opposition to the Lottery was voiced, but public
opinion had become so aroused against the continuance of the Company
that he felt it in the best interest of the people and the state to
withdraw the offer.1

Regardless of the true reasons for the Morris

withdrawal, the statement referring to the status of public opinion
was a fact.

If we assume that public opinion was aroused against

the Lottery Company, and that the newspapers in the state were inef
fective, since they supported the losing faction, then the likely,
logical and Justifiable conclusion is that the anti-lottery sentiment
was largely the result of the well planned public speaking campaign
conducted by the Anti-Lottery League of Louisiana.
So powerful was the effect of the anti-lottery orators that their
rival organisation, the "Progressive League," became defunct by late
1891.

People were no longer willing to support openly the Lottery

1New Orleans Daily Picayune, February U, 1892.
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backed organization.

The taint of sin placed upon the gambling con

cern by the orators, and officially supported by the churches, left
little choice for the religious minded people, except to reject the
revenue amendment.

By giving evidence that the state could survive

without the revenue, the anti-lottery speakers cushioned the antici
pated blow of financial chaos.
It appears highly unlikely that a majority of the voters of
Louisiana would vote against the offer of $1,125,000 revenue, unless
they had been thoroughly convinced that the Lottery was an evil
which would dominate their state, financially harm the individual,
and morally weaken society.

These were the warnings given by the

anti-lottery orators.
The writer does not maintain that the persuasive power of the
anti-lottery speakers was the only

force acting

against the Lottery.

However, the painstaking, face-to-face campaignwhich

reached every

major section of the state and many of its by-roads, was a major
factor in arousing and changing public opinion in favor of the antilottery cause.
This study reaffirms the ancient rhetorical theory that public
speaking conducted by respected leaders in a socially acceptable
manner is a potent force in arousing and molding public opinion.

The

anti-lottery advocates had no alternative but to turn to the common
man with his uncommon vote, for It was with the voter that the final
power rested to accept or deny the continuance of the Lottery.

The

anti-lottery leaders went to the people and presented their case.
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Thus, the death-blow was struck, and the Louisiana State Lottery
Company, as predicted by Rev. Carradine, was buried beneath thousands
of ballots inscribed simply, "No.*1
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